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PREFACE.

In presenting this work to the Public, the Author offers his

humble thanks to God, for having enabled him to accomplish it.

He was aware, when he first set his hand to it, not only of its

importance with regard to Abyssinia— its character, religion,

history, and destinies—but also of the difficulty of the task which

he had undertaken. There was previously no Amharic Grammar

extant, except Ludolf’s*
; which, however it attests the superior

talents of its author, considering the circumstances under which

it was compiled, is but a feeble aid in the grammatical exhibi-

tion of the language. Nor was there any other literary source,

on which the Author of this Grammar could draw, except the

Amharic Bible, and those Amharic works which he himself had

prepared. Under these circumstances, he had very often to feel

out his way, by a recollection of the living language, in which

he conversed with the Abyssinian people while residing among

them. This recollection, however, was kept alive by the Author’s

having been, without interruption, occupied with the Amharic

press, from his arrival in this country from Abyssinia up to this

day. The preparation and publication of the Lexicon, immediately

preceding his commencement of this Grammar, was peculiarly

suited to prepare him for this work
;
for whilst, on the one hand,

it laid open to him the whole of the materials of which that

language is composed, as far as they are at present known, it

furnished him also with ample opportunities to investigate the

grammatical rules by which it is regulated. Every one, who has

. *

See Preface to my Amharic Dictionary.
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a judgment in these matters, will discover, when comparing the

Dictionary with the Grammar, that the Author’s own knowledge

of the language has improved as he has advanced in his editorial

labours. But although he is aware of the imperfections of his own

works, he feels confident that a diligent study of this Grammar

will, under the blessing of the Almighty, materially assist any

Student in acquiring an accurate knowledge of the Amharic Lan-

guage.

Although there is, as yet, no literature in the Amharic Language,

its study is of considerable importance to Orientalists. Its Semitic

origin cannot be questioned : it is evident in every feature. A

little attention to what is said in this Grammar on the Nouns and

Verbs, shows that it possesses a vigour and flexibility capable of

expressing any idea ;
and that it may be very useful in throwing

light on many subjects of difficulty in the cognate languages,

especially the Hebrew, Syriac, and Coptic. Such a language, it

is but reasonable to suppose, will be found rich in words. The

Dictionary, which gives only those words which we at present

possess, contains about 7000; and we may anticipate that a

longer and more intimate acquaintance with the people of Abys-

sinia will furnish us with a great many more, and lead to

important results, not only in reference to the Semitic, but also

to the African Languages. With the latter the Amharic has

much mutual interchange
;

as the Author has had opportunities to

observe, in respect to the languages of the Danakil*, the Somal,

the Gallasf, the Argobbans, the natives of Harrar (or Ararge),

and those of Garague. But the advantages to be derived from the

study of this language, which should be accompanied by that of

its parent language, the Ethiopic, are not merely of a scientific

* See Dankali Vocabulary.

t See the Rev. J. L. Krapf’s Galla Grammar, his Translation of St. Matthew’s Gospel, and

his Galla Vocabulary.
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nature. When the covetous Abyssinian offers his hidden treasures

to the speculating European—when he opens his barriers to the

travelling naturalist, to explore his Ambas and his K’wallas—when

that country, which stands single in the whole history of Eastern

Nations, as a Christian State that was not overwhelmed by the

sweeping floods of Islamism, attracts different and, in some mea-

sure, conflicting interests of religion, philanthropy and politics—
the study of the living Abyssinian Languages, among which the

Amharic stands foremost, will become indispensable
;
as is already

experienced by those whom various motives induce to travel in

Abyssinia.

With regard to the Church Missionary Society, the Author begs

to repeat the same expressions of sincere gratitude, respect and

solicitude, which he has uttered in the Preface to his Dictionary.

Whatever the result of the present movements concerning Abys-

sinia and its future destinies may be
; whether that nation is still

to remain in its present uncivilized condition
; whether it be

doomed to fall a prey to that Spiritual Power which is assiduously

endeavouring to regain the influence which it formerly possessed

for a time, or whether it will open itself to the sound of the

Gospel and its accompanying temporal and eternal blessings, and
emerge into the light of truth and civilization

; this Society has

been the first instrument, in the hand of God, to offer the hand
of Christian assistance and fellowship to them. If it pleases God
to prosper their labours of love, they will be amply rewarded for

all the difficulties and disappointments they have been subjected

to, or which may be still awaiting them. May His blessing be
upon them !

C. W. ISENBERG.

London, Jan 4,1842.
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18 12 top, First Second.
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AMHARIC GRAMMAR.

INTRODUCTION.

ON THE AMHARIC LANGUAGE IN GENERAL.

I. .The Amharic Language :), a grammatical deli-

neation of which the following pages propose to give, is that Abyssinian

Dialect, which is spoken by the greater part of the population of Abyssinia

:

it prevails in all the provinces of Abyssinia lying between the Taccaze

and the Abay or Abyssinian Nile, and in the kingdom of Shoa
;
and enters

besides, extensively, into the languages of Argobba and Harrar. Its next

cognate dialect is the Tigre Language :); which is spoken

by the inhabitants of Tigre or the N. E. part of Abyssinia, and has its

modifications in the Dumhoeto Dialect at Massowa, and the coast N. of

that island, and in the language of Gurague. Both the Amharic and

the Tigre Languages are modifications of the Ancient Ethiopic or Geez

"ICTH :), to which they bear nearly the same relation as some of

our Modern European Languages to the Latin
;

viz. that of origin and deri-

vation. r> However, the present language of Tigre has preserved a greater

similarity to the Ethiopic, and received much less mixture from other

languages than the Amharic
;
the Amhara people being of a more change-

able character, and having had intercourse with a greater variety of

foreign nations than their Tigre brethren.

II. The denomination “ Amharic,” which this language has received, is

obviously attributable to the province called Amhara, situate between

Shoa, Godjam, Bagammeder, Lasta, and Angot. That province, which is

now the seat of the Yedjows, Argobbans, and other Gall a tribes—who partly

speak the Argobba dialect, partly the Galla language—must have been

considered the chief province of Abyssinia at the time the language

obtained that name : for not only have all the countries in which the

same language is spoken— excepting Shoa and Efat, i.e. all the N. W.

B
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countries of Abyssinia to the W. of the Taccaze—been called Amhara, but

the natives also frequently apply it to their religion
;
so that the appellation

Amharic is used synonymously with Christian, although at present the

greater part of the population of that province are Mohammedans. But
in what the superiority of that province consisted, and the time when it

, X

was so pre-eminent, remains still a matter of inquiry : for the reasons

which Ludolf assigns, that Amhara was in the neighbourhood of Shoa,

from which the Royal Family of Solomon, which spoke this language, was

restored, after the downfal of the Zagaean line
;
and that Amba Geshen

(better Geshe), where subsequently the Princes of that family were con-

fined, was situate in Amhara—seem rather unsatisfactory
;
nor have we at

present to offer any thing better in lieu of them.

III. From the fact of the Amharic Language being a descendant of the

Ethiopic—which will be evident, from a superficial knowledge of both—it

claims the same affinity to the Semitic family as its parent
;
although it has

adopted other forms and words from surrounding nations, which bear no

relation to that family. A knowledge, therefore, of any of the Semitic

Dialects, such as the Hebrew and the Arabic, facilitates, to a great extent,

the study of the Amharic. We shall, in the course of this work, have fre-

quent occasions to refer to the Arabic and the Hebrew
;
although it will

be our endeavour also to suit the capacity of those who may have had no

opportunity of learning any but European languages.

IV. According to the nature of a Grammar, this work will be arranged

under the following heads: 1. Phonology ; 2. Etymology; 3. Syntax:—
treating, in the First Part, on the Sounds and Letters; in the Second,

on the different Parts of Speech
;
and in the Third, on the Grammatical

Construction of Words into Sentences. There is, as yet, no occasion

to speak on Amharic Prosody
;
but instead of this, we shall annex a

variety of Amharic expressions, and a few Exercises.





THE AMHARIC ALPHABET.

ORDER of the VOWELS. . I. 5ii ii. an III. Hi i < HI V.gi! VI. % 5 ! VII.

POWER of the VOWELS .

.

Short a, or a, as in cat oo, or u, as in full, put i as in pin, finger Long a as in father
Bohemian e, or ie, as

German jeder

Vowel less or short e,

as in since, summer
o usally sharp, as in

so, or like wo

NUMERICAL

ORDER

of the

LETTERS

Ethiopic NAMES of Vowels “Ifj'H : Geez (original) V"| (HI : kaeb (altered, second) U|^fi : salis (third) d.-flO: rabe' (fourth) JV'tl : hfmis (fifth)

-
^ sadis (sixth) Oj*f| 0 : sabe’ (seventh)

NAMES of Letters POWER of Letters
|

i. Si; Hoi n » H U : ha lf^: hu, or hoo H

:

hi, or hee *1 : ha 4. : he (Boh.) U : he, or h IT : ho or hwo

2. 1;; Lawi L A : la A*: la. loo A.: fi, •• lee A: la A.: le A: le . 1 A°: lo luo

3- Eli Hlfit C H ih: ha ih.: hu hoo th.: hi •• hee <h : ha th, : he th : he .h ho hwo

4. o:= Mai M oi) : ma oo*: mu moo oil : mi . mee mj: ma nr/ : me 9° : me . m •JO: mo . muo

5. Si; Saut D u* S Ul: sa UP: su soo WI : si . see ui: sa Uf. se JLU: se . s H1 : so suo

6. li; Re-es R ^ : ra ™ • roo A : ri ree A,

:

ra <5, : re C. : re . r C : ro • ruo

7. £11 sit to u~ s fi : sa fi-: su . soo rt, : A • see •Y : sa lY, : se fl : se . s fi : so suo

8. KJJ Shit to Jl SH fi : sha fi-: shu . shoo fi. : shi . shee *1 : sha fL : she fi : she . sh fi : sho . shiio

9. Hi; K’-af
I forced with a

K. , ( peculiar action

f of the palato

pi) and tliroat.

<|> : k’a
•ft : k u . k’oo k’i . k’ee <J>: k’a *6 : k’e k’e .k’ X : k’o k’uo

io. li; Bet B n: ba Ih: bu boo a s bi . bee H : ba a: be •fl : be . b p : bo . buo

ii. lei; Tawl n cd t f* : ta -p: tu too t : ti tee 3-: ta t: te te . t -f- : toe . tuo

12. lEii Tshawi Tsh or tie T ; tsha Y : tshu . tshoo Y : tshi . tshee 3P : tsha ^ : tshe tsh" . . tsh J:
: tsho . tshiio

13. irii Harm n h 1: ha "}. : hu . hoo %: hi . hee J: ha "Y : he : he . h •f” : ho huo

ii. Hii Nahas N na i- : nu noo 1_ : ni nee f: na i. : ne T : ne . n f" : no nuo

is. isii Gnahas French GN Y :
gna (French) X: gnu . gnoo X gal gnee V: gna £: gne ^

:
gne

• gn fi: guo . gnuo

io. is;: Alf K 1 a or (’) Tx. a A-: u 00 ee A: a K- e 'A: e o uo
.Spiritus Lenla

17. I£ii Kaf 3 f K Yl : ka Yl-: ku . koo Yl.: ki . kee Yl : ka YX: ke Yl : ke . k Y* : ko kuo

13. IS:: Chaf 3 German CH *Yl : cha (German) Tl- : chu . elioo Tl.: chi . chee *Yj : eha "Tl : che Tl : che . ch A1 : cho . chuo

19. Io;i Wawi 7 J W ® : wa (D.: wu . WOO w! wee *P: wa *E : we (D- : we . w, u <P : wo

20. ^li Ain V £ a 0 0: a O': u . 00 ee a e 0: e f> : o uo
Amh. Spiritus Lenis

21. Bill Zai t J z H: za H- : z« • . zoo K : zl zee H : za H. : ze H : ze . z H : zo zuo

22. SI;; Zshai French J TT: ja (French.) TF: •
•
joo K: j’1 jee H-: ja li: :

je K = j» •j V: jo . jiio

23. $P;| Yaman ^ German J P: ja
(
German

) R: yu . . yoo R.: yl yee R : ya R. :
ye y ye . y (cans.) P-: yo . yuo

24. Soli Dent D R- da R.- dfi . . doo R,- dl • dee e= ^ R- de £: de . •d R do . duo

25. ssi; Jent J £: J
5 ja .joo

K-- i
5 jee ja j® jb • j M : j° juo

26. S2H Geml G (palatine) 1 : ga T-: gi • .goo 1- gl • gee 3- ga X: ge T
:

ge . •g 1 :
go • guo

27. ssii T’ait ^ I 'P’ 7 forced with a m: t’a m- : t’u . . t’oo m,: t’l t’ee "1: t’a OX: t’e X: t’e . t’ P1
: t’o t’uo

28. Sg|; Tsh’ait
\ ol the tongue

Tsh) TO.: tsh’a Itl; : tsh u . . tsh’oo tn.: tsh’i

.

tsh’ee IH, : tsh’a ttl” : tshe tp. : tsh’e . tsh’ pt* : tsh'o . tsh’uo

29. £y;; P’ait P\ sudden explosion A: p’a ft.: pa . • P 0° ft.: P’i • p’ee ft : P’a ft.: P’e ft-
:

p’e . P’ ft
:

p’o .

.

p’uo

the lips.

30. In;: Ts’adai Ts
, resembling

t' and l»h'

R : ts’a ft.

:

ts’u . ts’oo ft.: ts’l . ts’ee ft : ts’a ft.: ts’e ft : ts’e . ts’ ft : ts’o .

.

ts’uo

31. mg:; Tsappa 2 Ts 0 : tsa 0- : tsu . tsoo 0 : tsi . tsee 0 : tsa ^ : tse D : tse ts & : tso .

.

tsuo

32. mi;; Atf F A, : fa 4. A • foo A,: fi fee 4. * A.-, fe " d - fe . f G( : fo fuo

33. EU!;: Pa P T= pa T :
pu

.
poo X pi • pee X : Pa X: pe •• T: pe . P T: po -. puo

<pi. : k’ua . . ‘P*. : k’uee J : k’ua ^ : k’ue •P'- : k’ue

DIPHTHONGS S

"L, : hh’ua . . "li, : hhiiee X : hhua X : hhue -Y. : hhue

7 1. : kiia.... TrH* : kuee . Yl : kua. Yl : kue Vr : kue

T-
:

gua.... 'K
:

guee ’X- gha 3.: gue X: gue
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Part I.—PHONOLOGY.

ON THE

SOUNDS AND LETTERS OF THE AMHARIC LANGUAGE.

CHAP. I.

ON THE AMHARIC ALPHABET.

The Amharic Language is written with the same letters as the Ethiopic

;

each letter varying in seven different forms, in order to express different

sounds
;
Vowels and Consonants not being separated. But besides the

Twenty-six Ethiopic, the Amharic Language has seven peculiar Orders of

Letters, which serve to express sounds not existing in the former : they are

the following

:

fi: ft: n: ft: fi: h:

T: X- X- X:

T: X: X V: X: I
s5

:

Tl: Tf: TU: *^1: ft: Tl: T1 :

'If : TF: K: »f: TL: TF;

IQ>: 111;

:

111,: Ilf

:

•>P’

:

pt::

These, added to the 26 Ethiopic orders, give to the Amharic Alphabet
the number of 33 orders of letters; that is, each order consisting of
7 forms or characters, 231 different characters. Add to these the 4 times 5 ,

i.e. 20 Diphthongs, you have 251
;
which, to commit to memory, call for

the close application of the student. The Alphabetical Table opposite
embodies them all

;
giving a correct exhibition of the numerical arrange-

ment of the letters, with their names and value
;
and the phonical order,

power, and Ethiopical designation of the seven different orders, with the

pronunciation affixed in English to each character.

The Abyssinian Ciphers are as follow

:

SSL B? 2. F:3. 0:4. SI 5. 1=6. 1:7. S:8. 0:9. I; 10.

§: 11. II; 12. jo: 13. 10: 14. IS: 15. H; 16. T%: 17. IS: 18. IO: 19. S: 20.

m: 30. S: 40. v: 50. 00. c: 70. 80. 90. F: 100.

kp: 200. Ip: 1000. 5>r; 2000. ppj or F-F: 10000. Ig-F: 100000.
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Note.—A greater number of Diphthongs might have been added
;
as the

Abyssinians, not being accustomed to write the language they speak, like

to contract several sounds together, and to express them by single charac-

ters. Ludolf has given, in his Amharic Grammar, several specimens,

showing how they apply this to foreign languages. We observe, here, that

we have seen several instances of the same mode of proceeding in their

own language : especially do they like to combine the fourth with the

sixth form; e.g. twa, for T’V:: fj.: fwa, for G/P:: = mwa, for

9°T : &c. But as those figures have not been generally adopted, and the

number of characters is already large enough, and suited to express almost

any sound, we have abstained from mentioning them in the Alphabet

;

noticing them here only, in order to put those on their guard who may
happen, in their intercourse with Abyssinians, to meet such uncouth figures,

that they may not be frightened.

CHAP. II.

NUMERICAL ORDER, AND NAMES OF THE LETTERS.

1. For the general Order, in which these letters follow each other, no

reason can be assigned
;
as it has no analogy in other languages, nor any

foundation in the natural developement of sound from the organs of speech,

but seems to have been arbitrarily put together. Exceptions are, the

succession of |*| : and il :: : and ^ \ : and "Y :: Yl : and*Tl ::

H : and TT" and HI: and £E|>
" and ft : (for the resemblance

of figure) ft : and 0 ::

2. The Names of the letters have been delivered to us from remote

antiquity
;
and as most of them, if not all, are significant, we think it but

proper to preserve them. They must have been formerly in general use

among the Abyssinians, else it is not conceivable how they should have

been transmitted to Europeans : but the natives of the present day know

nothing about them, except from the schools of the Missionaries.*

3. The signification of most of the names of the letters is clear : they refer

to the sound they express, adding the adjective termination awi, contracted

into at, or mis-spelled oi, for the masculine, and awit, aut, ait, or at, for the

* This, however, is no reason to omit them
;
because the Abyssinians do not at all

dislike to have names put to their hitherto unnamed letters
;
many of which are the same

as those which they know, from the Psalms, to belong to the sacred language of the Old

Testament. Many of the most learned Abyssinians have applied to the Missionaries for

the express purpose of learning the names of their own letters ;
and thought to have gained

an invaluable treasure, when they had learned them.
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feminine gender. A short analysis of these names, as far as it can be

given, will establish this statement.

1. U : Hoi, U1^ : for : or : the h letter.

2. f\

:

Lawi, the l letter.

3. rh : Haut, rh(IP*"P :
(f.) for

**l’ : the h letter.

4. (To : Mai, : for : the m letter.

5. 1X1 : Saut, WKD’ J
l* : for : (fem.) the s letter.

7. |*| : Sat, A* : for : the s letter.

8. ffi : Shat, A't* : for ' '

11. T: Tawi,

1 2. X5
: Tshawi,

19. (D : Wawi, <p^ ::

2 1 H : Zai, : for ;

:

22.
r

\T: Zai (French j), TT#: for TT*E :

:

27. m: Tint, : for *tVP.T : :

28. UX : Tsh’ait, Uiy.p : for 111,‘RT :

:

29. ft: P’ait, : for

The following names are derived from the cognate Semitic Dialects,

probably from the Hebrew, since they have the names of the Hebrew

letters in the Psalms

:

6. d- Re-es, COfl: Heb. Resh.

9. Kaf, '
• P

Kof.

10. H: Bet, fl/p: • • 3 Bet.

16. A: A If, . . N Alef.

17. Yl: Kaf, . . 3 Kaf.

20. 0: Ain, : •
• V Ain.

26. 1: Geml, “IT0A = •
• 3 Gimel

With regard to their significations, the student is referred to the

Hebrew Lexicon.

Concerning the rest, the signification of which is not so clear, we leave

them for the amusement of such as will take the trouble of searching in

the Ethiopic and the cognate dialects.
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CHAP. III.

ON THE VIRTUE, ORGANICAL CLASSIFICATION, AND PRONUNCIATION

OF THE LETTERS, CONSIDERING THEM AS SIMPLE CONSONANTS.

1. As to the virtue of the letters, we must state, first of all, that Conso-

nants and Vowels are combined in the same characters; and on this ac-

count, each letter is able to present a syllable by itself. But laying aside,

for the present, the Vowel question, we proceed at once to classify the

letters according to the organs chiefly concerned in their pronunciation.

2. According to the organs, the letters are divided

—

A. In Gutturals: (J: ih‘- 7\ : O::

B. In Palatals

:

: Yl : P

:

T :

:

C. In Linguals and Dentals

:

A:UI:^: |*|: |*I : T : ^ : i ’ H

:

TT: III: (XL: X: 0::

D. In Labials: OD: f|: (L) : ft: <5,: T"
E. Nasal

:

:

:

3. In speaking on the pronunciation of these letters, we must refer to

the Ancient Ethiopic, the various dialects of Abyssinia, especially the

Tigre, and the cognate Semitic Languages.

A. The Gutturals.—In the present Amharic, || : rh : and : are pro-

nounced alike, like h in horse, and are often exchanged for Y\‘, thus

entirely dropping the aspiration. The Tigre language shows us, however,

that each of these letters must have formerly expressed a distinct and

different sound
;
for in it, U : sounds like our h in horse, and answers the

Arabic a, and the Hebrew H. (h: is pronounced with a pressure in the

lower part of the throat, like the Arabic XL ;
*1 : like the Swiss ch, the

Arabic XL >
an(l the Hebrew H

;
and "Yl : like the Scotch and German

ch, in loch, niclit, and answering the Hebrew 3 without the Dagesh.

This pronunciation of the *Yl : is equally in use in the Amharic language.

and O : are both pronounced alike, as the Greek Spiritus lenis (’);

but in the Tigre they are different among each other, Yv' being like

Spiritus lenis, l, or N, and Q : like the Arabic c and Hebrew y, with the

same pressure in the throat as the ^ , but without the aspiration.

B. The Palatals

:

«1>: corresponds with p in the Hebrew, and with j; in the Arabic Lan-
guage. On account of its peculiar pronunciation, we may call it an

explosive letter, such as ffl: CU>: and X: in the third, and f{: in the
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fourth class : it is a sudden explosion of breath from the palate, after the

latter has been spasmodically contracted. We have endeavoured to

represent this pronunciation, after the example of Ludolf, by writing K’,

but it must be heard before it can be conceived. This pronunciation,,

however, is not uniform, although general. In Tigre, it is besides often

pronounced like the Arabic c, often like j; in Shoa generally, like a mere
Spiritus lenis ( ), similar to the Jj as pronounced by common people in

E&yP1" Thus the word "T *1*11A : is pronounced in three or four different

ways : in good language, Tak’ab'bala
;

in Tigre, Taghab'bala
^ w ^ ^

Takab'bala ( J-jJLJ )

;

and in Shoa, Ta-ab'bala.

Tn : sounds like our k, or c before consonants.

P : is pronounced like y as consonant, or like the German j &c.

*1 : is pronounced like our g before a, o, u, and before consonants.

C. The Linguals and Dentals

:

A : like our l.

UU : and |*J: may originally (perhaps answering^ and D and to

have sounded differently from each other : at present, they are pronounced
alike, sounding like our s.

£ : sounds like our r.

h : formed in the Amharic by the accession of the i sound to the A

:

and UJ is the same as to, and sh.

f: is pronounced like D, and t.

^ : formed by combining a soft sibilation with *T, sounds like tsh, or
rather like t with a German j.

\ : is the same as our n.

/ y / /

and

H : is like 2 .

TT : like the French j.

£ : is the same with our d.

' sounds like the English j, or rather like the German dj : it is often
used to express the Arabic

ffl CCL : and X • are the same sort of letters in this class as the *1* : in
the Second, which we call Explosive

;
because they, as it were, explode

fiom between the fore-part of the tongue and the roof of the mouth or
the loot of the teeth. We have in the Alphabet represented them by
wiiting t , ish

, and Is . But as some more or less hissing seems to accom-
pany this explosion, CD : and X : frequently interchange.

: is pronounced like ts, or the German x.
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D. The Labials

:

oij : is the same as our m.

II •• the same as our b. In Tigre, it generally sounds like v, 1, or the

Modern Greek (3 : and this pronunciation must have been formerly more

general
;
for otherwise it seems unaccountable, how it could have been

turned into a mere vowel o, as in
;
whereas the soft b, our v,

being a mere condensation of that Vowel, was more liable to that change.

CD: is the same as w.

ft : the explosive letter of this class : the breath puffs off from between

the lips, before the vowel is heard.

<5^: is the same as D, < j, and/.

T : our p, merely used for foreign words.

E. The Nasal T : is pronounced similar to the French and Italian gn, or

rather like the Spanish n.

4. The letters are to be further divided, as in other Semitic Dialects,

into Radicals and Serviles. Servile letters are those which are employed

in the process of grammatical formation, derivation, and flexion : the

radicals are never so employed. The serviles are often radical, though

Radicals are never servile. The Servile Letters are,

A: WB: fl: R: 1*: \\ ft: CD: Yl: P=:

CHAP. IV.

ON THE SEVEN VOCAL ORDERS OF THE ABYSSINIAN LETTERS.

1. As the Abyssinian Languages differ from the other Semitic Dialects

(except the Coptic), in being written from the left to the right
;

so they

are likewise different from them, as well as from most other languages, in

the manner in which the Voices or Vowels are expressed.

2. This is done in the Abyssinian Languages, not, as in the other

Semitic Dialects, by any smaller points or figures written above or below

the line
;

nor, as in other languages, by a distinct sort of characters of

equal value with the Vowelless Consonants; but by a system of changes

which the original letter itself undergoes ;
each letter expressing Consonant

and Vowel in the same figure, and assuming seven different forms, according

to the Vowels which are attached to it; which forms (after Ludolf) we call

Orders of Letters.
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Note.—The terms “ Consonant” and “Vowel” are not quite suitable to the

Abyssinian Alphabet; as the Vowels themselves are but con-sonant, being

inexpressible by themselves
;
and the Consonants being, as appears from

the Sixth Order, in form more independent than the Vowels : but to be

understood, we must use the expression.

3. The Seven different Voices or Vowels expressed by these Seven

Orders are these

:

A. Short a, as in fat, lad, &c.; answering the Fat-ha (^) in the Arabic,

and the Patach (~) in the Hebrew. Like the former, it is modifiable,

approaching the e sound, or the short Hebrew Segol (~).

B. u, as in full, put, lucid

;

or o, as in move ; or oo, as in fool, &c.

C. i, as in pin, finger, hinder ; or ee, as in bee, see ; or ea, as in read,

sea ; or e, as in scene.

D. a, as in far, father, rather.

E. e or e
;
a sharp e, with a slight i sound before it, as in the Slavo-

nian Dialects
;
as the German je, “ ever,” or the English yea.

F. e or y, as in liv-er, ber-ry. This order also is often mute or vowel-

less, as in the English and French Languages the mute e. In fact, it

completely resembles the Shwa simplex (—) of the Hebrew Language.

G. 6, generally sharp, as in so ; or with w before it, as in woe, wonder.

4. In order to express these seven sounds by each letter, the Abyssinians

have adopted the following plan

:

A. The Original Form is used for the expression of the First Vowel (a).

It therefore is called, with its Ethiopic name, “JOB : Ge-ez, which sig-

nifies “ original”
;
and is therefore applied to the Ethiopic Language in

general (A **11: "lOTI :), in order to distinguish it from any translation.

In reference to the letter forms, it means the original, simple, unaltered

form, U : A : rh : &c.

B. The Second Vowel ( u ), which is called V) fj'fj : Ka-eb, i.e. “ altered,”

“second,” is expressed by the affixion of a point (') to the right-hand side

of the letter, generally in the middle (lh : ‘li : ore*'
: A- :) ;

in four in-

stances at the bottom (^: (D^: and *n one instance, under the

letter (£:).

C. The Third Vowel (i), which is called ujAfl : Sales, i.e. “third,” is

generally represented by a similar point annexed to the foot of the letter

on the right side, and below the line, (A.: fl. : A,: Yl.: Where the

original has no foot (i.e. line going downwards), a foot is formed; and in

c
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order thereby not to enlarge the general size of the letter, the rest is

diminished where it has been thought necessary (q^: oq-. tq
; «|> : c^:).

Where the original has a point below, that is turned upwards (£ : <5, :).

An exception is, g. :

:

D. The Fourth Vowel (a), called : Rabe’ “the fourth,” effects

seven different changes

:

(a) A foot line is made as in the preceding order, but without point

:

i|
: oij : : <p : : g : £ ::

(b) Foot lines on the right side are shortened

:

*1 : ‘’Pi : 4 : IT: n\-m cq,: * : H "

(c) A short horizontal line with point, is added, to the left at the bottom :

2- T ::

(d) The same added to the right at the head : f : doubled f ::

(e

)

Foot line broken

:

(/) Foot point to the left shortened
:

^

:

E. The change effected by the Fifth Vowel, (e), called : Hames
“ fifth,” is simple : it consists in adding a small circular line or eye to the

right side at the bottom, or in the middle : in instances where the letter

has received a foot line in the two preceding forms, a,t the bottom of that

line; e.g. H,: A.: E?.: EEK1
: &c.

F. The greatest diversity is presented by the Sixth Order (e or y)

i.e. “sixth.” Instead of analyzing it, we recommend the scholar

to examine that column himself in the Alphabet.

G. The Seventh Vowel (o) Sabe, i.e. “seventh,” effects the fol-

lowing changes

:

(a) A small circular line is formed at the top : U1

: A®: <E>:

*1°: I”: f : GL"

(b) Foot lines on the right side are shortened
:

*fn : I*
1

: h: P: ?»:

In :*T»: H : I1 ' £: J*
'- fn

:

"

(c) Foot lines on the left side or in the middle are formed
:
qo ;

<J): P :

(cl) Other forms are, !*: ‘1
: T-

5. As for the quantity of the vowels, it must be said, that those of the

First and Sixth Order are constantly short; those of the Fourth and Fifth

constantly long ; and the rest are sometimes long, sometimes short.

Not is. — Concerning the Diphthongs, as their pronunciation presents

no difficulty, nothing remains to be said except what has b§en mentioned

in Chap. I.
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CHAP. V.

ON SYLLABIFICATION.

1. In the Abyssinian Languages, each letter, being Consonant and

Vowel in the same figure, is able to constitute a Syllable ; c.y. YI^:

na-ga-ra; "44/1?: ne-fa-k’e. Such syllables, formed by single letters, we

may call simple or open syllables.

2. But although this is the case, they can combine two or tln’ee letters

(not more) together, to form one syllable
;
which will be called, if con-

sisting of two letters, a closed; if of three, a compound syllable. Thus,

e.g. k’al, “word,” is closed; fhU'fl: hezb, “people,” is compound.

3. This is performed with the assistance of the Sixth Order
;

the vowel

of which being short, and rather a semi-vowel, or the same thing as the

Hebrew Shwa (r), is liable to become mute. Whenever this occurs, its

letter must be added either to the preceding or to the following letter, in

order to be pronouncible
;

e.g. *!£: ga-r, “ meek.” 'flAH'T: bel-ha-t,

“ dexterity.”

4. The question then is, When is the letter of the Sixth Order mute or vowel-

less ? A few general rules, which will answer it, shall be laid down here.

A. Letters of the Sixth Order are mute at the end of words generally
;

e.g. UC: har, “silk k’al, “ word n

o

nagar, “word,” “thing”;

0*h.£: tsa-hay, “sun”; a-lam, “world.”

Note.—Seeming deviations, but no real ones, are those Ethiopic words

which in the Amharic have been abbreviated : in such instances, the final

letter of this form is not vowelless, reminding of the guttural letter,

which is no longer written, but still pronounced

:

07°: sa-ine’, “ wax.” Eth.

rf|£: be-re, “pencil.” Eth.

en-djy, “but.” Eth.

A real exception is this, which occurs in Feminine terminations of Pro-

nouns or Verbs, in the Second Person Singular of the Feminine Gender,

which are sometimes written in the third, sometimes in the sixth form,

and may be pronounced or not; e.g. better an-tshy,

“ thou (female) : or 'i'K.: k'a-dj, or k’a-djy, “draw (thou female) !

”

B. The same letters remain mute, when the words to which they belong,

receive such additions at the end, by which their form is not changed

:

e.g. tshar, “kind,” tshar-nat, “kindness.” *1A: bii-l,

“husband,” “owner.” bal-tet, “widow.”

Note.—An exception is : k’a-le-tsha, “sorcerer,” “soothsayer.”

L
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C. When two letters of this order meet together at the end of a vowel,

both are mute, unless want of organic affinity, or gemination, prevents

their being so
;
but when such a word is augmented at the end, the last

letter of this order is sounded

:

(a)

(b)

(c)

W)

da-rk’, “dry.”

oro^-H; ma-rz, “poison.”

a-yn, “eye.”

ATT0 : le-gem, “ superficiality.”

a-k’em, “measure.”

se-mem, “ harmony.”

ke-tet, “ perfection,” “fi

k’ed-se-na, “ holiness.”

A7°X: la-mts, “leprosy.”

k’a-nd, “ horn.”

"I'H'H :
ge-bez, “ hypocrite.”

?\CP>C : a-tsh’yr, “ short.”

'AAA: e-lel, “ huzzah !

”

less.”

j-igo^f; zem-de-na, “rela-

tionship.”

D. When a letter of the sixth form commences a word, its vowel is

generally sounded

:

le-dat, “birth.” ke-fu, “bad.”

fjm^ : se-t’ang, “ give me.” ft £7°^ - ke-ramt.

E. In triliteral words, where all the three letters are of the sixth

order, the first is generally sounded
;
the two following art not

:

: he-zb, “people.” ts’e-dk’, “ righteousness.”

: de-nk’, “ wonder.” >»£7° : e-rm, “ a thing prohibited.”

re-st, “ heritage.” 7° fiT me-sht, “ wife.”

F. In triliteral words, where the two first letters are of the sixth

order, the first is sounded ;
the second is not :

aI£cnI: ge-r-ma, “ majesty.” e-n-dja, “ I do not know.”

<790^: ge-m-dja, “muslin cloth.”

But in many cases the second letter also is sounded

:

ge-se-la, “brown leopard.” ^T0 *!: k’e-me-shii, “a bit.”

-dje-ge, “sleeve.”

G. In quadriliteral words, beginning with two letters of the sixth

order, and terminating in— feminine, the first letter is sounded
;

the

second is mute

:

G.A [|)T : fe-l-t’at, “megrims.” fe-r-hat, “ fear.”

ne-f-gat, “ avarice. ne-b-rat, “ state."
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H. In quadriliteral feminine adjectives, whose letters are all of this

order, the first and second letters are sounded, whilst the rest are mute

:

'iX’rlrp: ne-ts’e-ht, “pure.” k’e-de-st, “holy.”

<*lftT: re-ke-st, “impure.” ts’e-de-k’t, “righteous.”

I. In quadriliteral words, whose three first letters are of the sixth

order, the first and second are generally sounded, whilst the third is mute,

unless obviated by Lit. C.

:

"KAAJ: e-le-l-ta, “the shouting” '{Jtihf : ne-ts’e-h-na, “purity.”

J. In pluriliterals, beginning with three letters of this order, these are

generally formed into one syllable
;

either the first and third, or the

second and third letters being mute

:

Kre-s-tos, “ Christ. ’ <^*7°nj?- fre-m-bia, “breast-bone.”

Note.—These rules will meet most cases: we refrain from adding

more at this place, as it would swell this chapter to too large an extent

;

while in the further course of the Grammar, especially in those parts

which treat on the Pronouns and the Verbs, the rest will be easily deduced.

CHAP. VI.

ON ACCENTUATION, AND POINTS OF DISTINCTION.

1. The Abyssinians have no marks for their accents. Some general

Rules for Accentuation are as follow :

—

A. In words consisting of long and short syllables (long and short

either by the number of letters or by the quantity of vowels), the long

syllable generally has the accent

:

T4' : tere, “raw,” “genuine.” "1^.'
:
gera, “left.” fl*l' : bago, “good."

: netsu, “ pure.” q'^: bado, “empty.” zare, “to-day.”

In these two latter instances, the first syllable has the accent, because the

long a of the fourth order is the longest vowel

:

'jjj'qro; gadam, “convent” XU: nefak’e, “ heresy.”

<3.9R- : fak ad, “ will.” fl : k’edus, “ holy.”

aof'C : manor, “the dwelling.” hodam, “voracious.”

9°: malkam, “good,” “beautiful.” zem/dena, “affinity.”

B. In Verbs, the radix without afformatives, as well as with light

afformatives (affurmaliva levia), has the accent on the antepenultima

(on the third syllable from the end)

:
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Vn^: nabara, “he was.” fR: tak’a'mat’a, “he sat down.”

YA Jtl> :
ga lats’hu, “ I have revealed.”

See, however, more under the Verbs.

C. Feminine Adjectives and Substantives of the form have

the accent on the last syllable
;

e.g. : regem't,
“ cursed.

’

D. Other Dissyllabic words with short vowels require the accent on

penultima

:

ledat, “ birth.” wa'mbar, “ a seat,” “ chair.”

T"iH rfl: ga'nzab, “property.” : dengel, “virgin.”

E. The heavier Suffixes (svffixa gravid) and Afformatives require the

accent directly to precede them

:

“the yoke.” k’ambaratshen, “our yoke.”

All: “ he brought back.” croArt^lf': malasatshehu, “you brought

back.”

2. The Interpunctuation of the Abyssinians is very simple. A simple

colon (:) serves to divide words from words; and a double colon (::) to

separate sentences from sentences.

Note (a)—The colon, which is to prevent words running together, and

thereby creating confusion, was formerly a perpendicular line ( | ), as is

evident from inscriptions found at Axum
;
but that line has been divided

into two points, as it was otherwise liable to have been mistaken for the

numeral I (10).

(b) The double colon (::) is, in Abyssinian manuscripts, generally

reserved for the end of paragraphs
;
when five red points are inserted into

O

it in the form of a cross, in this manner, o*o*o

EXERCISE FOR READING.

(From “ the Church History,’’' p. 223.)

Bahawar' yat za'inan

ndiTCJP^- HOOl:
In the Apostles’ time

,

a'n de nat na'baratshebat,

a union was in her,

nafsem es ki ho'nu de ras.

soul and that they were

h

babeta Cres ti yan

nut: ftc.ftxy'i-

in the Church

hulatshau a'nde

all of them one

Cres tiya natem

:: VlCrt'tyF^r^1*:

the Christians and

en dehh yalatsh

^SLU: .PA'^:
such

se ga an' dit

body one

hu'lu ba Cres tos

U'A’: nrtcrt-t-rt:

all in Christ
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hulatsha um

all of them and

ka'to altala' yum. hula'tshau ya A'dam'

AATAPy":: U'A'f®': PA£9«:
never were separated. all of them of Adam

na'baru ha sega,

in<,: n^:
they were after the flesh,

yala Crest os yat’a'fu hat’e-'an en da

.PA: VlCfl-T-fl: Pfll^,:

lost sinners as they

hula'tshau bande Cre st'os

1*AT0>: YlCfi+ll:
all of them

ledjo'tsh

AV'T-:
children

enda 4

VIK =

as

without Christ

baha'imanot

by faith

liulatsh aum

U’A'FflhT0 :

they all and

through one Christ

mats’ rat

calling

ban de

by one

ts’adak’u bande man'fa sem

X£<*i: nijf : *TO14fl9in
:

justified, by one Spirit and purified

tats’a'ru.

TX
were called.

nats’u tak’a'dasum

la rasa'tshau

A<5.A ^{IP:
(as left) to themselves

na'baru en deh um
1 n<.:
were, so also

danu.

were they saved.

ban de da' mem
m£". Kqroijn:

by one blood and

Pet’ros em

sanctified and. Peter also

la mi ya men hu la a la: e lante ya ma'n gestena

AOi^y 90 -}: IhA’i AA:: "AA^: P ou^oj
to believers all said

:

You of the kingdom (royalty) and

yakehenat wa'gan natshehu, yatama'rat’atshem

F ^ Ik:
of the priesthood a peopLe, are, which is elected and

yatak’a'dasatsliem

PT«J»K
and sanctified

katsh’a'lama wada

TntdAoiJ: <D£:
from darkness unto

yats’ara'tshehun

PX^IM:
of Him that hath called you

te u' lid,

tahAf::
a generation,

te g'alt’u

you should manifest

mi yas danek’au

“"l.PfiK'i*©':
marvellous

sera.

the works.

wada

(DR:
unto

zand

mR:
that

berhanii

his light

IN ENGLISH CONSTRUCTION.

“ In the time of the Apostles, there was such an union in the Church,
that they (the Christians) were all one body and one soul. Christians
were never (in no wise) separated in Christ. As all of them were Adam’s
children, after the flesh, and as in themselves and without Christ they
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were lost sinners, so also (now) by faith they were saved through one

Christ. They were all called with one calling; justified hy one blood;

and purified and sanctified hy one Spirit. Peter also said to all believers

:

Ye are a royal and priestly people, a chosen and a sanctified generation,

that ye should shew forth the works of Him that hath called you out

of darkness unto His marvellous light.”

CHAP. VII.

VARIOUS CHANGES OF LETTERS.

In order the better to comprehend the various euphonical changes

occurring in the constitution of words in the different parts of speech, it is

necessary to point out the rules by which the changes in the letters are

regulated.

1. Addition of Letters.

Speaking, in the first instance, of the addition of letters to words, we

regard them as they are joined either at the beginning, or in the middle,

or at the end,—prosthesis, epenthesis, and paragoge.

A. When a word commences with a liquid letter, esp. \ : or ^ ,
the

Is often preposed; e.g. f°r rc.?: Narea. The pre-

formative, also, to the First Person Plural of Verbs, in the Present

Tense Indicative and Subjunctive, has >V1— : for the Ethiopic 1— ::

AOA 1
! : “ ^e return "

;
not 'lODAi'lA'J:: for

“ head.” : for CT'fl :
“ wet.”

B. In the middle and at the end after long vowels, Q> : is inserted or

affixed; e.g. for T.H.: “time.” f|<£.(D’9n : “and the work”;

for fl^.70 ::

Note.—This euphonical (ffi: must not be confounded with the suffixed

pronoun (ffi:, which only by the context can be distinguished from it.

2. Contraction of Letters.

Contraction occurs most frequently to the vocal letters 7\ : (U :) (D :

and P:, besides these to the gutturals U : rh : auc* ^ :: They answer the

nrrM letters of the Hebrew Language, in their becoming quiescent. This

is especially the case

—

A. In verbs and words derived from them, which, originating in the

Ethiopic, on their transition into the Amharic have dropped the gutturals, as

not compatible with the character of the latter language. In compensation
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for this loss of the consonant, they have retained the vowel, and joined it

to the preceding letter

:

Amharic. Ethiopic.

urij**
: for “ to pity,” “ have mercy.”

X<5.: •• Xrhrf.: “to write.”

.. “to learn.”

cro/\: .. cno£fcft: “to be full,” “to fill.”

•jq: .. “ to enter.”

|*|<5.: •• fiOh- “to work.”

UJ£, : •• UJCO: “ to order,” “ to constitute.”

ft

<

5,45 .: .. ft^.<5P: “ to bring forth fruit.”

X-<5/t*: •• X’AwS/t*: “writing.”

B. When a word beginning with ft : receives a preformative of the

first, fourth, or sixth order, the ft—: consonant is dropped, and the vowel

absorbed by the preceding letter. If ft— : stands in the first order, it

changes the preceding short letter to one of the fourth order
;

if the fourth

order precedes, no contraction takes place; if ft: is of the sixth order, it

sometimes changes the preceding short into a long letter, sometimes it

does not at all affect it

:

ftn^r*: “ the neck.”

xcr :
“ a swine.”

ftK^KD*: “ he did it.”

ftYF: “ he found.”

mi^T: “ on the neck.”

ACy =
“ to a swine.”

he who did it.”

FlfrUJ: “ thou wilt find.”

C. The same change, without loss of consonant, takes place with suffixes

commencing with a

:

fl<5.'
;FU’: “your work,” from f|<5.: and a

But when such suffixes are joined to letters ending in u or o, these

letters are changed into diphthongs

:

from and arf :
“ I gave her.”

When joined to letters of the fifth form, the suffix a assumes the P:, as

similar to the fifth vowel
;
and rendering that in the fourth form, deprives

the preceding letter of its vowel

:

from T^AA.: and a^T: “our likeness.”

n£JP :F(D’: and ndf Tfl)1
: “their ox.”

D. In those verbs which are called r/eminant, the two identical letters,

n
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i.e. second and third radicals, are, in several moods and tenses, con-

tracted into one letter, which letter then is sounded as a double letter

:

“it was light.” £<PAA: for £<!>AAA : “it is light.”

flKK=“ he sent.” Po^fl^*: for pcrUrtj^: “ he that sends.”

Note.—The same change takes place in all languages. Cf. in the English

:

refer, referring ; compel, compelled ; man, manned. ; stir, stirring ; stab,

stabbed

;

&c. In the Hebrew, letters so contracted receive a compensative

Dagesh (cf. Ulllp,
;

in the Arabic, a Teshdid ( i ). In

the Abyssinian Languages they have no mark for this gemination
;
but in

pronouncing the contracted syllable, the voice dwells on it for the same

length of time as it would on the non-contracted two syllables.

E. The same change takes place in the conjugations of Verbs ending

in \ : in the Second Person Plural, and in a few other instances; e.g.

ITi : “We became,” for im :: 9UHIP : UIIHIP : &c.

3. Elision.

A complete Elision, i.e. ejection without compensation, takes place

—

A. At the end of certain words, with letters of the sixth order, which

are not, or scarcely, pronounced; e.g. 1*19°: for 1*19°0 : “wax 'flO
for Tl£0: “pencil.” “but,” for the Eth. and Tig. ‘A'}£<V.

:

B. With the P : Relative Pronoun, and the p : of the Genitive Case,

when Prepositions are prefixed to or precede the word; e.g. HP'JvT*:

n(D'iJ^*90 ll: fl/p: “In the house of thy brother, which I have seen”;

instead of n.PPT.^: nPO)'i.K*9l, tI: n,^:: ^HTiLI

:

instead ofMR: PlTH-HU: “ As thou art commanded.”

C. With the Preformatives "A: and p1
: in Verbs and verbal deriva-

tions, beginning with A: and T:: e.g.

AKOAIP: “Ido”; AA”£.AU':“I bind AflXvtAth: “ I order

to write”; instead of 'AKC3AU1
: A^AIh: and AfUtiAlh::

Tl’nAAU: “thou receivest”; “you will be beaten”;

instead of ?
I'

,;

t**I
>nAAtJ: and ^^pou^'A^Ii' ::

D. The Preformative with the negative A:, is often suppressed

before T: (11: t&: £: f|: h: X: and 0 :: e.g.

for A^PX1

^.: “ Do not write.”

AflPfl^*: “Do not observe”; &c.

Note.

—

To this rule may be reckoned : before f| : in one instance :

fin: instead of fljfl: • sixty.”
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4. Changes 'produced and suffered hy the letter p : and its corresponding

vowels I and E.

Some of those changes have been noticed in the preceding. Here is to

be added

:

A. y: of the sixth order, as preformative to Verbs, resolves into the

mere vowel i, when any letter of the same order is prefixed
;

e.g.

instead of instead of

X’lKlPT: liiwin::
Yl.nC :

fl^oiKrrj : •njE.ODrTl ::

rt.°®Af|: fs^ooAfl::

&c. &c.

B. Under the same circumstances, _p : not only remains, but, for the

sake of assimilation, changes the preceding letter into one of the third

order; e.g.

&c.

C. The Vowel I, when applied, changes the following letters :

A : into P :: UJ : and ft : into h :: T : into Y : : \

:

into Y ::

H: into TT:: £: into (Tl : R: and 0: into CQ,::

FOR

u|^: "painter”

\jf[: “regent”

TnAfi : “answer” . . . ... ^AlX”
^pon^Afl: “ thou (/.) wilt be beaten,” ^pou-pAAl! "

^.K-^Afi : “thou (/.) wilt be saved,” Y.EY.AAFi::

nrc- “ prince 3H = :

(DAg-: “ parent <DA£.::

Act**: “giver” Am.::
“piece” or ‘p'^.m.:

:

OtnJ60>: “rebel” 0°^^"
Note.

—

Under the same circumstances, y: changes those letters into

the fourth order.

D. When words ending in i and e receive any of the heavy suffixes

(ejravia), or the auxiliary AA : at the end, the third or fifth order is gene-

rally changed into the sixth, and y

:

follows

:

n^: “ OX.” flC^dP: and fl^Yd*"
mn 4*?: “ guardian,” “ protector.” “our protector.”
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thou {fern.) observest,” for AAI*!::

m'fl«fc.PAU’: “ I observe,” for m'fl'fe: AAlh::

E. When letters of the fifth order are shortened, they are changed into

the third
;
when they are prolonged, they are changed into the fourth

;
and

the original vowel e or i is represented by p::

: “ he went” Imp. ih..l^:go!

fLm: “ he sold.”

T^PIIl: “he bought and sold,” “carried on commerce.”

5. Changes produced and suffered by the Letter (D : and its corresponding

Vowels U and O.

The letter 0 : is often contracted into the vowel o, and still further into u.

A. ®: is contracted into o. This occurs,

(a) With the second radical in verbs

:

^od: for 1»0OD:: H£: for H(D^:: X 011 : for X0OO:
(b) In substantives

:

flTffl?": “gift,” is contracted into

power,” into ^PA** 1^::

ZhtfO)^: “life,” into ftp-^::

“ prayer,” into XA0^::

B. ffi: and o are further contracted into u.

(a) In the subjunctive, imperative, and constructive in verbs

:

_P.
<fc91D : “let him stand.” «fcgna : “stand!” «]ie js

standing.”

(b) With the suffixed pronoun 3d person sing, masc., which, to

nouns ending in a letter belonging to the sixth order, is

attached as ii
;
but after a long vowel, and in verbs as (D' : , except

after an ii, where it is changed for -p::

fl/F: “ his house.” “his master.”

flin^ap: “ he observed it.” cro^i-p: “ they beat him.”

C. o and u, when an a is joined to them, change the gutturals and
palatals into diphthongs of the fourth order, and put other letters into the

sixth order, adding <p ::

"flA": “his saying.” *flAVA: “ he is saying.”

1*1m |p: “ I gave.”
|*im^OP : “ I gave them.”

iTil: “ senate.” h'i^OP: “ their senate.”
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D. fl): having been reduced to the vowel o in the radicals of verbs,

is restored again when the first radical is amplified

:

T3*fflOTJ: “he stood against,” “resisted,” from ^od : “he stood.”

6.

Changes occurring with the Diphthongs.

Diphthongs of the first order
(4^: •%: Yh: I":) are, when lengthened,

changed into the fourth (St: X 3.:) ; when shortened, into the sixth

(^: YV-
: T-0 order:

d,: “he counted.”

Lengthened Shortened

m£: “ he made accounts.” JE4*^mC :
“ let him count.”

7.

Reduplication of Letters.

Reduplication of letters takes place in the formation of nouns and verbs,

generally with a design of giving intensity to the original meaning of the
word, when the second or third radical is repeated

:

Ft"h :
“ small.” FtTfi :

“ very small.”

jPA^*: “great.” ^PAA^*: “ very great.”

oroAlY: “he brought back.” Tau/VAfl: “he walked,” i.e. “went
and returned,” “ went up and down.”

TOTAni’l: “ he returned.”.

“ he did,” “ performed.” YyR&.dfl: “ a great work.”

8.

Exchange of Letters.

The following letters are frequently changed one for another, as belong-
ing to the same organ, or at least being similar in sound.

A.Gutturals.—OrforA" A: for U: <h: and T:: |f: and'!: for*Tl ::

They write

:

he rested,” for

AHi: “he regretted,” for fhHl"
IFi: “he became,” for

3.A: “ behind,” for^A"

Ann-. “Abyssinia,” for dill?)::

he was ashamed,” for

he went,” for'ur-

B. Gutturals and Palatals.— 1|: di: and *Tl: for Yl: e.g.

in vulgar language, for ih.^lh: “I go.”

"tfTlA: and for ooYiYlA: “ the middle.”

C. Palatals and Dentals.— interchanges occasionally with (i|: CU>:
andX:: for AT CR? : “ wood.”

Afl‘t'i4»^<PAIh: for AfltEn^VAUh:: “I will harass them.”
Ps. xviii. 38.
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D. Palatals and Dentals.—T: and £ : and j£:: e.g.

“ to be old,” for

VTX'X: for T'iKTKT: “ to rustle.”

E. Linguals and Dentals.—A: and \ -.z UJ: and 1*1:: T: and ^
(H : and TT:;) TT:and^:: fl|: and X" X:and0:: e.g.

A*VC : “pound,” for iTC" UJtro^: “to please,” for |*iau^::

“perhaps,” for 9°r TITHT

:

“to redeem,”

for

:
“ to cut,” for :: R-f| : “ quarrel,” for 0 :

F. Linguals and Labials.—Where precedes f|: ft: and it is, as

in the Greek and in other languages, exchanged for cro: a liquid of the

same order.

“flute,” for Vi*fl ::

“a sieve,” for

A-lfti.: “a small tent,” for the Greek \apTrgvg.

G. Labials.—on : and f|" cto : and fl):: fl: and ®::
“rain,” for 'HfH::

(DT[1C : and “chair,” for oo'jnC"
“ to remain,” (the ffl: resolved into the vowel 6) from the Eth.

9. As for the liquids A: (ro : and the changes to which they are
liable, they having been embodied in the preceding remarks, nothing
further remains to be said concerning them.

10. Transposition, andfurther Contraction of Letters.

Takes place merely in low language. '

Ou^n^T: “light,” “candle,” for ::

*FIK|: for fcnVr. “ nug-oil.”

^TiT,0 for VlUC : contracted from 7*“1H./Vfiring: “God.”

JlPfl: “Christ.” frlfl.P'}: and for “ Christian.”
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Part II.—ETYMOLOGY.

ON THE DIFFERENT FARTS OF SPEECH.

PRELIMINARY REMARKS.

In the Semitic Languages, it has been the custom (which also Ludolf has

followed, in both his Grammars, of the Ethiopia and of the Amharic Lan-

guages) to class the different Parts of Speech under three heads
;

viz. Nouns,

Verbs, and Particles
;
beginning the Etymological part of the Grammar

with the Verb, as containing the roots of the whole language. But

modern Grammarians have, for important reasons, adopted another course

;

following the practice of some ancient Arabic and Hebrew Scholars : and

as that tripartition presents several inconveniences, especially to such as

are unacquainted with the other Semitic Dialects, we divide the Amharic

Language into Nouns, Pronouns, Verbs, Prepositions, Adverbs, Conjunc-

tions, and Interjections. None of the Abyssinian Languages possess the

Article.

2. It will, in a great measure, facilitate the study of the language,

before wre enter on each part of speech in particular, to premise a few

general observations on the original forms of words
;
because it is in them,

and in the manner in which from them the various formations have

proceeded, that the peculiarity of every language consists. We must
observe, however, that the Amharic not being an original but a derived

language (see Introduction, I. III.), we must have frequent recourse to the

Ethiopia
;
and it presents several formations which, in the present state of

its knowledge, cannot yet be accounted for.

3. Now the principal elements—as it were the skeleton—of words in

any language, consists in the Consonants, which are animated by the diffe-

rent Vowels, according to the purposes of formation, flexion, and dialect:

and in speaking therefore of original forms, we must look, not to the

Vowels, but to the consonants.* This, when applied to the Amharic, where
Vowels are constantly attached to Consonants, signifies that the various

orders of a letter do not come into consideration, but the letter itself.

4. One characteristic feature of the Semitic Languages is the prevalence

* This is more clear in the Hebrew, Arabic, and Syriac
; in which the Vowels are represented

by certain marks above and below the line, which are more frequently omitted than written.
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of triliteral forms, which are partly derived from original biliterals, and
partly amplified to quadri- and pluri-literals

;
but, for the greater part, are

original, and form the majority. This peculiarity applies also to the

Abyssinian Languages
;
although not to the Amharic with equal force, as

to its parent, the Ethiopic.

5. We do not intend to enter into any inquiry about the logical priority

of the Parts of Speech
;
although we believe, that, in the natural develope-

ment of the mind, the Noun has the precedence before the Verb
;
but in

the grammatical formation of the Amharic Language, the Verb claims

the priority, since all its roots are reducible to the first order, called Geez

;

i. e. “ original.” For the sake of convenience, however, we begin with the

Noun, and follow the order stated under § 1.

CHAP. I.

ON THE NOUNS.

In speaking of the Nouns, we have to consider them according to their

Formation (termination, species), Gender, Number, and Declension.

Section I.

Formation of Nouns.

1. As to the formation of Nouns, they are either Simple, Augmented, or

Compounds
;
either Primitive or Derived. Concerning their termination,

they may end in any of the seven orders, except the first. We consider

them, first, in respect to their forms, as simple, augmented, or compound

;

secondly, to theirformation, as primitive or derivative.

2. Simple forms
;
consisting of two, three, or four letters.

A. Biliterals.

(a) Ending in the second order

:

bad. 'flH': much. 90/*: full,

clean. clear. pure.

M'UP: covetous, a miser. n't5 : spices.

Note.—Most of these forms are Ethiopic Verbal Adjectives, originating

from, or rather representing, the Passive Participle.

(b)
Ending in the third order, generally signifying an agent

:

workman, diligent. au£; guide. fid,: wide, spacious.

H£: sower, seedsman. tanner. H*.: ebony.

"III.: the inside. ^jn, : current in trade.
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(c) Ending in the fourth order

:

: a corpse. 9*3,?: rent, wages. inj-: smell.

fl^: emptiness. aH : ransom. n^: summer.

A : equivalent. TH: mockery. : price.

1A: body. cloth. cq.tnj : sole of the foot.

[H-f : betrothed. (D^: water. dumb.

A.H : tliief. vessel, utensil. 9°A: dinner.

tJijj*: evening. flesh. course.

A <5.: work. 3*^.: knife.

(d) Ending in the fifth order

:

A®A,: servant. jhft: the king’s ma- 4»t: poetry.

on iT : a certain mea- jesty. fl)^: news.

sure. At: June. fnA.: full-grown ele-

^fL: butter, oil. nd.: ox. phant.

: disease. time. garment.

genuine,original. fruit.

(e) Ending in the sixth order. These are the most numerous.

UC: silk. day. : equity.

AT1* : cow. ITj*1
: belly. A*A: pearl.

AVI : measure. ATI : heart. law.

oo*«|»: warm. AS': child. cnjC ; honey.

aijif : coarse woollen banana. W|C : grass.

cloth. qoT' : death. A911 : name.

^*H : rice. (i.n : hunger. ^'9°: governor.

A Cl)
1
: man. A.T* : woman. «

1?A :
priest.

(/) Ending in the seventh order

:

09A°: a fillip. _PP : a sort of bread. c*l : curds, cheese.

£C : hen. IH.A: a third. T*H: a day’s march.

)j^: small thatched Sc : ear - Y1 A : cosso (a medi-

house. «¥»A": fried grain. cine).

B. Triliterals.

(a) Ending in the second order are rare :

"IVF: meeting. Aerofoil': harmonious.

(6) Ending in the third order, the second letter being generally of the
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fourth order. The latter, if their first radical is of the first order, are to be

considered as Active Substantives or Adjectives
;

if of the sixth, as Passive.

groom,

counsellor.

n&£: flying.

rapacious.

All>int'- gatherer.

00J3n.: steward,w : mason.

t' cnJ<5: scholar.

CTUrf|£: merciful,

drunkard,

speaker.

?vAd.: passenger,

passer-by.

To this class also belong those words whose third letter has been changed

from the third to the sixth order. onuAI*i :
“ the returner,” “restorer”;

TDAll: “answer,” “return”; “cutter”; “a cut,”

“ piece,” &c., for od

A

l\: T^AlX*. ‘t'NS.fIV.:

(c) Ending in the fourth order :

: entreaty,

twins.

onn ; sour, acid.

rt£|.£i: place,

ncy: slave.

AAf: a chief.

Afl-f: intellect,

bitter.

sleeping-place.

htIA: potter’s earth.

TAT: linseed.

Yl^.3’: height.

TOjhA: oath.

ooYl<5. : affliction.

rtT^H: the lungs.

remainder.

l <P'’ rrl : a spot.

(DC1!: sycamore-tree.

(d) Ending in the fifth order

:

UAT: substance, es- perfection. 901*1A.: similitude.

sence. AHfL: intellect. Saturday.

^Art,: trinity. fnR,: wheat. YlCIL: myrrh.

rh<5.Yl>: blessing. frhrt: August (month). age.

(Dm fa: young lie-goat. Kaij^ : song. TJP*t : question,

cow’s hide. T*oq^ : hippopotamus.

Note.—It will be observed, that those Nouns, whose first radical is of
the sixth, the second of the fourth, and the third of the fifth order, are
generally Abstract Nouns of Quality.

(e) Ending in the sixth order

:

a Nouns whose three letters are of the same order, generally denoting
essence, quality, action, or concrete substances :

A*flrt : cloth.

chC9l* : prohibition.

A^VtA'- image.

fiAT1*: ornament.

A(aT: change.

9DCC®1,: election.
%

CYl-rt: impure.

^*^A: cookery.

fountain.

flAG. : war.

HCJ^: coldness.

: corn.
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remainder,

a heap,

dryness,

addition.

6.C£* : judgment.

lflC : eagle. a fly.

00£: a fold, time, turn. : depth.

: tower. GTfl: pregnancy,

a pair. foetus.

ATC: a pound.

/3 Nouns whose first letter is the first, and the second and third of the

sixth order, generally denoting qualities, concrete substantives, or adjectives :

A9nR- hide.

long.

n^C : a stick.

lentils.

090^*: pillar.

'Hlf* : barley.

A9l, X': leprosy.

<P7K’ horn.

TVlA: a plant.

Tfl
r
fl

;
t’: property.

Hflhjf : coronet.

X>C= hair.

miAn : form,

cold.

19°C : leopard,

an a male.

£(£«!»: dry land,

thread.

7 Nouns whose first and third letters are of the sixth, and second of

the second order. They are of Ethiopic formation, being generally Verbal

Adjectives and Substantives, the same as § 2. A. a.

9n(I).T : dead.

^E.ri : holy.

king.

half, equal.

On>^: proud.

Cn-O: fourth.

*n<.C= silver.

iJtih: pure.

(IP'J.’H : execrated.

0(D-C : Wind.

anointed.

: humble.

: avaricious.

CJb910 : cursed.

: majestic.

§ Nouns whose second letter is of the third order. They are of

Ethiopic origin, and generally Adjective.

<ro^C : bitter. °D}^S: sour. : thin.

*PA.A: light. : heavy. mighty.

wise - Xfl/fl: narrow.

To the same class belong those Adjectives whose middle letter has been

changed from the third into the sixth order

:

“thin”; ACP>C : “short <;g-90: long
”

;
instead of

*nvi: hKO tnv0 --

Exceptions are

:

S»A/I1: “mould”; «l>(iqjri: “shirt”; Ul..£: “prophet”; Hfi/fl:
“ grape”

; &c.

e Nouns whose middle letter is of the fourth order. They are gene-

nerally Substantives, though sometimes Adjectives.
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A2.«70: reins, bridle,

infant.

A ,Jl} custom. An n

:

halter.

disease. : itch.

ouAfl: tongue. crolr)'^: barren.

£ Nouns whose middle letter is of the fifth order

::

rj Nouns whose middle letter is of the seventh order : JWJ-T::

6 Nouns Verbal, ending in the feminine —•t’ :: They will be men-

tioned hereafter, when speaking of Derived Nouns.

(/) Nouns ending in the seventh order. They are all Substantives.

lamentation,

l"* : a pole.

«f>nC= jackal.

fl'l^A" : mule,

awl.

PCI: a dergo.

9**^: exile.

a canal,

girl, virgin,

xcf*: leaven.

t^dVA" : tempest.

*Jgnp : water-jar.

ague.

: wire.

n«: hail.

Vine- drum.

poisonous

serpent.

ICC- throat.

C. Quadriliterals

:

There are none ending in the second order.

(aj Single Nouns ending in the third order,

any derivation of Verbs are not included here.

iVfP’in.: gatherer. fll a cleaver.

fTinl tt: a split. nCD

^

a plunderer

(ib) Ending in the fourth order

:

Such as are derived from

au-m : jaw.

fiTIA: deceit.

a learned

man.

UJ<V1A: beam, car- a kind of

riage. pulse.

a whip. Yl’TllTHl :
grass-

a young hopper,

man. leather bag

(c) Ending in the fifth order :

verdure. otj'JY’A: a rabbit. clemency.

l1ai}«|A,: an elder. nCOd,: Cayenne pep- translation,

hill of account. per.

(d) Ending in the sixth order

:

A9I)AlJn : green. village. poor.

9°TH(| : adultery. UJAltA: chain. ^°|^°| : mud.
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flTHC : a span.

eye-brow.

ftflTMl: side.

sponge.

I^IrrA: shrewdness.

frontier.

yoke.

?ihYlC: a youth.

.E*TTA: virgin.

(e) Ending in the seventh order :

OD|'|r
}$ : a harp. pewter.

(D^TIC prince, or mg-e monkey,

princess.

2\9°Air* : religion, god-

liness.

£TI>C: stupid.

D. There are not many Simple Nouns of five and more letters : some
of those which exist, we will mention here

:

'id.'VXZ'- green - ih tJlJA,IlJA: vegetables.

TlTi.fl: supporter of the head. InAHA: flame.

‘X'lt'AA: egg. iV^AG.: sleep.

ft(IP6.6fl : rhinoceros. K'll'PC: chamber-maid.

'H'iT’CT'C 1 chequered.

3. In speaking of Augmented Nouns, we do not refer to those casual addi-

tions they receive by inseparable Prepositions at the beginning, or Pro-

nouns at the end
;
but we speak of those augmentations at the beginning,

in the middle, and at the end, by which their original signification is

modified. In order, however, not to fall into an unnecessary repetition,

we postpone this subject till we come to speak of Derived Nouns. (See 5. c.)

4. Compounds are formed (a) from the Ethiopic status constructus ; the

nomen regens and the nomen rectum being combined into one word, as in

our “house-door” for “house’s door,” only the reverse of our order. In

the Ethiopic, as in the Hebrew, the word (nominative) which precedes, and
which, according to our ideas, should have the nominative form, is changed

;

and the word (genitive) which follows, and which we should expect to be
changed, is not changed at all. As this peculiarity does not affect the

Amharic Language any further, we do not enter into it, but content our-

selves with giving only a few instances.

Compounds. Analysis.

HAIl/T: master of the house, self. *1A: master, and n/P: house.

fellow, associate. f|A: .... bread.

aTrtfl:f7
eS

t
,0nebe

'r
S
-i

US
l n.+ :house. .

(
: Eft. i.g. An*.

I to a house or family. J ( A(IP: man.

IlTThAu : state-room, parlour. fl.p: house . . king.

Thus are many Ethiopic words compounded, especially their Christian

names; e.g. ^}J£A : : Haila Maryam, “the Power of Mary,”
commonly Hailu

; °r*Ml£: Gabra
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Egziabeher, or Gabra Amlak, contr. Gabramlak, commonly Gabru, or
Zaegziabher, or Zaamlak, “ Servant of God,” &c.

(b) From Amharic words, combining either noun with noun, or the
noun with any other part of speech

:

Componnds.

left-hand,

free-will, liberty,

empty-handed.

O my Lord

!

Analysis.

and

14: (dominion?) & hand,

empty, &
Pi: mine, & : Lord, master.

Primitive Nouns, strictly speaking, are those whose origin cannot be
traced to any other source but to themselves. Now there are a good
number in the Amharic Language which are easily recognised as Primitive
in this sense; but there are many others which can be called so only in
a relative acceptation of the word, because in the Ethiopic, from whence
they are taken, they are not Primitive

; although either the original word
is not current in the Amharic, or the mode of its derivation is not accor-
dant with the idiom of that language. The first of these two latter clauses
induces us to consider a number of Amharic Nouns as comparatively Pri-
mitive

;
whilst the second constrains us to leave to others the same deriva-

tive character which they have iu the Ethiopic.

As the Primitive Nouns are found only among the simple forms, we refer
to the above exhibition, N°. 2.

A. Biliterals

:

Class (a) is entirely derivative.

Class (b) also.

Class (c) contains a number of Primitives; e.ej. **,ft: IIP: fLH"
n^: ^ft: *PJ!1 : 1A: il^: : (D^: J*|- ui)+

-

M- $>&::

(d) Primitives of the fourth class: rh^,: croft,: fti: TH,:
PA.: Jd"

(e) In the fifth class, the majority are Primitives.

(/) In the sixth class, tn^A°: 1^: Yift: $»p ;:

B. Triliteral Primitives

:

In class (c), ft9«n : flUA: *1C>: TAH : oi|fjA -

(DC1!:

In class {d), fn£: iihft,: *h9»A,: : YlCfL: (DmflV

Li class (e), almost the whole of the first (a)
;

about half of the second
(/Q) ;
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BILITERALS.

1. ultima *1,"

Ri black horse.

R& ueck-chain.
j

HX.: ebony.

2. ult.

fjoij: cloth.

HJ: grandmother.

evening.

*1: corpse.

GP3 water.

hatchet.

T-X. : raven,

alcove.

3. ult. 4::

oufT : a masse.

7.H.: time,

i^oq: sort of pearl.

H&: duck.

(T> A. : full-grown elephant,

garment.

4. ult. y::

l*l(D’: man.

A-A: pearl,

ft.A: foetus,

onjif; sack-cloth.

flT" : woman.

flC: silver (dollar),

belly.

5. ult. IT::

IVl
:
good.

fillip.

SO: sort of bread.

<j^$: gazelle.

Y> f1
: kosso (anthelmintic).

1. ult. U-::

AA.A*: orchitis.

Yn-p: vanity.

little pigeon.

2. ult. 4/.:

chalk.

urchin.

"AT"A.: worthless.

OTT4-’- gem, pearl.

3. ult. 4::

anYl<i.: affliction.

Tnr: sort of lizard.

OTfUJ: glue.

•Jgf :
path.

dagussa.

fiA-£: geminus muscle.

leavened bread-

cake.

Tn.V: chaff.

fd.f| : sheep’s skin made

up for dress.

$A.aq : sausage.

triangular piece of

cloth in trowsers.

silver bracelet.

K.TA: bastard.

q.A4: arrow.

qoAA: oblong.

: strong, prominent.

ATf: straw mat.

4<I?A: lupine.

®CM sycamore-tree.

n-TA young dog.

slave.

TRILITERALS.

flOH: beeza, an animal.

•Ie,A: tassel.

language.

'PYT'A : wolf.

lYY>f: heel.

A*!0 *?.: rapacious bird.

4. ult. 4.::

(Dina: young lie-goat.

Ffhl*L: August (month).

41 £A.: glass bottle.

curled hair.

hou-A,: piece of salt.

44 farmer.

"! ui)4 : hippopotamus.

16.SL- sword.

“AlffL: chief of all the

convents.

Tncn,: myrrh.

fnsL= wheat.

ACT: old.

5. ult. y::

ll4C: camp,

liver,

rafter.

II'T : iron.

Y1 Yl'Il : star.

Yl""’S : cumin,

m-q.: sort of flute.

n<.C= massy silver.

<|> u^fi ; shirt.

jJ»A.rfl: mould.

black pied horse,

barren,

will.

H-q.T: throne.

A f| :
prelate.

AJUJT : a lemat.

A441 : halter.

’14T: sister-in-law.

fl^J?: flat straw plate.

(W°R- hide,

oo-^-p : genitals of qua-

drupeds.

T.TT: scorpion.

U£JtT: box, chest.

A*flf|: clothing, cloth.

YWlH : swelling of feet,

fill: ostrich.

•4.AA: hell.

04 l"
,-

fl : basket,

furnace.

6. ult. IT::

TflC: jackal.

a4lYf(: boiling vessel.

^fll"1
: pole.

<P4P: caprine animal.

IIT'-A'1
: mule.

Aj-ipi: hand-drum.

PPf ibis.

sort of bread,

a certain tree,

ooflf: channel.

T'CR bran.

qilj-A : tempest.

'/"’SI,U: certain fever.

<Ti£: girl, virgin,

fire-place,

throat.

NOUNS.

QUADRILITERALS.

1. ult. 4.::

a certain qua-

druped.

<|r-(CJn,: he-goat.

aIR°lR- bird of prey.

2. ult. 4"

UI<T«A: beam, carriage.

ATflA: lion.

nCYl' ull ' small leather

cushion.

'nCYT’5’: sort of bread.

A: sort of weeds.

A404A : certain bird.

: leather bag.

llTO’di.: sort of pulse.

S'.qf'I’d': centipede.

ATY1A : hollowed gourd.

1Cl°4: gap of a tooth.

3. ult. 4::

ntiiO filix mas.

oofiAA: stairs, ladder.

A9°AYl: God.

44114911: sort of gourds,

nail.

4H-AJA: k’ welqu’al.

Al4Q: bedstead.

AflJA: yolk of an egg.

TurnT: capricorn.

•frATl*". small elephants’

tusk.

lliTV: unfermented wine.

4CD1AT: obelisk,

•ju'j'nf): adultery.

inquiry.

y914)90; yellow pigeon.

'nYl'A: shrewdness,

craftiness.

p’-'Jif' '}: moth.

flTHC : sPan -

lYcmn : back-door.

>.TY’£: acrimonious fruit.

nCn*: red pepper.

fjaq«jA.: elder.

"U’l’l'A.: rabbit.

‘D'lp'i: earwig.

4. ult. y::

T'lii.C: plague.

soldier.

lYq.iT: sponge.

AfiYlO boy, girl.

WdC: yoke.

STfiuY: strong knife.

UJTUlT: window-frame.

ACYl’911
: large blackbird.

't'ililY: necklace.

5. ult. y.:

YlCYlC: a certain qua-

druped.

Ytctip : flat basket.

AZHH: sort of beads.

: tobacco,

raw flesh.

fra|Y'}<Y>: harp, lyre.

'jutll iup1 : an ’anthel-

mintic.

41CW’^ : g!ass -

AlYTT: kind of marmots.

TC^C: pewter.

PLURILITERALS.

1. ult. 4::

JSCTtl.'Y : a parasitic plant.

•AT^ifA: kind of lizards.

q.C9«av: breast-bone.

CIO' (41.

A

(’f!’ A', weasel.

2. ult. 4 ::

green.

a certain bird.

3. ult. y ::

A9°rHA11: saddle’s crupper.

ATYlA.fl: measles.

T'T'VX'l': a small handful.

•I’-CV'y11 (>ff,
UI

J_T : ankle-bone.

hqpCu,lu,l1’: lap-wing.

CAflTA: glutton.

inA4A: flame.

A7°nA£: white horse.

‘ATflk'AA: egg.

ATYlCVlJ?: a weed.

on-iYlflT: chin.

aD4’A ,/°T : large knife.

fnmcE-: game of chess.

XltAq,: sleep.

AYlflYlfl: light-minded.

oo'}Yl'<i.Yl'C : carriage.

'D'Tl’C'PC: curled hair.

'A7Dfl.i'T"fl9n : martingal.

4. ult. If::

A'flC"l tIn: sort °f plaited hair.

ATH'IIC: 6ort of bread.

To face page 30.
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none of the third (7); few of the fourth (S), 9»A/fl:

T\&W- Hfl/fl:» and fifth (e), AHIl: A3.91*:; but none of the

sixth (£) division.

In class (/), the greater part are Primitives.

C. Quadrilitcral Primitives

:

() None.

() cm^pp

:

UJOA: fi9n'fl<5.: AAXJ:
M»uq£::

(c) Few; e.g. tro^A: nCnd,::

(
d) The majority.

(<?) ouiWJ.: $>£$£.'. ®£*HC: TO^C:
D. Those mentioned as simple pluriliterals are all Primitive.

6. Derived Forms take their origin either from Nouns, Verbs, or Par-

ticles
;
and are formed in various ways, either by contraction (elision), or

by change, or by augmentation of their letters.

A. By Contraction (see Part I. Ch. VII. 2.), and Elision (ibid. 3.), they

are changed more seldom within the limits of the Amharic than in their

transition from the Ethiopic Language into the Amharic. It takes place

most frequently in Biliterals :

Amh.

pure,

114,: ox,

cnj£: honey,

4»a: butter, oil,

Eth.

fromTfUh::

Amh.

9niTh dinner,

A9»: cow,

u[^; grass.

Eth.

from 9D »lrh::

AtlT11 ::

.. 'HOQ:
sometimes Amharic.

Sometimes in Triliterals, derived from the Ethiopic Quadriliterals

:

Amh. Eth. Amh. Eth.

'llC^- strong,

: essence,

from flC'FO::

.. n&CP ::

fltnj'OO*: harmonious,

from f|OD*()OD«0:

B. By change of one, two, or of all the primitive letters, according to

the rules laid down in Part I. Ch. VII. 4, 5, 7. A few instances will

suffice for illustration

:

Derivative. Primitive.

£9° : that which is before, \

<PJ^a9.'. saddle’s pommel, > from 4*^9°: the former time.

Saturday, /

holy, v

consecration, > from to sanctify.

^h: sanctifier, )
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Derivative.

oo/\fj: a restorer,

9°An : return, answer,

9°AA,: likeness,

9«A.£: kind, resemblance,

king,

regent,

hunter,

AK'i: game.

Primitive.

from to return, bring back,

from troflA: to resemble,

from nUI: to be king,

from to hunt.

C. Augmentation of letters in the derivation of Nouns takes place either

in the beginning (preformation), or in the middle (reduplication), or at the

end (afformation).* The letters used for this purpose are oo
: A : T : \

:

f : A: (D: JP:: Of these, on; A: T: A: CD- AA: and AAT:
are prefixed; and on ; 'f* : \ f : (J): and y : are affixed. Reduplication

takes place by repeating any of the radical letters.

(a) Preformation

:

od : is used for Infinitives, and retained in Nouns derived therefrom

:

aomflT: the watching.

ODOUIT^: watch-house, from mflT: to watch.

T: TT- A: AA: AAT: and AT: are retained in Nouns derived from
those derivations of Verbs which have these characteristic Preformatives

:

Noun.

’Vrp&- speaker.

TTTT3, CfJ>: trembler,

breaker.

AAT r,1J uli : nurse for

sick persons.

cheater.

Verbal derivation.

TH^: to speak.

TTTfDTm : to tremble,

to break.

Afljouoo: to nurse sick

persons.

Radix.

n*: to say, tell.

TmTm: to bruise,

to burst.

^uoirn

ATT: (non occ.)AT*lTT: to cheat.

A: is prefixed to Verbs, and one of the radical letters doubled
; e.g.

ATMl: ATtnjouT: Agd.^"!::

T : and T: are prefixed to Verbs to form Nouns of action
; e.g.

Sometimes the A: or T: is cut off, and retained in these Pre-
formatives :

x u»

* This is analogous to the Hebrew and the Arabic Ucwb Nouns.
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Noun. Verbal Derivation. Radix.

thunder. to thunder. Eth. to beat.

im n^n il: a drop. T'lfllfUIHl: to drop. nUHIUl: to trot.

(D- occasionally interchanges with the on; of the Infinitive, the Noun
being considered no longer as an Infinitive : e.g.

CDQ^IIC 1 (or anno) chair. ora^nC: the sitting, (Eth.)

in^: to sit.

0)9l, <5.
,r

'r*: (for ou^o^f:) or “sieve”; from to blow,

to fan, to make wind.

(b) Reduplication ; repetition of any of the radical letters :

Derivative. Primitive.

FtTh: very small.

J'AA^: very great.

HOAV)Yi7U: very beautiful.

•Ffti: small.

FA*!*: great.

: fine, beautiful.

In Verbal Nouns, which take it from the Verb, Reduplication is retained :

Nouns. Verbal Derivation. Radix.

T^AAfi : walker. TtroAArt: to walk. to return.

Reduplication with transposition

:

T*CfTl£: doubt. 't’01<5.(TiO to doubt. 01^::
(c) Afformation of the letters oo ; -p : j : f : <j> ; and jp ::

a The Afformation of a?10
: to Substantives, forms Adjectives and Sub-

stantives of Fulness, Intenseness, &c., similar to the Latin osns, and English
ous and ful ; e.g.

Form in am.

beautiful (formosus).

glutton (man of a large stomach),

fertile,

thick.

Origin.

odAlrl : form.

U*J£*: belly.

: fruit.

0)£C : thickness.

/3

7

Afformative enj : forms Substantives :

mouse-coloured mule,

fornicator.

The Afformative rf : at, et, it, ltu, at, la, produces feminine forms :

Forming::
Origin.

A£T: mouse,

dog.

AK’t’ : birth.

doctrine.

TR,fh;
t’: (fem .) pure.

A£/1i: daughter.

a.Cl
i "V : fear.

remainder.

*H*J*J’: lowness.

0)A.^: to bring forth,

to learn.

"ift-fh: (masc.) pure.

Aji*’: son.

<5.£.: (Eth. <5.0J:) to be afraid,

to remain, to be left,

low.
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§ The AlTormative Y: iVj: forms Substantives of Quality, from Verbs

which in Latin frequently answer those ending in tas, in English in ty

:

Forms in an. Verbs.

A fSVJ : authority. U5 AfJl : & IU AfllV- to have authority.

TIC^T- light, clarity. fl£.: Eth. 11^4: to be light or clear.

Y1P.V- T^PK"
‘PAfll: to melt.

to take the sacrament.

Exceptions are, : “ant”; and cough.”

e f

:

and y'f: are affixed to Adjectives, Substantives, and Particles, in

order to form Abstract Substantives
;
generally answering our ence, ance,

ness, cy, ty, hood, and ship.

covenant.

TA rm : delicacy, vanity.

offering, eucharist.

Forms in V I and V‘T"

ART : intelligence, sagacity.

AOAF: highness.

AP \ T* : difference, variety.

A^iT- : childhood, sonship.

rhfjTiT’: infancy.

°1,A'’l9llYT’ : beauty, goodness.

ooTny^Y'T*: teachership.

holiness.

veracity.

witchcraft.

Radices.

ATI : heart, mind.

A 0A : (Eth.) high.

AP: different, various.

a£". child, son.

infant.

troAVl^: beautiful, good.

or>r/o;j£: teacher.

: holy.

true.

sorcerer.

£ Tlie Afformative ^ : is affixed to Nouns, to form Adjectives and Sub-

stantives of Office, Habit, or Quality.

Forms in 't’-

uTrvr?: lciz\
j
an idler.

cro^Yin?: sailor.

They often assume a T: before the :

labourer.

y^tjofirV: refractory.

rj The Ethiopic Afformative : is affixed to Nouns Substantive with

the same effect as those formed by the Afformative ^ :: They, besides, form

Gentile Nouns.
_

Form in a Radix.

(DTLA^: evangelist. (DTIA: gospel,

6 The letter y : is affixed,

N To Infinitives, to form Nouns of Agency, Instrumentality, Locality,

Object, &c.
;
whereby it must be observed, that when the letter to which it is

Radices.

UTfVT: idleness.

OO^Yl-f): ship.

. : work, labour.

1 will not.



1 . Verbal Adjectives and Substan-

tives, with Ult. or Penidtima U-::

bad, evil.

nD-^: dead.

fj-iJD: officer, governor.

floo-OTh: harmonious.

-net5 : Strong.

Q.ft-911 : perfect.

T-'iSLA: castrated.

2. Nouns, with *|_: Ultima or

Penultima.

(See Part I. Ch. VII. 4. c.)

A. Ultima.

(a) Active.

1*16 : labourer, artist.

4.4) tanner.

DU full measure.

TK : a ruler.

1*1 ejj’: a giver,

ffiH : a fugitive.

an ostler.

1-ihj6: a scholar.

a performer.

AAA6.: butler.

hflTO'ffi: teacher.

hflT^lon : nurse for sick

persons.

flTDI; : one who splits.

(b) Passive.

"111.: the inside.

a morsel.

*Vall‘t; : that which is dipped,

a splinter.

B. Penultima.

bitter.

mn. ll : wise.

"A'ilA.'H : English.

TABLE OF DERIVATIVE NOUNS.

I. SIMPLE FORMS.

3. Ult. and Penult. *|::

A. Defectives.

(a) Ultima

:

fid.: work.

: instrument, utensil.

>*
17nH : lungs.

AC1! : forty.

(6) Penidtima.

A9°: cow.

u*jq : honey.

**{£: grass,

onAfl: tongue.

B. Nouns of Essence, State, Ac-

tion, Quality, derived chiefly

from Verbs.

; petition.

1*6.6.: mountain,

on 6.6. : bitter.

fl^.6.: place.

'Vlt'A: soothsaying.

fillA: fraud.

4. Verbals in *J,: form 0*1*1:

and ||-*|*i::

UAU: the being, existence,

essence.

n-6.Tn.: blessing, benediction.

Ay"A"1
), : verdure.

I-O.0*: interpretation.

5. Ultima fj ::

(a) Passive Penultima U-

:

Vid. 1.

(5) Penult. */_: Vid. 2.

(c) Form 0*10::

AnlJ.t^ : custom, habit.

a;iv*' : reins.

Wl: wind.

(d) Form U*tO: and 0*10 ::

are generally Feminine.

1A.T: interior margin of a

written page.

°o«£,1-: dust.

(e) Form UOO::
Ayofr: leprosy.

6 long, high.

6. Ethiopic Infinitives in If::

lamentation.

TOO: exile.

: wire.

AT^Aln: Divine Service, Re-

ligion, godliness.

7. Contracted Preformatives.

IfllHOVTi : a drop.

’k’t-R’XK thunder.

8. Further Contractions.

tlPfl: Christ.

IlAT: Christian.

Vmq: God.

provincial governor,

&c. &c.

II. AUGMENTED FORMS.
1.

Augmented by Preformatives.

(a) Infinitives with OD ::

oo mill*: the keeping.

oo^Cl: step, degree.
|

(Eth.

()-p : sacrifice. ) forms.)

(b) With 'Y\ : before fl and \ :

:

^(kfl: {for 6>fl :) head, chief,

Ras.

Enarea, n. pr.

(c) Intensive forms with A : and

reduplication.

^'fnijBD'p ; trestle, seat.

ATEK”!: education.

{d) Feminines Sfc. with 1" ::

"nuf}t: reproof, discipline.

T"A°1A**T: patience.

T9**OCT: doctrine.

1*9DAft: threshold.

(e) With (!) : instead of on

:

(D^nq: seat, bench, &c.

2.

Augmented by restoring

original fl): and P::

fpfpoi^: standing slave, i. e.

wood-cutter.

Fipr.jj. ; seller.

3.

By reduplication.

very little, very small.

aDAl)fl7B : very handsome,

very good.

4.

By Afformatives.

() am to Substantives and Adjec-

tives, denoting fulness.

onA'rl'Jn : beautiful.

q.CE9*>: fruitful.

IfET" :
gluttonous.

() Dfl: to Simple Roots, forming

Substantives.

a certain fever.

Inc01*: stallion.

(i)Ti 0*1 : fornicator.

Aet«i : ash - coloured {lit.

mouse-coloured) mule.

(c) T : at, et, it, ut, 1* : and :

Feminine Forms.

AK1-: birth, nativity.

^FApI* : PFACDT:) power.

boasting, glorying.

A&T: (Ag-T :) daughter,

"i^ern-'p: majesty.

ftCHfr : fear,

fioo-l-: fornication.

the rest, remainder,

lowness.

fSTOlT: gift.

(d) an| to Simple Roots, forms Sub-

stantives of Essence {Concrete

Substantives), Power, Quality.

"I! : authority, privilege.

flCRI: Bght, clarity.

Tn.ET = covenant, treaty,

infant.

: delicacy.

•F'Cn'I: offering, eucharist.

"Kijij'l : ant

TP’ij.l: coughing, a cold.

(e) f : and to Substantives,

Adjectives, and Particles, form
Abstract Substantives of Quality,

State, &c.

AIM* : intelligence, prudence.

AOAF : highness, elevation.

: relationship.

ARIT: difference, variety.

Ag-11-: sonship.

aDA'kl7D }T: goodness, beauty.

XUblT^il’: verity.

A9*>a*i«eii-: divine nature.

/. F : to Nouns and Particles,forms
Adjectives and Substantives of

Office, Habit, and Quality.

uTa-rf: idler.

ofCYin?

5

: navigator, sailor.

Often assumes 1*::

AH1T?: mournful.

fl6,Tf: workman, labourer.

Agnn/t-f: unwilling.

(g

)

awi, with the same effect as the

preceding.

(DU,A *5 : evangelist.

6.60<E: Pharisee.

O.E'II'e: French.

(A) _P : expressed or implied,forms

Nouns ofInstrumentality, Agency,
Locality, Object, Individuality.

a To Infinitives.

mJUH.V : a tie.

ol)ATn.E : measuring instru-

ment.

•TOAI^: object of scorn.

/3 To Simple Roots.

: spoil, booty,

tpyn i“j : bit, morsel, taste.

R-CIP- rubbish, sweepings.

To face page 34.
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to be joined, is one of those changeable Linguals or Dentals mentioned in

Part I. Ch. VII. 4 c., both y: and the letter to which it was to be joined,

are dropped, and exchanged for such a cognate Lingual or Dental as com-

bines the joint sounds. (See the above-mentioned paragraph.)

Forms with JP : , the
'
being either expressed

or implied. Infinitives.

uuAin.y : measure.

°°A"i£: object, means of scorn,

passage, excellent,

printing-office.

01,010AH :
place, or means of

returning.

ollUiC.P: a tie, band, bond.

°oA if] : the measuring.

00 A'lJ^* : the scorning,

the passing.

00'i't'9T1 : the printing.

OT'TOAfl: the returning.

the binding.

2 To Simple Roots, with the same object and in the same manner as to

Infinitives:

Forms with V '

tptjoy
; booty.

a bit, taste,

trail, train,

rubbish.

Roots.

; to plunder.

: the tasting,

the dragging.

*C1: sweeping.

Section II.

On the Species of Nouns.

1. Nouns are to be considered, either as Substantives, names of things,

or as Adjectives, names of properties. In the Amharic, as in the other

Semitic Languages, they both belong together; and they have been

jointly treated in the preceding Section as to their Formation. It remains

now to say a few words concerning the Adjectives.

2. As to their Formation, but few of them, as the preceding Tables show,

are original

:

such are,

n*l: good. well. ’X00'Aj
: bad.

^AA: oblong. : prominent. AC'L: old.

Even these are but primarily Adjectives
;
and when isolated, may be,

and are, used as Substantives. Most Adjectives are of derivative forms,

being derived either from Verbs (see Table II.) or from Substantives; e.g,

AV^: troAYl?': ouaV)*7tj : A^"
Participial Adjectives, PJ-crol-.:

3. As for Comparison, the Amharic Language, like the Hebrew, has no
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Adjective form to express the Comparative or Superlative : we therefore

must defer this subject to the Syntax.

4. The Numeral Nouns will be treated in a separate chapter.

We now proceed to the consideration of the Gender of the Nouns.

Section III.

On the Gender of the Nouns.

1. The Amharic Nouns have but two Genders, Masculine and Feminine.

We shall endeavour to point out a few general rules, showing what Nouns

belong to either of the two genders, and by which forms they are to be

recognised. We have to complain, however, that there is yet much confu-

sion; both masculine and feminine forms being alternately applied to

words where the sex is not palpably distinguished.

A. Masculine are

:

(a) The names of God, angels, and men
;
also the names of nations, and

of all male animals

:

^fl: an Arab,

unit: an Abyssinian.

6.01xn : aFrenchman.

fr'in*’!: a lion.

K<,IH.?vnrh,C: God, Satan.

the Lord. 'HlCft.A: Gabriel.

h^AVl: God. man.

Pl>f|: Jesus. John.

ouAhfr: angel.

(6) The names of the sun and the stars, of ranks and offices of men

:

£ : sun. n'9°: governor.
* guardian.

IT1In'll: star. ru^er' A°A.: servant.

B. Feminine are

:

The names of women and female animals
;
the names of the moon, the

earth, countries, towns, &c.
;
plants

;
the names of female ranks and offices

;

collective names
;
and the names of several abstracts

:

°,)C >P9ID : Mary. YlT01
? : city, camp. (D^’HC: princess, lady.

: hen. nu iy,C : village. dT : mistress.

: moon. Gondar.

earth, country. HIJ.: tree,

dhni'i: Abyssinia. ftni: a flower.

And see 2.

female servant.

‘Ml?*,: assembly, society.

C. Common, are several conditions of life
;

as, “ child,” “ slave,” and others,

where the termination of the word does not distinguish the sex.
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2. The two Genders are distinguished,

(a) By the addition of distinct words denoting the Male and the Female.

These are: (DTK-: and Tn^: for Males, and iVp: and for

Females : besides this, for several male animals, who are without

this distinction considered as females
;

as, goats, fowl, &c. : e. g.

(DTK-: a son, boy. iVf: a daughter, girl.

male of animals. PTfl**|: KTfl'1-: female of animals.

ft(D*<5.: (J.PA: he-goat. ^(D*^: cock (he-fowl).

In Shoa, they carry this distinction further
;

calling “clayish earth”

©W : or TnT-
: (male earth), and “loose earth” ^fiT: or

I*LT-: (female earth). They call wood which splits perpendi-

cularly, (DTK* : “male wood”
;
and wood which splits trans-

versely, iVf: “female wood.” Maria-Theresa dollars, which
have the requisite coinage, “female dollars”

;
and those

which are any way deficient, being M. T. dollars, “male
dollars.” Tlie latter distinction obtains in all Abyssinia.

(
b) The Female is distinguished by the termination T: 3-: and 'fi::

(See the Table of Derivatives, II. 4. c.)

(c) The same by f : and Vt
:

(See Derivatives, II. 4. c.)

(d)
'
The Primitives are mostly Masculines.

(e) As to the Derivative forms, the following rule obtains

:

Classes I. 1. 2. 3. 6. and II. 4. f, g. are predominantly Masculine

;

and Classes I. 4. and II. 4. c. d. e. predominantly Feminine. The rest are
of Mixed Gender.

3. The remaining Nouns are undetermined as to the sex
; the Adjective

and Verb being promiscuously applied to them in the Masculine and in the
Feminine Gender. »

4. Several Adjectives and Substantives, whose form is Masculine are
changed into a Feminine form

:

Masculine.

°I

mn^:

(D<J.h: heir.

UYvrf:

i
rw/

.
a,l <K : heathen man.

Feminine.

'iJtfirt-: pure.

-flCtl^t-: clear.

wonderful,

guardian.

ftKVT: old.

(D<5.ft/D: heiress.

UYvr^lVfs: lazy.

heathen woman.
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Section IV.

On the Number of the Nouns.

1. The number is but twofold
;

viz. Singular and Plural. We might add

the Collective ; but that being considered either as a body, when it is Singu-

lar, or as an aggregate of individuals, when it is plural, it constitutes no

particular form; and we therefore proceed to consider these two, the

Singular and the Plural
;
there being no Dual in this language.

2. As the Singular is that form in which each Noun, before it is

changed, presents itself, we need not say any thing about it, but direct

our attention at once to the formation of the Plural Number.

3.

The truly Amharic Plural is very simple
;

it has but one form, and

that is the termination otsh (Tigre of)
;

in which we recognise the Hebrew
S x

TO, the Arabic culj, and the Ethiopic at ; e.g.

Singular.

n/r: house.

(D-h: dog.

child.

AH 'T : father.

rnn<t: guardian.

11*)
:

good.

Plural.

(iy,
i"
i;
‘r

:

houses.

dogs.

children.

fathers.

mn«¥*¥: guardians,

good.

Note.—The Plural termination of several Nouns ending in the fifth order

is divided into two Consonants
;

the original letter being put into the

sixth order, and a Pv being added, to which the Plural -T: is affixed; e.g.

9D|,IAP’¥: similitudes, from gm’lA."

4.

But besides this Amharic, we have the following Ethiopic Plural

forms; which sometimes are applied, although the true Amh. Plural

always may be put.

(a) Termination an.

For the Derivates, I. 1. II. 4. g. and some other forms
;

e.g.

Singular. Plural.

: holy. saints.

man: wise - fnum -
.:

living. f’hVTT”

cro-4* : dead.

Note.—Irregular : :

Singular. Plural.

Pharisee.

: sinner,

poor.

I

irognu^: teacher.

Jew. Jews.
1 ’

(
b)

Termination at.

The Feminines of the Plural Adjectives in an.

11<,VIT:
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The Derivative forms terminating in an.

: authority. M,A fT)f
vp :: -flCm : light. lights,

infant. rhgf'T': infants.

Besides these

:

Singular. Plural.

fioq^: heaven.
l’l
,nJ

ip ;
I': heavens.

j^crof : cloud.
; clouds.

*L£A: letter. letters.

^PA: word. ^PAY : words.

: secret. 9DM,(n,i.;l': secrets.

Some forms ending in the fifth order

:

l7,I|l
*lA : likeness. 9l8,"lA^,,f

l': likenesses.

7.H, ; time. T.H..PT : times.

Words ending in the servile T ::

ftoo^p: year. years.

IVJUD-I- : martyr. 't
1
: martyrs.

Other forms :

ihYC.P: apostle. ATC.^’T': apostles.

wind. winds.

law. laws.

flY: house. ftTlJPY: houses.*

priest. ^llJFT: priests.

metropolitan. metropolitans.

bishop. «Vt‘ : bishops

deacon. Y: deacons.

(c) Form
village. villages.

(d) From

(D't’C : string. AQP^PC 1 strings.

rhU'Il
:
people. fttfhH-fi: people.

PCi, : bird. hOTfi,: birds.

pillar. pillars.

(e) Kl<SY::
Singnlar. Plural.

2\C*£ : wild. wild beasts.

LUCY: beam. army.

* Used only in MlJPT: VlCfl’t.Pf I*: “Churches,” from f|/P: ftCfl'tJP'l:
a Church.”
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(/) M'fiCl’"
«tf|: priest.

spirit.

lion.

: judge.

m<5,c= lip*

InYlTI: star.

A9«AVl : God.

19°^ : leopard.

ouAWfl: angel.

window.

A/I*: chief.

mule.

demon.

Rare forms

:

"Ybl*J : king.

qoiYriV. monk.

: priests.

wore.i'n’T : spirits.

lions.

n,)il,T}4’: judges.

YiF£C : HPS

TnT^'fl^: stars.

: gods.

At'9°C ,?

l* : leopards.

angels.

*JO*1Tn'-fr: windows.

chiefs.

P^A0 ^: and mules.

MT**: demons.

and kings.

monks.

5. It is well to attend to these various forms, as they frequently occur

in the Amharic Bible as well as in conversation : but it must be borne in

mind, that they are all of Ethiopic origin, and superseded by the simple

Amharic form otsh

;

and a beginner will never be mistaken in using the

latter, until he is sufficiently acquainted with the language to know where

he has to apply any of the other forms.

Section V.

On the Declension of the Nouns.

The Declension of Nouns is very simple and uniform. Nouns are

inflected through four Cases, equally in the Singular and the Plural, i.e.

the Nominative, the Genitive, Dative, and Accusative. One example may

suffice to show the whole mode of proceeding

:

Singular.

Nom. : a house..

Gen. pn,^'- of a house, a house's.

Dat. AfL^t': to a house.

Acc. a"TT: a house.

Plural.

a-f-^: houses.

Pa^: of houses.

Aat^: to houses.

a't’^Tl: houses.

Observations :

(a) The Genitive answers the Eth. H : ,
and is not to be confounded with

the Pronouns Relative or Distributive.
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The Accusative Case must not be confounded with the Interrogative

Adverb 4 : , nor with the termination *4 : of Nouns. On the Construction,

and on the various uses of the Accusative, see Syntax.

2. It occasionally happens, that they make use of the Ethiopic Genitive

or status constructus, i.e. that mode of construction which prevails in the

Hebrew, and which has been noticed in the First Section of this Chapter, § 4.

The two nouns, which stand in a genitive relation to each other, one of

which is the regens (Nominative), and the other the rectum (Genitive), are

so closely connected as to appear as one word. The Genitive follows the

Nominative, and receives the tone or accent
;
in doing which, the preceding

Noun, the Nominative, is modified : in the Hebrew it is shortened : in our

case, the last letter, if it is of the sixth order, is changed into the first, and

the two words are considered as one compound, separated merely by the

(:) colon
;
but even this, in the Amharic, is often dropped, especially when

the Genitive begins with a vowel consonant, or when it is a short word

:

HA: fluE: and *1 An/t*: “ master of the house.”

HA£: for HA: 0£: “ owner of debts,” i.e. “creditor” or “debtor.”

Another change is produced by the affixion of Pronouns to Nouns, of

which we shall speak under the head of Inseparable Pronouns.

CHAP. II.

ON THE NUMERALS.

1. The Numerals are of two kinds, Cardinals and Ordinals. The Cardinals

specify the number of things which are the subject of speech : the Ordinals

exhibit the order in which they occur.

2. The Cardinal Numbers in the Amharic are as follow

:

Cipher. Amharic. English. Cipher. Amharic. English.

J. a 1 j
) One, a, ml 30. UJAOl: Thirty.

Os A •

if. MR* : ) an.
ofI: 40 i

:0r
iFnrtv.

I? 2. IhA^T: Two. i ACtl**: J

r| 3. Three. SI 50. Fifty.

g| 4. Four. in 60. : or n«1: Sixty.

S: 5. Five. c| 70. |*|n : or |*SAS^: Seventy.

%: 6. Six. t| 80. f|inn.p: Eighty.

%\ 7. Seven. 3= 90. Hfilf: Ninety.

*1 8. Eight. El 100. oof: Hundred.

@| 9. Hfn^: Nine. IEi 1000. fjU: Thousand.

II 10. Ten. E-El 10000. "KA6.: Ten Thousand.

20. UP: Twenty.

G
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Compound Cardinals.

IS! 11. hljf: Eleven. Ill 16. Sixteen.

II! 12. hW.: U-A^: Twelve. ml IT. : hn-T': Seventeen.

IE! 13. A«jn£.: : Thirteen. mi 18 . Eighteen.

III 14. Fourteen. I@! 19. Hflll: Nineteen.

IS: 15. Fifteen.

The same order is observed with all the Tenths, to a Hundred

;

e.g.

U.P: JVJ.K*:: A^A^: lhAi’:: &c.

The numbers upward of a Hundred are joined to the Hundreds by Yl :

or T: ;
e. g.

E\%\ 106. fro-t-: TnflJE^fl^T:: . . . . One hundred and six.

ESI: 160. oof-; Tfl
|M

|: or oof; One hundred and sixty.

Ele: 199. ou^-; YlHmf: Hml” . . One hundred & ninety-nine.

IE ;
: 200. U’A'T’: oo-f-: • . . • . . Two hundred.

isms: 1841. htl: Tfl9nT ;
t’: «®+:.

,hCn: ^1^-: or

oo-Y-: V|(^n: 2 One Thousand Eight Hundred and

Forty-one.

3.

the Cardinals.

or &vV"
U-AT?5

: the Second.

["flTf: the Third.

YxZ.'VV. the Fourth.

the Fifth.

&c.

fl.K’flT?
5

: the Sixth,

finff

:

the Seventh.

the Eighth.

HfflTf: and Hfnlf: the Ninth,

the Tenth.

Typin'. lEAfF: the Eleventh.

&c.

The Ordinal Numbers are formed by the termination X' affixed to

the First.

The Simple Numbers, Twenty, Thirty, and upwards, scarcely admit of

the termination ^ : , but are generally given to the Cardinal form. In

compounds, the last number receives the termination : ;
as,

U.P: MR?: VVO&G.- the Twenty-first chapter.

4. They have no particular form for the Distributive Numbers
;

but

they express them, either by reiteration, as,

M.R* = (contr. :) one-by-one, some, several, one or

other, singly, severally.

lEA^E: IhA^t*: two-and-two

;
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Or by >» p : or KP : as,

each, every. ft,PlhA*T: by twos, by pairs, two-and-
two, every two, every couple, &c. &c.

1. The Amharic Pronouns are, as to their logical character, divided, as in
other languages, into, 1. Personal; 2. Possessive; 3. Demonstrative;
4 . Relative; 5 . Interrogative; 6. Reflective; and 7. Distributive Pro-
nouns. As to their forms, they are classed, as in other Semitic Languages,
into Separable and Inseparable Pronouns. We begin with the Separable
Pronouns. They are Personal, Possessive, Demonstrative, Interrogative,
and Reflective.

They are Three for the Singular, and Three for the Plural. The
Singular has some peculiarities. The First Person has not the Gender
expressed : the Second and Third have distinct forms for the Masculine
and for the Feminine Gender: the Second Person has, besides, three
distinctions of honour, as the following Paradigm shows

:

Note. («) On the application of the three different forms for the Second
Person: Mt: and

l rp,,
' U1

honour. These two forms resemble the German Ihr (in Switzerland Er)
and Sie, and the Italian Voi and Lei, for the Second Person Singular.

(6) In speaking of a distinguished person, the form of the Third Person
Plural is used, as a mark of honour.

every three days.

CHAP. III.

ON THE PRONOUNS.

Section I.

Separable Personal Pronouns.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Com.
PLURAL.

Com.

lPers. I.

2 Pers. MT

:

XAIT: you.

mentis; and m universal address, where you need not pay any regard to
rank, &c. is used for a lesser

;

for a higher degree of

friends
; and in universal address, where
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They are formed by

follows

:

Singular.

Pi: my, mine.

^1T: m. /. thy thine.

p:: PCrttp: your * yours -

PCI> m. his. PCiVP:/ her, hers.

and are as

Plural.

P^
1
: our, ours.

PA'l'T': your, yours.

PC'VF®’ : their, theirs.

Section II.

Separable Possessive Pronouns.

the Genitive of the Personal Pronouns
;

Section III.

Demonstrative Pronouns.

They are two in number; one for near, and one for remote objects.

1. Demonstrativefor IS!ear Objects,

masc. or : fern. “This.”

Shoa Dialect : H,{J : masc. "A : fem.

DECLENSION.

COMMON FORM, IRREGULAR.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fern.

Nom.

Gen. PH.1)"

Dat. AH.1J"

Acc. ytH: & £UV1::

contr. this.

PH.lFf: PH.^: of this.

AH.U^: . • AH.¥: to this.

this.

Nom. or

Gen. PAH.U:
Dat. AAH.il:

Acc. >»AH.tn: •

PLURAL.

Common Gender.

contr.

P1H.«:

A1H.U:

>»A,U: these.

PA.il: of these.

AAU: to these.

these.

S1IOA FORM. REGULAR.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem.

N. >»HAJ: this.

G. PH.U: PRU^f: of this.

D. AH.il : ARtPF: to this.

A ‘fclUfr’l: this.

PLURAL.

Common.

"AAH.U: or

contr. >»Ail: &c. the same as above,

but the R: prevailing throughout.
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Masc.

N. JiU:

G. P£U:
D. A.VAI

:

A *m '-

ANOTHER REGULAR FORM, OCCASIONALLY USED IN SIIOA.

SINGULAR.

Fem.

£tPF: contr.

PJiiPF: . . P£^::
AJMJftF: . . A^'-T1

::

PLURAL.

Com.

'AAPU: contr. PA.il:

PAPil: . . PA.il:

AAPil: . AA.il:

^APyi: . >»A.in::

2.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem.

N. _P: that.

G. PH.y : PH.P-Y-: of that.

D AH.y : AH.jP’Y’: to that.

A. .PIT: that.
I

For Remote Objects.

PLURAL.

Common.

XAH.^:&^H^ = contr. those.

PAH..P: & P1H..P: • PA.P: of those.

AAH..P: & AYH..P: • AAP: to those.

: those.

FORM OCCASIONALLY OCCURRING IN SHOA.

SINGULAR.
| PLURAL.

Masc. Fem.

N. "^»H^F: that. Like the above, only contracting

G. PH: PH^F : of that. H..P: to H::

D. AH: AH^F: to that. I

A. >kH*F1: that.

Note.

—

The Demonstrative Pronouns form Adverbs
;
which see, under

the head of Adverbs.

Section IV.

Interrogative Pronouns.

There are four: One Personal, oij'}. pi. "ftA 01!!: “who?’'’ “which?”
“ what sort of ?” One Impersonal, :

“ which ?
” “ what ? ” One Com-

mon, p-Y- :
“ what ?

” “ which ? ” One Universal, 9«"iRC, •
“ what ?

”

The Personal is “who?” “which?” e.g.

u,n : T\yO : IJUII : Who did this ?

Jiil: Idh: (or uiJi(I)' :) Who is this ?

Yl IWVF : : Which of both ?

The Impersonal is 90T ; “ which ?
” “ what ?

11

e.g.

9°'}: AjE^iil: What hast thou done?

9°'?: a^P: Which house ?
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The Universal Interrogative Pronoun is ; “what?”

*<&" What is this ?

: and : are declinable, thus :

SINGULAR.

Pers.

Nom. cnjl : who ? which ?

Gen. ptnjTl : ofwhom ? whose ? of

which ?

Dat. A 01}*!: to (for) whom? to

(for) which?

Acc. : whom ? which ?

PLURAL.

Nom. : who ? which ?

Gen. PA01}*! : whose ? of which ?

Dat. AA°*n: to whom ? to

which ?

Acc. *A

A

01}'!'! : whom ? which ?

Impers.

9n'i : what ? which ?

P*Jra
‘r

l: of what ? of which ? whose ?

A9T, “i: to (for) what? to (for)

which ? wherefore ?

7° *}! : what ? which ?

bA7iri : which ?

PA 9°*!: of which? whose?

AAT11!: to which?

>»A9°T!: which ?

9°*!^*C: has no Plural
;
and is defective in the Singular, having no

Accusative Case.

Besides the preceding, they have the Interrogative Pronoun p^p ; or
Euphonic P'p: “ what ?

” “ who ?
” “ which ? ” It is indeclinable, and

used chiefly in forming Adverbs, by joining with Prepositions
;

as, ‘Al&^p

:

&c.

Section V.

Reflective Pronouns.

They are three, HAIfl/P:: <^f|: and with the signification

of self. They assume the Suffixes of the Possessive Pronoun, as in the
English myself, thyself, &c. So is in all Abyssinia with Suffixes

£.|1<p: <Ll> = 6.fl<P :

6*i*l^OP :
“ myself,” “ thyself,” &c. nA IL^P : , with Suffixes, is not used

in Shoa; but in N.W. Abyssinia, it is common. with Suffixes is

used in all Abyssinia, though not so often as I" But the reflective

mode of speaking is more frequently used in Verbs, without these Pronouns,
as will be shown afterwards.

Section VI.

Distributive Separable Pronoun.

This is “ each, “ every,” with Suffixes. As it is composed
of a double iVljf: and the distributive Ajp : , it has been numbered
already among the Distributive Numerals.
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Section VII.

Inchfinite Pronouns.

These are the following

:

: any, each, every one, whoever, whosoever.

oW-T©* : m. fem. whosoever.

|>/V: all, each, every, any.

A.A : other.

some, something.

1. and cnjf are used only in the Singular,

nor receive they any Suffix. When used with the Verb in the negative,

they adopt the reverse to their natural signification, “none,” “none

whatever.”

2. IhA*: is rather the Substantive 1>A: “totality,” with Suffixes.

It assumes all Suffixes, and is declinable
;
but has no Plural.

3. A,A: is used in both the Plural and the Singular Numbers, and is

declinable.

4. : is declinable, and used only in the Singular.

5. A^A.: “ some,” “ several," is declinable, and has but one number.

Besides this, the words, “some” and “such,” are circumscribed by Verbs;

e.j. “ Some men like it,” AA*: lit. “There are men who

like it.” “ Such :
” M&U

: $A : or pi. Al g,tl: .PA*:: “ who is,” or

“ who are so.”

Section VIII.

Inseparable Pronouns.

They are, with regard to their character, Personal, Possessive, Relative,

and Distributive ;
and with regard to their position, they are either Pre-

fixes or Suffixes.

1. Personal Suffixes to Verbs*

They consist partly in modifications of the Personal Pronoun
;
and are

annexed to any part of the Verb except the Infinitive
;

for that Mood,

being considered in this respect as a Noun, assumes Nominal Suffixes.

* We do not speak of those personal designations the Verbs receive at their beginning or end
;

because they are so intimately connected with the Verb, that we cannot consider them

separately.
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The following Table contains them all

:

49

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem. Com.

3. afl> : ^t* : him. a^f : her.

2. tJ : thee. : thee.

. . honorif. 1 : you.

2 a(p : you.

1. . . ... • a • a . a 111C,

PLURAL.

Com.

a^®*: them.

|
a^lf*: you.

1
:
perfect. 1

:
pres. &c., us.

Suff.l.

. . 2.

SINGULAR.

he protected me.

fll Il*frU
: )

he protected

• a. mn^fi- j
thee.

. . . hon. he protect-

mn^tp: J ed you.

. a inn«pa>: |

he
,

pl'otecled

( him.

mnjt : he protected her.

Note.—Suffix 3d pers. sing. masc. to Prepositions has : ;
e.g.

fl^T: in him. to, or for him.

PLURAL.

1. mn‘M: he protected us.

: (imp.) protect us

!

2. mn^ih: he protected you.

3. he protected them.

2. Possessive Suffixes to Nouns.

They are, to a certain degree, similar to the preceding.

PLURAL.

Com. Com.

3- u, or afl)': his. <p: her. 3. a^fl^: their

.. hon his, her.

2. com. {J: thy. fj : thy.

. . hon. 1. . . . . . a^Uh: your.

. . . . 2 a(p
:
your.

1 e : my.

Ex.—

:

“ House,” with Suffixes.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem. Com.

3- a*!5 : his house. a^TT: her house.

. . hon a^O* : his (her) h

2. art’ll: a^TlI: thy house.

. . hon. 1. . . . aj^lh: your h.

.... 2 aT(p: your house.

1. a*tT: my house.

H

2. a>fa: your.

1. a^p-T: our.

PLURAL.

Com.

a;I,SF(D': their h.

your h.

[LT'T’'i : our h.
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3.

Prefixed Relative Pronouns.

There are two; i.e. P: for the Preterite, and P9°: for the rest;

e.g. poofi): |‘|(D’’. “the man who came.” paijourri: “The day

which comes”; i.e. “the coming,” “following day.” See more under the

Verbs.

4.

Prefixed Distributive Pronoun.

There is but one, which has been mentioned already, under the Nu-

merals : it is, >»P: or ^P:: ^.P^fll*: "Every three days.”

Prepositions have the power of absorbing the first letter
;
when care must

be taken not to confound the remaining p— with the Relative Pronoun

;

bearing in mind, that the Relative itself would be absorbed by the Prepo-

sition : nor stands it, except before Verbs.

CHAP. IV.

ON THE VERBS.

The Verb being, next to the Noun, the most essential part of speech, we

are to give it our fullest consideration. In entering upon it, we treat,

1. On its Formation and Quality; 2. On the Derivations, or different

Forms or Voices of Verbs
;

3. On their Flexion
;

4. On their Conjugation

;

5.

On the Affixion of Pronouns to Verbs.

Section I.

Formation and Quality of Verbs.

1. The Verb, in general, seems to represent the chief developement of

those roots of the language which are contained in the Noun. The original

idea of the Noun is exhibited as a thing of time, found in a certain condi-

tion, and undergoing or producing various actions and changes. This

consideration implies, that the Verb, in general, originates in the Noun.

In the Hebrew, we can trace its course from the Primitive Nominal Form,

through the Participle (in Kal), to the 3d pers. masc. preterite
;
the latter

being, in all the Semitic Languages, the grammatical root of the Verb. In

the Amharic, the Constructive Mood, of which we shall speak afterwards,

seems to be the medium of transition from the Primitive Noun to the 3d

pers. masc. preterite of the Verb.

2. Now the latter, the 3d masc. pers. sing, of the preterite in the Simple

Forms of Verbs, constitutes, as has been just now alluded to, the origin of

all the other Verbal Forms
;
the same as, in our languages, the Infinitive

;

or in the Greek, the Latin, the Italian, and others, the 1st pers. sing, of the

present tense on this account it is put forward, for grammatical and
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lexical purposes, as the radix, or rather (because the true radices of the

Verbs are contained in the Noun) as the stem, from which all the other

forms branch off. In the Amharic, it presents various formations, as well

as the Noun—bilitera, trilitera, quadrilitera, and plurilitera : but in it, as

well as in the Noun, the majority consists of triliteral forms
;
which majo-

rity is still augmented, whenever the present contracted biliteral forms,

and many pluriliterals evidently amplified, are restored to their original

fulness or simplicity.

3. In reference to Quality, then, the Verbs present two grand divisions ;

i.e. Perfect and Imperfect Verbs, which again may be sub-divided in other

classes. Perfect Verbs are those which are flexible in, at least, several

Derivations, and throughout all the Moods, Tenses, and Persons in Conju-

gation, without losing any of their Radicals. Imperfect Verbs are either

Defective, Augmented, or Irregular.

Note.—(a) Perfect Verbs may be divided into Primitives, i.e. whose

origin cannot be traced to any further root; and Derivatives, which have

for their origin either a Noun (Denominatives), or another Verb (Verbals).

We subjoin here a few specimens of each.

he buried.

troAll: he turned, returned.

VIE: he worshipped.

Yin^: he was honoured.

*JAX: he revealed.

(HI rtTn^: lie testified.

l"liriT: he remained.

was flatulent.

AtrofttpA: crucified.

PRIMITIVES.

lie chastised,

he covered.

Original Noun.

*vnc : honour.

"lAX"- the public.

witness.

Sabbath.

blessing.

cjof|*l>A: cross, crucifix.

DENOMINATIVES.

VERBS DERIVED FROM VERBS.

Original Verb.

he was glorious. i : it flourished, he was glorious.

^UJ^T: he laid a foundation. Ul<5. : he built.

(b) Under Defective Verbs, we mean, (l) Those which occasionally lose

some of the Radicals; and (2) Such as have not all the Moods or Tenses,

or Persons in conjugation. They will be mentioned in their proper places.
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(c) Irregular Verbs are of various kinds

:

A. Such in which the Afformatives are irregular.

B. Such as have either the first or second, or second and third

Radical Letters contracted.

C. Geminants.

D. Reduplicated and Transposed forms.

All these will be exhibited, with their respective Conjugations, after the

Regular or Perfect Verb.

Section II.

Various Derivations, or different Forms or Voices of Verbs.

1. In every language, the original idea of a Verb must be determinable

by the relation of the subject to the object
;
and those various relations

must be in some way or other expressible by the form of the Verb. The

state of any subject of speech, or its action, is either confined to itself, or

it exerts -an influence on an object, or is itself the object of extraneous

influence. This circumstance renders, in every language, three classes of

Verbs, or three conditions of the same verb, necessary; i.e. neutrality

(immanence), action upon other objects, and suffering. In the English

Grammars, these qualities are called T bices'

j

in the Semitic languages.

Conjugations, or better, Derivations.

2. The ways to express these Voices are different in different languages,

according to the pliability and vigour the latter possess.

The more original and vigorous a language is, we conceive, the more

will it be able to derive all it requires, for the purpose of expressing the

various relations of the verb, from the original verb itself, without the

assistance of auxiliaries, and without circumscription : and this seems to

show the superiority of the Semitic over the European Languages ;
because

the former fully possess that power, while the latter are deficient in it.

In the English, the Passive Voice is not expressible, but by the Auxiliary

To be. The Greek language has the power of expressing it by a change

of the Active in the termination, converting w in oftou, &c. The Transitive

is, in a few instances, formed by a change of the vowel, as “to fell

(i. e. make fall), from “ to fall”; sometimes by Prepositions, as “ to enforce,”

“ to belabour,” &c.
;
but, on the whole, European languages are deficient in

this respect.

3.

In the Semitic languages, the form of the original verb is altered,

either by the mere change of vowels in the same radical consonants, or by

an addition of servile letters with a suitable change of vowels, in order to

express the various determinations and modifications, i.e. Voices or Con-

jugations, of which the verb is susceptible. Of these derivations, the
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Hebrew Verb lias seven; the Arabic, thirteen
;
the Ethiopic, ten different

forms. For the Amharic, Ludolf has assigned but four Conjugations
;
but

an attention to the following will show that there are many more.

4. As the Triliterals are the most numerous and the most perfect

words, we present the reader, first, with a list of all the Forms of Conju-

gation, to which the perfect Triliteral Verb is liable. And since all these

forms do not proceed from any single stem, we take several stems together.

The Verbs which will serve us for this purpose are the following

:

00^1*1: act. he returned. |*|f|£: he burst.

Tnn^: he was glorious, respectable. {££1: non occ.)

Asm he reviled. he did.

he said. K1H: was blunt.

: he contradicted. <5.TA : spun,

on
|*|A: he resembled. he fulminated.*

<D£g: he descended.

LIST OF CONJUGATIONS OF THE REGULAR AND PERFECT TRILITERAL VERB.

i. act. “lie returned,” “repeated.” Tnn^: neut. “he was

respectable.”

u. ilgn: intens. “ he scolded exceedingly.”

iii. Min^: trs.
“ he honoured.”

iv. T^A 1*1
:
pass. “ was returned.” refl.

“ returned.”

v. hfV: trs. & cans.
“ he made speak,” “ caused to speak.”

vi. contin. “he spoke.” intens. *rA£ri: “reviled,” “blas-

phemed;” i.q. A£ll" recipr. “he counselled,”

“ gave and took advice.”

vii. T911<PT ;
t*: recipr. “he disputed.”

vm. AA<n>AA : cans. “ he caused to return.”

* These are the known forms of each of these Verbs: ooArt:*rtniArt: AAouaA
fijuAAI*!

:

TtroAhA:: Yltld.- Airing: AAYlIl^:: Agll: Agf!

AA^niTAKn: AAKn:TAKn:: AVl^ : tf’Pld.

AKVld.: A(Dfin4 :: oo>f : TouT-t* : 'T9ntP
r

lT:
°dAA: TotjAA: AAo^AA: AAouAA:: Affl^g: A<P£K

" An^: AAfl^: TAfl^: AAO^
TAnn^:: (KOO AKO : tKO: AA£«V1 : £lH
A£1H : K*HH : AfclH H : d,TA : T<S.TA : AAd.TA: <5.t*ATA

Td,TAtA" AlRn^::
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IX. Af|0«i*IA: caus. & intern, “he caused to resemble," “dissimu-

lated," “ flattered."

x. ArtTY]<^: caus. “he made speak." ArtTl*l<^P: “procured for-

giveness." hflTKl’l: reiter.
“ he inhaled and exhaled," “ he

respired," “ breathed."

XI. intern., pass., & refl., “ he was completely humbled,"

“ humbled himself completely."

xu. finn^: intern, “broke into pieces."

XI IT. intens. “ he performed great things."

xiv. *t*
irDAA|,

|: reiter. “ he returned repeatedly;" i.e. “walked.”

*t'OuY|Tn <» : recipr. “ he consulted with others,” “ took and gave

advice."

xv. Ten^: reiter. & recipr.
“ conversed with another," “ spoke fre-

quently.”

XVI. K1HH: intens. & intrans. “ to be blunt,” “ stiff,"
“ obdurate.”

xvii. trs. “to blunt,” “stiffen,” “obdurate.”

xviii. 't’01*Al*l 1*1 : refl. & pass. “ he returned," “ was returned.”

xix. Tho^mm: “he reviled.”

XX. intens. “ he talked one out of any thing," “ dissuaded."

XXI. “ he folded his hands."

XXI. <5.'TA'TA: “ he rubbed thin between his fingers."

xxii. ATA
:
pass. “ it was rubbed thin between the fingers.”

xxiii. diminut. “it shone," “glittered," “sparkled," “ re-

sponded."

These Forms are not of equally frequent occurrence. Those occurring

most frequently, are, Nos. i. m. iv. v. vi. vm. x. xiv. and xv. The rest are

more rare.*

5. Observations on this List :—Most of the forms it contains are analo-

gous to the forms of derivation in the Hebrew, the Arabic, and more

especially in the Ethiopic Verb; which will be evident from the following

remarks

:

i. ou/\i"|: comprises the Ethiopic and Arabic i. and ii. forms, and the

Hebrew Kal and Piel.

* We beg to observe here, that, on account of the baste in which the Dictionary was prepared

for press, the Forms xvi. to xxiii. were not arranged in it under their roots; as the Author was

not then aware, that they were simple derivations from the Triliteral Verb. To this conviction

lie arrived when drawing up this Grammar.
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"• Dsn:. of rare occurrence, answers the Ethiopic and Arabic iti. form,

: and Jjj.

UI - Wnn^: answers to the Ethiopic iv. and v., and to the Arabic iv.

iv. corresponds with the Eth. vi. and vu., and with the
Arabic v.

v. “ lie made speak,” answers the Arabic xi.

vt. “ he spoke,” answers the Eth. vir. and Arabic vi.

J^LaJ.

vii. seldom occurs, and has no correspondent in the other
languages.

viit. ix. and x. answer the Ethiopic and Arabic x. Afl't*
ain^::

jliuLjJ.

The rest are peculiar to the Amharic
;
although modifications of the

same forms occur, especially in the Arabic.

6. Before we proceed, we notice the Conjugations of the other classes of
Verbs

:

I. TRILITERALS WHOSE FIRST RADICAL IS A GUTTURAL.

They are affected by the rules laid down in Part I. Ch. VII. 2. B. 3. C.

The following list contains their several conjugations:

Radices, A«™1: “he believed”; and AAd.: “he passed.”

i. “he believed.”

ii. ^ au\ : “he was believed,” “creditable,” “trustworthy”; “he en-
trusted.”

in. “he persuaded,” “ he made believe.”

iv. “he entrusted,” “accredited,” “attested.”

v. TAAd.: “ he trespassed,” “varied.”

vr * AflTAAd.: recipr. & trs. “he made pass in different ways.”*

* Other Verbs of this class: h^00 : Tldjl:

: Odd.: htd.: Afld : Ml^: Mlffl: AT«0: Mil: A1*I»:
A1X: AYlA: ACDYl : AHA: AHY: A£A: A£*ro :

AKlI: AK1: AK1 : Afcd.: A*19«: AlH: Am^: AXd= Ami:
freaK: Axn: Yx&s. onp: OX.1>:: The metier, ,h.m, ,h„
the original Forms of these Verbs are not all of prima A: ; but in the Amharic, they may be all

comprised in this form.
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II. GEMINANT TRILITERALS.

They are originally Biliterals, whose second radical letter has been

doubled. See Part I. Ch. VII. 2. D.

i.

ii.

iii.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

i.

ii.

iii.

IV.

I.

II.

III.

List of Triliteral Geminants.

A*!**!*: intrs. & act. “went away,” “dismissed.”

trs. “he thinned,” “rarefied.”

PA*!**!*: pass, “he was dismissed”; ref. “he abandoned himself.’

AA^I*: intens. “he yawned.” AA^K: “he persecuted.”

pass. hit. “ he was persecuted.”

caus. “he embittered,” “exasperated.”

A'l'I'P'P: “ he glided down” on his posteriors
;

“ he cheated
”

'Tin-t-T: pass. “ he was pushed down,” “ was cheated
”

PTJAA: “ he fornicated.”

“ stretched himself.
” *

III. GEMINANTS WHOSE FIRST RADICAL IS A GUTTURAL, t

Aouau: intrs. “ was painful”
;

trs. “ gave pain.”

•j-otjou: pass, “felt pain.”

A *! (TO CTO: caus. “gave pain,” “made sick.”

AflJODOD : sympathetic, “ nursed sick persons.”

IV. PERFECT BILITERALS. \

11: “was beautiful.” £1: “was great.”

All: “beautified,” “praised.” A£l: “he grew.”

T |*| fll : “ was given.”

* These Verbs are very numerous. Cf. in the Dictionary A*!**!*: AYiYI: A 111(11:

oo^: troll: odhH: ro>XX: <^1*: HAA'- llAA: lY<^:

llAA : ilTT: *PAA: «!>££: fl£4= nil:

;PAA: inn: fHH: 1££: )nUD: Yl44 : YllYlY: Yintt: YlTT:

Tn-11: (D^: <DKK: £l*llY: £«M>: 1AA: T-AA: m

l££:

IfT-lKK: mOTitro: Xnn: mnn: XAA:
X1T- <5.HH:

t Atrotro: AAA: Ann: APlYl: AHH ::

i 15: Kl: tro i1: fifi: £CO>: lYfll: ll4 : fiT: *PT: n£:

nm-. TT-- ica: mm::
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iv. AA’ll: “lie beautified,” “glorified.”

“made grow,” “trained,” “educated.”

vr. 1\\: “flourished.”

vii. ftlH: “ made to flourish.”

VIII. to betray each other.”

V. IMPERFECT BILITERALS. Prima Y\ '•

I. AP: “ he saw.”

n. P
:
pass. “ was seen,” “ appeared.”

in. AAP: trs. “ made to see,” “ showed.”

iv. AA;PP: trs. “made to be seen,” “brought into sight.”

v. ?yp recipr. “ looked at each other,” “ was over against each other.”

“ made look at each other.”

VI. defective verbs
; i.e. Verbs which have dropped one or two

Radical Letters, either in the middle or at the end.

1. Verbs with Absorbed Guttural at the end.

i. *]n : intrs. “ he entered.” Eth. 'I'flA:

ii. trs.
“ he introduced.”

iii. T7H :
“ it was proper,” “becoming,” “it belonged.”

iv. act. “ he married.”

v. -r^n: pass. “ was married.”

VI. : caus. “ made go in,” “ introduced.”

VII. intern. “ was quite sufficient.”

vin. A'lAH : reiter. “ used to marry,” “ frequently cohabited,” “ behaved

properly.”

ix. JhJlff : intens. “ he comforted.”

x. TXPF: pass. “ was comforted recipr. “ quarrelled with

each other.”*

* Of the same class are the following :
*1*1 : Yl4. : 14.: XA: K6*: ^6.:

W: A01): A*l: ot>A: nA: oori^: VA*. ou^: doY]

W6*: A<S.. UJT: £A: 6,^: fiA: A**1?: Um
AH: AA : A<t: «1»A: ‘PT: 116*: nA: n$»

fiA: nH: n'H' : TA: T^: T4.: IX: A®1!: AA
Vl£: (DM: (D6*: (DJ: <D«1: H<nj: H6*: H^: R4.’ I***

16*: 1H : 6,6*: &c.

i
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2.

J erbs with Absorbed Guttural in the middle.

i. Eth. *TOrhA: “he swore.”

ii. Ao^A trs. “ made swear,” “ administered an oath.”

iii. 't’tnjA :pass. “was .sworn”

IV. Art<"JA: trs. “ made swear.”

v. A'A'AA: frequentat. “ distributed by casting lots.”

vi. rT |J^oll)A: recipr. “ mutually swore,” “conspired.”

VII. *t’ tnJAA : intens. “besought,” “adjured.”*

3.

Verbs with an Absorbed P : in the middle, t

i. fLm: ach “he sold.” neutr.“ he went.”

ii. trs.
“ he made go,” “ drove the threshing oxen.”

hi. TfLih.: pass. “ was sold.”

tv. “he traded.” T^P.^: “ made a treaty.”

v Aflih,K: caus. “ made go.”

4.

T erbs with an Absorbed fl) : in the middiet

.

i. $oo : ilent. “ he stood,

ii- A^01*: trs. “ made to stand,” “erected.”

iii. f«^oo
:
pass. “ was erected.

iv. TJ'CD 01*: intens. “he withstood,” “resisted.”

v. Afl<NP: caus. “ he detained,” “ caused to wait.

vi.

_ *7 r intens. “ ultimately resisted.”
VII. 'fJJOD; )

J

5.

Verbs with two Absorbed Gutturals, derived from Quadriliterals. They

are but few in number, and only three Conjugations have been discovered §

.

i. AA : “to be loose,” “lax.”

n. AAA: act. “to loosen,” “slacken.”

hi. intens. “ to stamp,” “ pound,” “ clapper,” “ to chatter.”

* See also the following Verbs: Art: A1»: Ain: Afll: A<5. : °^A:
oijrt: l’

<P: U|/\: 6 . (1: rtA: A 01): rt^: Aft

AT: Al: hA: *1^: AT: ^A: *lrt: *l£: TA: Vrt: TT
Tm: HT: 3A: Pt“- 3H: "lA"

t ilm: ch-R: (UKO A.A: fiL*: fart: 4.H"

1 IF*: tp5 *!*: qof : CH1 : f®00 : ^od : <pp: YW^: F£:

§ AA: 6.6.: A A: AA:: «Pg::
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6. J erbs doubly imperfect.

(a) Beginning with an A: and having an Absorbed Guttural at the

end. There are but few (AP: and AA: not being included): A0!:

A01): ACR,::

t. A*1!: negat. “to want.”

n. ; neg. pass. “ to be wanted.”

hi. A«1«1: caus. “ to deprive.”

(b) Beginning with P: ivhich absorbs a Guttural.

i. .PH: Eth. A'lH:: act.
“ to seize.”

«. AyH : trs. “ caused another to seize.”

hi. T.PH: pass.
“ was seized.”

IV. AflJ?H: cans, “caused to seize,” “betrayed.”

v. TyyH: pass, frequentat. & recipr. “was frequently or alternately

seized,” “ seized frequently,” “ completely,” or “ reciprocally.”

(c) Various forms of the Verb AA: “ To say.

Not to be confounded with the Auxiliary AA: “To be.”

partly derived from AA:, partly from Eth.

i- AA : “ he said.”

“ to deceive by talking.”

“ to be said,” “ called.”

“ to be deceived.”

“ to rumour in public.”

J. |
recipr. “ to say to each other.”

‘ he persuaded.”

Its forms are

ii.

hi.

iv.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

AHA
THA
fflA

THA:
THHA
tnnA :

AnnA:
rPAA: “ he was talked into any thing,” “ was persuaded.

AFAA: “he persuaded,” “cheated by talking.”

(d) Conjugation of the Verb ffl):: and uufT)::
$

VII. VARIOUS CONJUGATIONS OF QUADRTLITERAL AND PLUU ILITERAL VERBS.

1. Reduplicated and Transposed Biliterals.

Stems: Auu^uu: “to be green.” Al»A«I»: “to bedaub.” 11*1*1*:

“to shake.” “ to cudgel.” 1» ft “to excavate.” ‘Pini*!!!:
“ to bruise. On^Yl^:: )

i. AODACTD
: neut. “it was green,” “fresh.”

n. AA^AOD: trs. “he made green,” “ verdant,” “refreshed.”
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in. TA^A*!1
'- pass, “he was bedaubed.”

IV. act. intens. “ he shook.”

v. 'fA^*A*l>
: rejl. “bedaubed,” “washed himself.”

vi. AflA^A*!*: caus. “ he caused bedaubing.”

« vii. act. “beat,” “shook.”

viii. T*3<|>fIW>fn : pass. & neutr. “ trembled.”

IX. act. “ he stirred,” “ moved.”

x. : pass. & neutr. “ was moved,” “ moved.”

XI. MV*A *1*1: trs. “he moved.”*

2 . Derivatesfrom Triliterals having one Radical doubled and transposed.

neut. “ it was blunt.”

ii. A£A«£q /rs. “he blunted.”

in. T^A°^,tlD : pass, “was blunted.”

IV. AYir®*: trs. “ he gave success.”

v. TVirffll: neutf. “ he succeeded,” “ prospered.”

VI. Anon: neutr. " it became knotty.”

But few verbs belong to this class.

3 . Geminants.

We rank under this class only such forms as cannot, with our present

knowledge of the language, be considered to belong to Form XVI. cf the

regular Triliteral Verb. This class is but small

:

r. iThnAA'- intrans. “ he fled,” “ escaped.”

ii. pass. “ was destroyed.”

* The Verbs of this class are very numerous. The following do belong to them :

oo^oro^: ooiooi: ^n^n: lYniln: ‘J’A'PA: ^lY^lY

:

n^n^: nrtnh: m*romoo : ^n>n: nmiH: nmnm:
wi: TflTn: TYl'tYl: mmm):

TH1H: YlYYll: 1HIH: ^A^A: YlAYlA:

fllAfllA: Yl^Yl^: Y>^Y>0 Y>£Y>£: <DA(DA: <1)H(I)H:

catrotaoo: cancan: f^A»a*A: <dom: HnHrn h<5.h<5.:

KARA: snsn: 01*5,01*5.: K*5.K*5.: &RV- £*5,£*5.: I00

•jot): <5,A*5.A: <5.^*5.*^. (5.10" And the Augmented Forms :

AflYl^Yl^: (for AflYl^Yl^:) T^nHnH::
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in. T’l^JAA: neutr. “walked nimbly,” “affectedly,” “proudly.”

iv. ITIt *1**1* : trs. “lie warned,” “cautioned.”

V. A'ilnnAA: act. “ he rolled about.”

vi. f'iYinAA: pass, “was rolled about.”

4. QuadrUiterals and Pluriliterals of different Radicals.

i. cro|V»: neutr. “ was glorious.”

ir. trs. “he glorified.”

in. TcrD l*ni: pass, “he was glorified.”

iv. AfirnT: intens. “ he dismissed.”

v. Trirnr: pass. “ he was dismissed,” “ took his leave.”

vi. Ah<roiVH: cans. “ he caused to glorify.”

VII. lAnnm: intens.
“ he overthrew completely.”

viii. flAnilfll: pass, intens. “he was completely overthrown.”

ix. TrtfnnT: recipr. & reiter. “ took leave from each other.” *

Section III.

On the Flexion of Verbs.

The Flexion of Verbs treats on their Moods, Tenses, Numbers, and
Persons.

1. Moods of the Amharic Verb.

The Amharic Verb has Seven Moods: (a) the Indicative

;

(6) the Con-
tingent ; (c) the Subjunctive

; fl) the Constructive ; (e) the Imperative ;

(/) the Infinitive ; (<j) the Participle.

* ). This class is most numerous, and comprises a great variety of Verbs, as the following

List will show
; ^H: uortYl^: oufiYUD: troiTn-rt: ouiHU:

fin^A: l*llYlA: l*llH^: rtllA: Aim?: h^HA: filing: hllA:
'fAfiri: ^AffifD: «PAm<5.: toofllA: II^YlT:

riYWV: AouaYI: AlYll*l: Aim 1

*

1 : (Di^A:
(®nA:) HlflA: Hl>£: Kl«¥»4 : ^11(11: >A<JO|1 : 7-^A:
Hnft: >*£A: >1X4 : mfCDT: EdllX.: X(DA1 :

&XVO <5.1<I>A::

2. Most of the forms comprised in this List are Derivative
; either from Nouns, as 00 1*| Yl d.

tJu lYT"l*l : lYl or, as most of the rest, from Triliteral Verbs. The use

of the liquid 1: in this amplification of forms, is remarkable
; e.g. Aim 1*1 : is from the Arabic

l*IlflT : from the Hebrew FlUtf, l*llm <
!
>

: from the Eth. |*im<I>::

l*llH^: from the Eth. I*IH<^: &.c.
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A. The Indicative Mood has nothing particular. It has two Tenses,

the Preterite and the Present (or Future)
;
besides which, other Tenses

are formed by the Contingent and the Constructive, in connexion with

Auxiliaries.

B. The Contingent is the simple verbal form with the Personal Pre-

formatives and Terminations, and serves for the Indicative as well as for

the Subjunctive, according as it is either, (1) Simple; or (2) has Conjunc-

tions prefixed, and what the nature of those Conjunctions is
;
or (3) whe-

ther any, and what sort of Auxiliary, is attached to it. (See pp. 66, 67.)

C. The Conjunctive or Subjunctive Mood is not used in the Amharic,

except for the purpose of expressing a desire, or request, or obligation.

Its peculiarity consists in its Radicals, after the prefixion of the Personal

Serviles, assuming the form of the Imperative. (See pp. 68, 69.)

D. A curious Mood, and peculiar to the Amharic and Tigre languages,

having its beginning undeveloped in the Ethiopic Infinitive, is the Con-

structive. It is formed by the simple root of the verb with Personal

AfFormatives
;
and has four forms

;
one simple, one augmented, and two

compound forms. (See pp. 70, 71.)

E. The form of the Imperative (its nature being the same as in other

languages) is short. (See p. 71.)

F. The Infinitive, or Verbal Substantive, is formed by the prefixion of

oo : to the Simple Form.

G. The Participle presents five ; viz. three Simple, and two Compound
Forms. The three former, partaking; of a nominal character, have been

exhibited in the Table of Derivative Nouns : the two latter are formed by

the Finite Verb Preterite and Contingent, to which certain Preformatives

are prefixed
;
and they retain their flexibility, i. e. capability of being con-

jugated. Besides this, they are all declinable. (See pp. 72, 73.)

We come now to speak,

II. Of the Tenses of the Amharic J erb.

They are not so exactly distinguished in the Amharic as in our European

Languages : in fact, the Abyssinians have not, strictly speaking, more
than two divisions of time; i.e. the Past and the Present; the Present

being used also for the Future. The Past is subdivided into the Perfect,

and Imperfect or Pluperfect
;
the Perfect being rendered by the simple

Preterite form, and the Imperfect or Pluperfect, (which are not distin-

guished from each other) being composed either of the Contingent or the

Simple Constructive, with the Preterite Auxiliary The Present,

which might be, perhaps with propriety, called Aorist, because it is appli-
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cable to the Future as well as to the Present Tense, is a form composed of
the Contingent and the Auxiliary* ftA" In order to distinguish the
Future from the Present, where the context is not in itself clear enough,
certain phrases are adopted which leave no doubt that the time is yet to
come in which the action &c. of the subject is to take place. But more of
this afterwards. (See p. 66.)

3. The Number of Conjugation is but twofold, Singular and Plural.

4. The Persons.

There are, in reality, not more than three for each Number
;
viz. the

person speaking, the person spoken to, and the person spoken of
;

but the
grammatical forms are more, as has been shown under the article of Pro-
nouns, Chap. III.

;
namely, seven forms for the Singular, and three for the

Plural. Now the Semitic Languages have this in common, that the per-
sonal distinctions in the Conjugations of Verbs are expressed by certain
letters affixed or prefixed, or both, to the Radicals of the Verb

;
and in so

doing, the act of Conjugation is accomplished. We call the prefixed letters

Prefirmotives, and the affixed ones Afformatives. The following List ex-
hibits them.

(«) Preformotives.
SINGULAR.

3d pers. masc.

fem.

2d

1st

m. &f.

hon. 1.

com.

£—
P—
P—
y—
p—
>»-

2 .

1 .

ri.UUAL.

Com. Gender.

P—

:

Vi—

:

SINGULAR.
(b) Afformatives.

FLURAL.

3.

Pret. Pres. Suhj. Constr.
f —

Com. Pret. Pres. Subj. Constr.
masc. none. none. 0. 3. —U,

3 3—u, —U, —aflp:
• • fem. —P: . . —a.

2. masc. —U: . . .

.

—all: 2- —aP|P: 3 3
u, —u, —ap|P:

fem. —FI: . . i —ah:
hon. 1.

3
11

3
. . u —adP:

. . 2. —apt* 3

: . . u —ap|P:
1. com. — lb: • • • •

A—e. 1 none —a*?::

What hitherto has been said, may suffice for the preliminaries: we
therefore now proceed to the Conjugation of the Verbs.
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Section IV.

Conjugation of Verbs.

Before we enter upon the conjugation of the Regular Verb, we give the

conjugation of the two Auxiliary Verbs:

AA: he is. Ml*: he was

;

and of the Irregular and Defective Verb Substantive, l®*: “he is.”

A. AA: Eth. UAffl: contr. UA°: “he is,” “ there is” (French, il y a),

is used only in the Present
;
but that has a Preterite form.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fern. Common.

3d pers. AA : he is. AA'5?' : she is.

2d.. AAIJ: AAll: thou art.

.. .. hon. 1 AA*: )you

2 :j are.

1st .. AAU*: I am.

PLURAL.

Common.

( they are,

( he (hon.) is.

Aa¥u*: you are.

AAT: we are.

Note 1.— This verb is not to be confounded with the Irregular Verb

AA: “ he said”; which will be given, when we treat of the Irregular Verbs

in general.

2. The 3d pers. sing, and plur., combined with Suffixed Pronouns, have

the same signification as “est" and “sunt" in the Latin, with the Dative of

the Personal Pronoun; e.g. Mihi est, “I have.” So in the Amharic,

'flO AA5
!: I have (possess) money.

A^-T' : A/V'T : he has (possesses) children.

3. As Auxiliary, the 3d pers. sing. masc. is changed into AA: e.g.

JEAA: for £A: AA: he says.

*|'«|>9i)«ptpA: for AA: he is sitting.

B. Jf|£: “he was,” is used as Auxiliary for the Past Tenses in the

Indicative and Subjunctive. It has only the Preterite.

SINGULAR. FLURAL.

Masc.

3.
m*:

}
he

(me :)( was.

2.

..hon. 1. .

.. ... 2 . .

1 .

Fern.

she was.

men: l
th0“

l wast.

Com.

W<.: you were,

mo* : I was.

Common.

m<.: they were.

*n&*u-=
I;™,,.

mo : we were.
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Note. When used as an Auxiliary, serves often for any person
Singular or Plural

;
e.<j.

*T*l>7nmCD': inc= they were sitting.

thou wouldest come.

C. IQ)’: He is.

This \ ei b is singularly anomalous. It consists of merely one radical
letter to which the Verbal Suffixes are attached, instead of Personal
Afformatives. Is used only in one form, which we may call the Preterite
of the Indicative, because it resembles that more than any other form.

' PLURAL.
SINGULAR.

r Masc Fem. Com. Common.
3d pers. }Q)' : he is. Vp : she is. TPO)*: they are

2d pers. HJ: thou art. \f\

:

thou art. fPlh: you are

• • • • hon. 1. fPl* -J

.. 2. Itp: |
you are.

1st pers. 1^:1 am. Yl : we are.

This is the regular form of this anomalous verb. Deviations are these:

IT : , for the 3d pers. sing. masc. interrogative, “ Is he ? ” In the Shoa
Dialect, 1(D^: for the regular IQ)’'}: e.g.

"K'J&P: IT: How is it? for >V?J£P: Jap;;
A second deviation is Ip:, in the Shoa Dialect, “ She is,” for f*p ::

] . Conjugation of the Perfect and Triliteral Verbs.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.
Simple form neut. “He was honourable.” noa ft: act. “he

turned.” intrs. “ he answered.” rt£n : trs. “ he scolded,” “ blasphemed.”

(a) Indicative Mood.

a. PRETERITE.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem. , Com.
he was ho- _ (

she was ho-

nourable.
3d pers.

2d .

.

, (he was ho- _ . (

Urn-able. {

Yinc«: YincH: j
thouwas* h9-

I nourabie.

. . hon.l.

. . . . 2 .

1 . .

Yin<. : , you were
• • • * Yin<j.p|^:} honourable.

Yinci>: I was honourable.

Common. plural. ,

3d pers. m«c they were honourable.

^ . YUl^-Pth: you were honourable.

YinO: we were honourable.

K
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/3. PRESENT AND Ft'TURE.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem. Common. ^

/ he is,

j

( she is,

3dp.
i
£Yl rn<5»A:]will be

J

will be

v hon. !, hon.

(thou art,

2. wilt be

[ hon.

• •
• ^YWl^A-:

/you are,

J
or will

(.
be hon.

l
f I am,

. 'XYl'n^.AU': shall be
1

{ hon.

PLURAL.

CommoD.

3d pers. JZYl'fl&A’: they are, will be honourable.

2d .. you are, will be honourable.

1st . . ’AlYl'fl^.Al'. we are, shall be honourable.

Note 1.—Whether this form, when it occurs, is intended for the Present

or for the Future Tense, generally depends on the context. In order,

however, to leave no doubt when they speak of future things, they use the

simple contingent form with additional particles; e.g.

“ I have (am) to be honourable.
11

‘XYl'IlC: : 7.H. : A

A

5
?

:

“ time is for me (to come) that I am to be honourable,
11

&c.

2. Personal Suffixes, and sometimes the Conjunction 90 :, are infixed

between the Simple Form and the Auxiliary.

(6.) CONTINGENT.

a. Simple.
SINGULAR.

\
Masc. Fem. Common.

3d pers. £YM1C:
2d .. ^pTnuc- VhiUJ:
. . hon. 1. ...
.... 2. .

1st pers

PLURAL.

Common.

^Tnn<.:

As this form is used for both the Indicative and the Subjunctive, as well

as for the formation of Participles, we have given no translation of it
;
but

shall present a few instances here, to illustrate its use

:
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AiTn*flC: WiR' in order that he may be honourable.

A.Tn-nc : that he may be honourable.

V}£Yl'flC : that he is honourable.

alnuc or PYl'flC if he is (be) honourable.

Tn.Yi'flC than ^at he should be honourable.

iXln-iiC: while he is honourable.

P°HTn'flC : he that is honourable.

2\^Yl'flC9D: he is not honourable.

The Present and Future of the Indicative, also, is a composition of the

Contingent with the Auxiliary Y\i\. : which is omitted whenever the word
receives any augmentation at the beginning or at the end, except Suffixes

or Copulative Conjunctions.

£ COMPOUND.

SINGULAR.

Masc. Fem. Common.

{

he was, t she was,

had been <had been
hon. ( hon.

*YW1C*-

hon. 1

..2

thou wast,

hadst been
hon.

PLURAL.

ln<.: you were,

had been
hon.

Wrvno incih:
I was,

had been
hon.

Common.

3d pers. ln<.: they were, or had been honourable.

2d .. 1116. you were, or had been honourable.

1st . . 'K'lYl'flC: illO : we were, or had been honourable.

This form is used for the Subjunctive, as well as for the Indicative.

(c) Subjunctive Mood.

Is characterized by having the form of the Imperative Mood with the

Personal Preformatives.
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SINGULAR.

rMasc. Fern. Com.

, , (let him
3d pers. .eiino

{ be hoa
. , (let her

{be I,on.

2 .

1.

^Vinc.:

hon. 1. . .

.. 2 . . .

{

mayest
thou

be hon.

£*in<.: f

^VinC:
{

may you

he hon.

let me, may
I, be hon.

PLURAL.

Common.

3d pers. may they, let them be honourable.

2. .. ^rtinc: may you be honourable.

i. .. MVinc: may we, let us be honourable.

Note 1.—As the Subjunctive is so nearly related to the Imperative,

always expressing a wish, a request, or indirect command, it is natural that

the Second Person Singular, in its direct form, and the same person in the

Plural, is less frequently used than the remaining forms
;
for they use

more generally the Imperative.

2. Several verbs are destitute of this form, and they use the Simple

Contingent. It may therefore be of service to the Student, to give a list

of those verbs of this class which have this form
;
and another of those

which have not.

VERBS WITH THE SUBJUNCTIVE FORM.

A'Pfll: AIUI: And): A'l^u

AllV. AIR: ATfH : “"AVI: onAfll

ou^l; orofiA: onDtl<,

:
: 011til

UJAm: UJtro^: UJ^«p: IUP,U

UU«PP: UHIIOH: ^Tnrt: P/nH
o«: 4'im:

<^<5/P: rtAn: riDTJd.: 0^: l*l^P

lV<5.: On^: Ofl'P: rtflYl

OVl^: rtKn: l“nK- rt

hTP: fid.m

«PAm: *ptJort: q>Uim: *PUJ<5.: «PV.fl

«P^n: 4^40: «P^m: «P-<m: *PP>5.

VERBS WITHOUT IT.

AtroV: A<ro£ : Alii:

A*pou: ACDrt: A®M1:
AHII : ATodiodai1

!:

ou^c|,
: ou^H: quYl^:

ODHi: ouiA: ou*]n:

OTT>T: fltf:

1*10)^: hAOT: i*juuf:

nil!: f1<Pn:

‘PAou: «PAfl:

*P"A<5,: *P*PA: «P£|*|:

«P-d.£: n^: n«PA:

n*P-A: n^A: n£^:
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VERBS WITH THE SUBJUNCTIVE FORM.

*~I*1A: *fl4: ‘PHI: *H4.: ‘I>£ou :

‘PmA: *014 : *-fl)4: *0)1: flAm:
n^: 114?: nrtA: fl*A :

(grow) nti:
nmrt: * 010

1

*

1 : *4H: *44,: *YlA:
1*A: 1*1*1: 1*H: 1*4.: IY14 : lYll*!:

1KA: l£4.: 114= 11UJ :'!!£: 10)4:

Ifll*: 1X4 = 1X4.: 14.1*1: 14.* = 14.1:

Yltro^: Tn^tni: YU14 : Ving: Yl£l:

Y1X.A: Yl4.*: Vl4.1: (DAI*1: (DA£:
0)41*1: 0)4K: 0)1*1i: 0)I*1K: ®*4:
05*01: 0)YlA: <D£ft: 0)K*: 0)14 :

(D'lH: HA*: H cro4: Ho»K : H44,:
HY14: m«ro: Hll: HIP: H4.4= £4*1:

K4*:Kn*:.KiH:K^: KYl™:
£4.1:1A01:1“°4: iao^^ </ono : ^^i,

|:

144- ln4: IflH: >1101: 1*4: >*1:
1YT: 11H: 1H4= 1H*: l^A- >£A:
l£OU;i£4: l^ilfllOTJilxn: 01A*:
01A4.: Oltro*: 0)4*: 01*00; 01*lY:

XK*: X.KO.: 4.A*: 4.A0): 4.41*1: 4.4K=
4.*£: 4.*A: 4,*1: 4.**. 4.014: 4.0)1

:

4.XOU;:

VERBS WITHOUT IT.

*Yr°l*l: *YlH: *Y>A
*14= 10)4: 10)01

G)*l*l: 0)1K : 0)4.4

HA4.: H4^: Hi00

Hi;j: H4.1: K°°*
K4n : K*-I*l : £1*
KO)A: £>!*!: K*14.

K4.4: £4.*: £oo<*

lorort: 1U)X: >flT
114: 0141

*

1 : fll*-4

0101
*

1 : flint: OIP*
0111: U,IA»»: £££Afll

Ul tJ,,4: ta°w*: £0, 41*1

£££110): £££!*: CUlYll

£££4.4 : £££4.1: Xau^
X4n:X4l=XP4.: Xin
011*1: 4,AI*I : 4.A1
4.0)1*!::

3. In verbs whose first radical has a diphthong, the latter is shortened

into that diphthong which answers the sixth vowel order
;

e.g. JE**"4* :

“ let him cut,” from *-401" A*>£A: “ do not be deficient.”

4. The Subjunctive is so nearly related to the Imperative, that it yields

all its forms to serve the latter, where that is deficient. So in the nega-

tive orders, prohibitions or warnings, where the Imperative cannot be

used for having no Servile Preformatives
;

e. g.

A*n£: do not tell. A*OPK* : do not fall.

A*°1KA: do not kill. A***^* 1 do not cut.

(d) Constructive Mood.

This is a singular Mood, which has nothing corresponding, either in

our European or in the other Semitic Languages
;
although its form, as
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far as the Simple one is concerned, answers the Ethiopic Infinitives

and T«nC : but this Mood is not an Infinitive. It has nothing of a Sub-

stantive character; whereas the Infinitive is the first Verbal Substantive,

possessing both the characters of Substantive and Verb. Nor is there any

other Mood to which it exactly corresponds : neither Participle nor Gerund
^

nor Finite Verb, will answer it; although it maybe occasionally translated

by either, and sometimes by an Adverb. It occupies an intermediate

station between the Infinitive and the Finite Verb; has four forms, one

of which is Simple, one Augmented, and two Compound
;
and is flexible,

like the Finite Verb, having Afformatives resembling the Suffixed Pronouns,

partly of the Noun, and partly of the Verb. The Simple form is used for

amplifying
;
the other forms, on account of the auxiliaries which are at-

tached to them, for
a
constituting sentences. When the nature of this Mood

is understood, we hope the designation Constructive will be justified
;
not

having been able to fix upon any better.

The Simple form Yl'flC- (a modification of the radix Yl'flC'- “honour”),

which may be considered as containing the idea of an agent, and of an

action, or a concrete being, and an abstract state or condition, &c., assumes

peculiar forms of Pronouns
;
which must not be taken as Possessive (Nomi-

nal), but as Personal (Verbal); nor as the other Verbal Suffixes which are

in the Accusative
;
but they are Nominatives. Here it is :

a. FIRST FORM OF THE CONSTRUCTIVE MOOD.

Simple Form.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Masc. Fern. Com

3d p. Yl'flC:
j

h
h0n

Ging
she being honourable.

Com.

Yl'flC®*: they

Yl rfl£.'?FtJ’: you

Yl'fl^T: we

2. Ylfl : Yin d. fi : thou being honourable

. . hon. I Yi-n^op: r you be-

2 YVfl^lh:! ing hon.

1 Yl'flC I being hon.

The Augmented form has become Finite by the Auxiliary 7\(\'- being

attached to the Simple form
;
but not in the same manner as it attaches

itself to the Contingent, in constituting the Present and Future Tense.

It serves for the Past and the Present Tenses.

being

honourable.
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A SECOND OR AUGMENTED FORM OF THE CONSTRUCTIVE MOOD.

Constructive Aorist (Present and Perfect).

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Masc. Fem. Com.

{

lie is
)

(was) > Yl'fl<5.A¥: she is (was) hon.

lion. /

A: thou art (wast) hon.

. YVtl^TA:

jYWlCJPAIh:
1 for Yl'fl*',:

AAlh: I am (was) h.

2. Yl'fl^lA:

. . hon. 1. .

. . . . 2 . .

1.

(you
< were

(. hon.

Com.

Tri-fl^<PA: they

Yl-fULH^A: you

Ylfl£f*A : we

Masc.

7- COMPOUND CONSTRUCTIVE FORMS.

N Constructive Perfect.

SINGULAR.

Fem.

*
( been hon.

she was, or

had been
hon.

(Yiti^j f!
ho

,

u
+T

lst
’ lYvn^f

1 inctl:
( hon .

jincH:

thou wast,

hadst been
hon.

hon. 1. .

Common.

tiling): inc (you were,

Yini.^u-: in**u4 Ion!™
o

• • w# • • •

• • • • Yl rn<£1 : IflQIhi I was, had been h.

PLURAL.

Common.

3d pers. YVfl^CD': !!!<,: they

2d .. Yl-fl&^U-: you > were, or had been honourable.

1st ... Yl'fl^T: inCl- we J

This form is used merely for the Indicative. Observe, also, that JnC :

may be used throughout, without any change, as remarked in the Note to
the conjugation of p. 65.

are,

or

were

honourable.
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"2. Constructive Form of Uncertainty.

SINGULAR.

3d masc. YTflC: JZ.UTA: he may

.. fem. YlTl6.: ‘t’U’fA^: she may

2d masc. YlTI^U: Y'UTAU: 1
,

..fem. Ylll^h: tirfAfi:!
'''1'

.. hon.l. Ywi^a>: £UTA-: •)

• • .2. Yl'fl<5.:?FU': ^UTA^lh : )
y°U

1st com. Ylfl<* :>»IJTAIJ*: I may

PLURAL.

3d masc. Ylfl^dp: £UTA-: they

2d .. you

1st com. Tri'fl*^}: MUTA'i : we

l probably be honourable.

may be honourable.

(e) Imperative.

The Imperative has two forms
;
one which has the first Radical in the

sixth, and the second in the first order
;
and another which has the first

Radical in the first, and the second in the sixth order. All those verbs

which have the Subjunctive form, have the Imperative in the first; and the

rest have it in the second form. As a specimen of the first, we take the

Imperative of Ylfl<^: ;
and of the other, that of (fllll*:: It is used only

in the Second Person Singular and Plural.

a. Form\JU{J”
PLURAL.

be honourable.
Com. iinc be honourable.

SINGULAR.

Masc. YinC-1
Fem. *1116: J

Diphthong form : ‘P'llli: sing, P-*
“count.’

/3. Form IKJtl"
SINGULAR.

Masc.

Fem.
do thou observe.

PLURAL.

Com. fll'fl'p: do you observe.

(/) Infinitive Mood.

Is formed by prefixing oU; to the Simple root; and it presents the

two forms : ooft fl£: “ to be honourable ;” and cro |X| :
“ to observe.’’

With PrimaRad. Diphthong: on<F,
fl]|^:: “ to number.” “ to

till” “ dig.”

(<j) Participles.

a. Simple: act. Yin 6: one who is honoured.

pass. T»uijc|» : any thing dipped.

Eth. pass. Yin-C honoured.
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(3. Compound, Part., Adjective, or Relative Participle.

N For the Preterite—Is formed by prefixing the Relative Pronoun P:
to the Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3 . masc. PYiri^: he I who was

..fern. pYin*^?: shej hon.

2 . masc. PYlflCtJ: ) thou who
.. fem. PYinCfi ; 3 wast hon.

.. hon. 1. plnn<.: I you who

.. .. 2. PYin^.¥l>:f were hon.

1. com. Ptincu*: 1 who was hon.

II For the Present — Is formed

P9»— : to the forms of the Conting

SINGULAR.

3 . masc. lie 1 who is

. . fem. PT11^ Yl'flC: she ) hon.

2 . masc. P9t,;t*Yl*flC :

\
thou who

. . fem. P9D'l’ Yl^fli : i art hon.

..hon. 1. pcn^Yl'flC,: ) you who

.. .. 2 . pqro^Tri'fl^:! are hon.

1. com. P^YinC: Iwho am hon.

PLURAL.

3. plnn<.: they who were hon.

2* PYin^^lh: you who were hon.

1. pYinc*: we who were hon.

by prefixing the Relative Pronoun

:nt Mood.

PLURAL.

3. P°1^Yl'fl^: they who are hon.

2. P9n;t’Tn'fl<,: you who are hon.

1. P9n'}Yl'IiC : we who are hon.

OBSERVATIONS.

1. The Simple Participial forms are used in their verbal as well as in

a nominal character. This is evident in Active Verbs; e.g. HlHl):
“ observing,” watching,” guarding”; and “ guardian,” “observer”: which
may have its object connected with it either in the Genitive Case, when it

is considered as a Noun, e.g. PflT: mn*£: “a keeper, guardian, of

sheep,” “shepherd”; or in the Accusative Case, flTTf: fm*!?: “one
keeping, watching the sheep.” The Passive forms are resolvable by the

two compound forms (N) and (1) of the Passive Conjugations.

2. The two compound forms of the Relative or Adjective Participle

evince their Participial character (which consists in partaking

—

partici-

piendo—of the properties of the Verb as well as of the Noun, and forming

a connecting link between both) by the position in which they stand when
connected with Nouns, as Adjectives

;
by the treatment they experience

from other Transitive Verbs, when being put into the Accusative Case

;

and by the influence they themselves exercise on Nouns and Pronouns.

As this subject, however, belongs more properly to the Syntax, we shall

leave it for the present.

L
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Before we leave this subject, we beg to present to the Student those

regular deviations which take place in those verbs whose third radical

letter is liable to change, by the accession of the vowels i and e, according

to the rule laid down Part I. Ch. VII. c. This occurs in verbs ending in

A: UJ: l*l ; T: H: IB: X: and 0:, with (1) the Feminine of the

2d pers. masc. in (a) the Present Indicative
; (b) the Contingent Simple

and Compound; (c) Subjunctive; (d) Imperative
; (2) with the 1st pers.

sing, in the Constructive Simple and its Compounds. Instances

:

1.

dS/FA :
“ He span.” for

•IvS/T^Ail: thou (fem.) spinnest . . -t’d/FAJPAll ::

-pX/rjE: ^Pd/FA.:

*ncn : thou (/•) wast spinning- ^Fd/FA.: IflCR:

^d/P^^U^AlT. thou (/.) wiltbe spinning, ^Fd/FA.: *FUV- ftAfi:

: do thou (/.) spin ^.TA.

:

thou (/.) shalt, mayest thou spin, 'IP^FA.:

I spinning . . . d/FA.:

d/T.PAU’: I spin, span 4^’A.: ^AU-:

inClh: 1 was sPiirain8 • • • d/FA:

**&= >.UTAU-
:

{

>‘lrfAU'
:

2.

nUJ: “He was king” (queen). ODAl‘l: “He returned.” (act.)

^FlT^Afi : thou art queen .... hAll:

'VYlfl: +MUI.:

FooAfi: mcR

:

th°u was returning, I’HOArt.: inCfi :

+7"Ari: ^lf?Ah:{
th°

r

"
tû
*
ng

e

}
+<">AlX: 1-uTaH::

mayest thou reign as Queen .

llfj: be queen 41UI :

ouA ft,:
«roAl*L:

OTAftAlF:& 0IIAfi
1PAII’: 0,,Aft,n C ODAfl.PAlI': u^Art,: iflC

inClF: ^AfL: ’AUTAU': J t IP- iroA|
M

L: ’AlfFAU':

3.

Yld.'F: “ He opened.”

Vh^Aft: thou openest .... ^FYlG/F.PAft:

TYlS/p:
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FOR

tTn^: \flCjU thou wast °Pening'

tifrAn:{
tl”^ be

}
+in<ii::+u-rArir

-VYl mayest thou open .... 'VVl rf/U

:

do thou open . . ....
Yl^I opening . . . YlG/t:

I open . . . ... Yl6/H?Atl':

Yie.^: iHCU' : & ^ITFAIF: YlG/t : >ktJTAU-: &
men*"

4. “He begged.”

^A9«?Afi: thou beggest .... ^A^'iyAll:
Jt’A9°V.:

A?0^: do thou beg . . . .... A9°V
A?0"?: I begging A9°i:

A^fAlh: I am (was) begging . . . A9a'lJPAU'”

5.

au^H: “ He poisoned.”

^auCHYifj: thou poisonest . . . .

&c

00CK: and ou^'f^; do thou poison,

•ro^TC: I poisoning

ODC H7UJh: I poison (poisoned) . . .

+ooCTIJPAl1:

*roCH.:

wdCH,:
olJC'HyAU':

6. “He descended.”

I’fflC^AR : thou descendest .... ^(DC^JPAri

:

&c ^(DCR,:
mayest thou descend . . .

fT(D’<^
iE^:

do thou descend <D^£ :

(DC^ : &c., I descending (DCSL :

(DCMAIF: I was, am descending . . (DC^JPAIh:

7. <DT ITI : “he pounded.”

^anoiA fi : thou poundest . . .

&c ;f(Daim,::

*>??>: mayest thou pound . . .

GKlGfJ,: do thou pound
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(DTER?: I pounding &c (D°lfTk:

(D
a|CR,AU': I am (was) pounding . . (D

aIT.PAU’::

8. TUJX: “he reproved,” “ chastised.” UJ£0 : “ he proceeded.” The
changes are the same as in No. 7.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.
whose characteristic is a prolongation of the first radical, by which it

is changed from the first into the fourth form. Its force is intensity of
the idea of the original form.

he scolded exceedingly.

Its difference in form, from the First Conjugation, is as follows

:

1. It retains the first long radical throughout
;
on this acccount, it

2. Has no peculiar form for the Subjunctive, but is served by the
Contingent Mood.

3. In the Imperative, the first radical is long, of the fourth : the second
short, of the sixth order.

4. In the Infinitive, the first radical is of the fourth
;
the second, as in

all the conjugations, of the first order.

The mode of conjugating being the same as in the first species, we
shall give only the Third Person, Singular and Plural, in those Moods
and Tenses which have it.

. 1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pers. SINGULAR. 3d pers. PLURAL.

’isn: lie scolded exceedingly &c. I they scolded exceedingly &c.

Present and Future.

^ i he scolds exceedingly
£n£-nft-: fhcy SCOld exceed'
X nr

1 iugiyfe.

CONTINGENT.

jeflJC-Il: in£:(

JEUTA

/Simple.

I

Compound Preterite.

he scolded, had

scolded,wasscold-

ing, would scold
(

would have scold-

ed exceedingly.

Compound of Uncertainty.

£»*l£*n*: tfUTA’::

he scolded, &c.

|
he may (perhaps) scold

: J exceedingly &c.
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3. subjunctive.

—

None.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Yj^P: he, scolding exceedingly &c.
|

they scolding &c.

Augmented Present and Perfect (Aorist).

.
(he scolds (scolded) Y.K’IIYA: they scold, &c.il p«n<PA' i
he scolds

(scolded)

t exceedingly, &c.

Y^P: \n£:\.

Comp. Preterite.

|
he scolded,was scold- >1 fl (D* : 1 fl : they scolded, &c.

’
l ing exceedingly, &c.

Comp, of Uncertainty.

i'I.K’P: JEl/fA: he may (perhaps) scold exceedingly, &c.

5.

IMPERATIVE.

thou scold. ^ P-n-: l
do you SCOld exceeding'y-

Fem. ^n.: ) l &c.

6.

INFINITIVE.

aoi^g-fi: to scold, the scolding.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

1. Nominascens. scolder,” “ one who scolds exceedingly.”

2. Adject.— &c. “one who scolds exceedingly,” &c.

Of course, there is no Passive Participle of this form.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Active and Transitive Voice.—The characteristic is an : prefixed to

the radix
;
which puts the Personal Preformatives, excepting : , into the

fourth order.

Form 2\lnn4: “ he honoured.”

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

frTnn^: he honoured, &c. as Tnn^:
| Min<.: they honoured, &c.

Present and Future.

.PYlTI^.A: he honours.
|
JPYl'TI A*: they honour, &c.

she honours, &c.
|

2. CONTINGENT.

Simple.

I
JPTrpfl^.: &C..PYW1C : &c. &c.
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SINGULAR. PLURAL.Compound Preterite.

jPYl'flO Ml£: &c.
I

m<.: &c.

Compound of Uncertainty.

he may (perhaps) honour, &c.

3 . SUBJUNCTIVE.

,p*inc : may he (let him) honour, &c. as &c.

4 . CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

he honouring,

she honouring.

^^ :

:}‘h0U“8

?:unf.¥ii-:}
youho,iou,ing

I honouring.

4(Ih: they honouring.

you honouring.

we honouring.

Augmented Present and Preterite.

. . f he honoui
Mi ne'll

: { nourcd)

he honours (ho-

&c.

fthey honour (ho-

PLURAL.

AUn<.: do ye honour.

1 noured) &c.

Compound Preterite.

hlVfM::ln£: he honoured, &c. they honoured, &c.

SINGULAR. 5. IMPERATIVE.

Masc. ?rtinc-l J +U 1„ . , 7 > do thou h
Fern. bX\f\Z-S

6. INFINITIVE.

to honour, the honouring.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

1. Nominal, Min<S: the honourer, one who honours.

... f P01
!.JPYl'flO he who honours.

2. Adject, j
'•.PYlflO he who honoured.

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

TrtKn: “he was reviled.”

Its nature is pre-eminently Passive (objective), and reflective. Its

characteristic is the Preformative *t* : to the original form in the Preterite,

Constructive, and Imperative, which, in the same manner as in the cognate

languages, gives way to the other Preformatives in the process of conju-

gations. The second radical remains unchanged in all the moods, tenses,

and persons, except in the Constructive Moods. So does also the first

radical in the Infinitive Mood. These two remarks serve to distinguish

this and the other Passive Conjugations from the rest.
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1.

INDICATIVE.
/

• Preterite.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d pers. masc. TA^fl : lie was reviled.
|

f’l’lKfl*: they were reviled,

&c. &c., the same as YlO &c.

Present and Future.
SINGULAR.

3dpers.maSC.J>|1KnA:

fem. ^.{^1
2d per. masc. ^A^HAR: Itliou art

. . . . fem. i’fiK'fl.PAil : J (wilt be)

. . . . lion. 1. you are

2. A^fU':/ (will be) 5

1st . . com. lArtgn AU': I am (shall be).

PLURAL.

{

'they are

(will be)

reviled.

... „ . A f we are
MriKnAT:{(

ghaH be)

2.

CONTINGENT.

Simple.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d per. masc. fem. ^A^Tl: ^|*|j^n.:

2d .. .. fem. ^A^n*:
.. .. hon. 1. £AKn*: 2. -I’A^n-:

1st., com. ‘KAK'R: i^TAK'n:

Compound Preterite.

3d pers. masc. singular.

J^Aj^’fl: he was (would be), had been (would have been), reviled,

&c. &c.

PLURAL. •

PI’IKO-: in^,: they were (would be), had been (would have been),

reviled, &c. &c.

Compound of Uncertainty.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d pers. masc. / lie may (per-

£UTA:| haps) be re-

^ viled, &c. &c. {

they may (per-

haps) be re-

viled, &c. &c.

3.

subjunctive.

—

None.

reviled.
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4

.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

SINGULAR. Simple.

3d p. masc. Tl*I.K*P: he being reviled.

. . . . fem. : she being reviled.

2d . . masc. : ) thou being re-

. ...fem. Th^nfi:) viled.

. . . . hon. 1. Tl'l.K'nfl)': ?you being

2. reviled.

1st. . com. ‘f rtjffL: I being reviled.

PLURAL.

!!(!*: they being

you being

o
u

we being

Augmented Aorist.

3d p. m. r
Pl*I

1K*'flTA: he) is 1’l‘l.K
,n <PA: they

. . .. f. shej (was) -

2d . . m.
)
thou art

.. .. f. (wast)
eviled.

you

V

.. . . hon. 1. *t*l*IJ£Tl <PA: ) you are f
M

1st., com. Tl
1

1j^'n^Alh:{
I

(

a

ŝ)
Trtj^nfA: we

singular. Compound Preterite. plural.

are

reviled.

TriP-P:f
he WaS vuau

3d p. m.
j

been) reviled,

(had

3vilec

&c. &c. &c.

Ti‘i^na>':i

Ml<.: *

they were (had been)

reviled, &c. &c.

5

.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc.

Fem. TrtKa:

do thou be (sub-

mit to being) re-

viled.

t-ngn':
o you be (submit to

being) reviled.

6. INFINITIVE.

efts'll: to be reviled, the being reviled.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

(a) Nominal, one who is reviled.

(
b) Relative, a. Perf. PtORll: he who was (has been) reviled.

p. Pres. ponfi^-fl: he who is reviled.
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E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

He made (caused to) speak.

The nature of this verb is doubly transitive, or causative. It combines

the characteristics of both the second and the third conjugations; the

prolongation of the first radical giving intensity to the transitively (by Y\\)

augmented form.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

3d p. masc

. . . . fem.

SINGULAR.

1 he made

3 she made

2d

:: fr-

AU-J£W:f y0" ,m<'

PLURAL.

hon. 1.

.. 2.

1st. . com. ftf’IClh: I made

Present and Future.

hHiJ,: they made

An^lh: you made
V \
/ 03

fO
>

J hflC,\ - we made

cs
<u

03

2d masc.

fem.

3d p. masc. he i makes
.. .. fem. shej (will make)

tntAO: 1 thou makest

jnc^Ah: j (will make)

. . hon. 1.
) you make

.. .. 2. ;jhf’
a
|£,A^F,lh: J (will make)

( I make

1 (shall make)
1st. . com.

J

M
ce
o
a.

they

vou

<D

C3

Cj
r* C3

>
- &

f r—T GQ

: we
03

3d pers. JPf'lC.: fem.

2d .. JHC: fem.

.. hon. 1. ¥£"1^1 2.

l i\nc :

2. CONTINGENT.

Simple.

Compound Preterite.

SINGULAR.

{

he made (would

make), had made
(would have made)

' to speak, &c.

PLURAL.

3d pers. masc.

srtd.- in^ -!

they made
X

to speak &c.

M
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Compound of Uncertainty.

3d pcrs. maac. singular.

!

he may (per-

haps) make to

speak, &c.

PLURAL.

'they may (per-r
£UTA, :<haps) make to

' speak, &c.

3d p. masc. 2\nc= he

.... fern. she

2d . . masc.

3. NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

\Y^ fthou
.... fem.

.... hon. 1. hfV®1
: )

2. M’a|^U-:i y°U

1st., com. M I

0
</)

)
a

• rH

cS

s

hH they

you

3d pers. masc

M’-id'i: we

Compound Aorist.

making

to speak.

.
$he makes (made) to

At
Speak, &c.

i they make (made) to

speak, &c.

WW--\Oi-i
he made (had

At IL.- llir;-
\made) to speak, &c.

Compound Preterite.

|
they made (had made)

to speak, &c.

Masc. (do thou make to

6. INFINITIVE.

5. IMPERATIVE.

do ye make to speak.
Fem. J\F°16: l speak.

to make or cause to speak
;
the causing to speak.

7. PARTICIPLES.

() Simple, 7\rP&- one who makes to speak.

() Relative,

a. Perfect, he who made to speak, &c.

/3. Present, he who makes to speak, &c.

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

TfV: “ He spoke.”

The nature and force of this species is intensity, continuation, some-

times reciprocity, either of the original, or of the Fourth Conjugation. It
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combines the properties of the Second (long first radical) and Fourth (Pre-

formative *|':) Conjugations. The *1*: is found in the Preterite, Impera-

tive, and Constructive Moods : the first radical is long throughout : the

second is of the first order, in all moods, tenses, and persons, except in the

Constructive.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

he spoke, &c.
|

they spoke, &c.

Present and Future.

JEF16.A: he speaks (will speak) &c. £n<S.A*:
{

th®y sPea^
wl11 sPeak )

2.

CONTINGENT.

3d pers. masc. Simple.

j£nc : fem - i-nc : &c
-

I
&c- &c.

Compound Preterite.

JZriC: me: he spoke &c.
|
££**]£: they spoke &c.

Compound of Uncertainty.

£F1C: £UTA:-S
he may (per" pnx PiPC/w} they may (per"

t haps) speak &c.
.gUT/V-

j haps) speak &c

3. NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

I
TF°I^fl)': they speaking &c.

Compound Aorist.

THCTA: he speaks or spoke &c.
|

they speak or spoke &c.

Compound Preterite.

he spoke (had

3d pers masc.

tnc: he speaking &c.

mVFa
lCl: inC ; I

'6 sPoke (ka<
*"'

l spoken), &c.

£

Masc. TFlCq j *,

Fem. WK : j

do thou sPeak

5. IMPERATIVE.

do ye speak.

6. INFINITIVE.

to speak, the speaking.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, : a speaker, speaking.

Relative (a) Perfect, PTF1£: he who spoke.

(b) Present, ptJ^f *1£: he who speaks.
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G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION,

he tried. T^PYTt*: he disputed.

No other instances of this conjugation present themselves to us, except

these two. The peculiarity of this conjugation, i.e. the change of a radical

of the first or of the fourth order into two letters, into the radical of the

sixth, with the Y : of the fourth order, is so frequent in Shoa in other

instances, that we apprehend the use of this conjugation itself may he of

no small extent. Its force differs not from the sixth conjugation, with

which it is identical, except in the change of the first radical.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.3d pers. masc. singular.

*t*gu<pTn4: he tried, &c.
|
T^YTTI^.: they tried, &c.

Present and Future.

JKi^YYliJ.A: he tries (will try) &c.
| £9nYYl<5.A’: they try (will try)&c.

2. CONTINGENT.

Simple.

&c.
|
Ji^Yln^.: &c.

Compound Preterite.

jMjOYlnC : he tried, &c.
|
^^Ylfl^.: 111^.: they tried, &c.

Compound of Uncertainty.

£91jyY1C :
f
he probably has .P^YTn^.: (they probably have

: 1 tried, &c. ' JKlffA*: ttried, &c. I JKlffA-:

3. NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

tried, &c.

3d pers. masc.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

he trying, &c. they trying, &c.

Compound Aorist.

. , „ . ( they try or tried,

T^Y^nCYA; he triesor tned&c. T^YIl^YA:
|

Compound Preterite.

Y9°YVlC : l he tried, had tried,

*I1£: J &c.

f^utp ( they tried, had

in<.: r tried, &c.

5.

Masc. 't'9°Y
,

inC :

Fern. T9DYlfl^:

IMPERATIVE.

T^YlniJ,: do ye try.

6. INFINITIVE.

ctoijuyYIC'- to try, the trying, trial.
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I

.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, <5 : one who tries.

Relative (a) Perfect, PT^Tlfl^: he who tried, &c.

(b) Present, pai^9iitpYi£: who tries, &c.

H. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

AflYlfl^: He caused to honour, caused to be honoured.

This is the most frequent form for the causative voice. Its characte-

ristic is the prefixion of the two letters to the original form, with

which it has nearly the same mode of conjugation. The second radical is,

in the Contingent and all other forms derived from it, put into the sixth

order. But it has no Subjunctive form. The Imperative has the Con-

tingent form of the radicals. The Infinitive has the first and second

radicals in the first order. The Personal Preformatives are put before the

Aft: absorbing the Au
1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

3d pers. masc. SINGULAR.

Afftin^: he caused to be hon. &c.

3d pers. plural.

_ „ f they caused to be

I honoured, &c.

Present and Future.

3d p. masc.
>
PftYl'fl<5.A: he causes &c. ^

.. .. fern. she causes &c.

2d . . masc.

.. .. fern. ^flYWICyAll

. . . . hon. 1.

2. :PftYl'fl<5.A>PU«
1st., com. AftYl'Il^.AIf*: I cause &c

I.}
thou causest &c.

you cause &c.

CU

3
O
C

v O
/rSi

0)
32

CONTINGENT.

Simple.
SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. JPftYl'flC: fern. J-flYl'flC

2d . . . . fem

. . . . hon. 1. JPftYl r
fl<jj,: 2d

1st.. AftYiflC:

.PftYl'fl^.A*: they

^ftYl-fld-A^U*: you

APftYl'fl^.A'I : we
J

PLURAL.

.PftYVfl

AfftYVflC:

3d pers. masc. Compound Preterite.

JPftYl*flC :
I

Iie caused, &c. to be JPftYl'fl^: 1 they caused, &c. to be

in^: J honoured, &c.
I f honoured, &c.

cause

to

be

honoured.
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Compound of Probability.

3d pers. masc. singular.

yflYl-flC :
)
he (probably) may

JZlTfA: j cause to be hon. &c.

PLURAL.

they (probably) may

JZUTA-: l cause to be hon. &c.

be

3.

NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d pers. masc. Simple.

fcfiln-nq: S

he causi"g t0 be ho-
hflYifi^a»-l

,heycausiDS
o

to

( noured, &c. AninKUT-j
honoured, &c.

Compound Aorist.

hfiKi-nCTA
: {

h
!7s

.

es <ca“sed)
hfiYrn ifft-.i

they
,

ca7 (c“used)

l to be hon. &c. ( to be hon. &c.

KflYl'flC: J
he caused (had caused)

ino i to be honoured, &c.

Compound Preterite.

ftflY

*n<.
KflVl1K(D.:/

they

7fd

,

<7
, _

< caused) to be ho-
* noured, &c.

5.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc. ftflYl'flC : 1 do thou cause to

Fern. be honoured.
do ye cause to be hon.

6.

INFINITIVE.

o^fiYinc- to cause to be honoured, the causing to be honoured, the

procuring honour.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, hilTnni: one who causes to be honoured.

Relative,

(a) Pret. he who caused &c.

(b) Pres. Jpo^.PflYl'flO he who causes to be honoured, &c.

/. NINTH CONJUGATION.

J\f|onoi‘|/\ ; He caused to resemble
;
he flattered, dissimulated.

The difference of this conjugation from the preceding is so slight, that

we do not find it necessary to give its flexion : it consists merely in the

second radical being constantly long, except in the Constructive : in all the

rest it is similar to the preceding As to the third radical A:
we refer to the deviations marked under the First Conjugation, No. 1.

This conjugation, by the way, is very rare.
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J. TENTH CONJUGATION.

He made to speak.

The force of this conjugation is Causative, as the two preceding ones.

The difference consists in the form being augmented by three letters,

ftlVt*: instead of the two ftfl"

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pers. masc. singular.

. plural

ftflTVI^: lie made to speak, &c.
! hflTn<.: they made to speak, &c.

jpfrrm.A:
{

Present and Future.

he makes &c. to

speak, &c.

3d pers. masc.

JPflTMC: &c-

2. CONTINGENT.

Simple.

I &c.

Compound Preterite.

va-mcin^&c.{“£
|

Compound of Probability.

ytlTYlO }
he may probably (they may probably

£UTA: j make to speak, &c. £ltt7V: <• cause to speak, &c.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d pers. masc. Simple.

ftflTMC : he causing to speak, &c. I ft 1°|X®' :

they causin^ to

I

^ ' speak, &c.

Compound Aorist.

Wfl-rnc™:{Xeaxd)

I

Compound Preterite.

M.-mC : in^:j
1

tospea];&c

3d pers. masc.

in<,:

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

(

he caused &c. ftl*l't’l
a
|^(D': c they caused &c. to

( to speak, &c. Ifl^: j

3. SUBJl

he cause to speak,

J. the same as

hnc=:

5. IMPEl

: i do thou make
Fem. ftj*IT"YJ<£: l to speak.

speak, &c.

(may they cause to

{

may he cause to speak,

&c. the same as PflTlV: (may they

JPVinC:: * speak, &c

5. IMPERATIVE.

Masc. ftflf'i'IC: ido thou make
ftflTlX: do you make to speak.
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6. INFINITIVE.

o^frmc: to cause (the causing) to speak.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, hfVTW- one who causes to speak.

Relative Perfect, he who caused to speak.

Present, Po^yfltnC : he who causes to speak.

K. ELEVENTH CONJUGATION.

He was entirely humbled; humbled himself entirely.

The force of this conjugation is intensity added to forms D and F

:

its characteristic is reduplication of the prolonged first radical with the

objective *f: prefixed. As its conjugation is the same as

abstain from detailing it.

L. TWELFTH CONJUGATION.

Broke to pieces.

The force of this conjugation is intense action, represented by a redu-

plication of the second radical.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.
3d pers. masc. singular,

rtTlltf?!: he broke to pieces, &c.
|

they broke to pieces, &c.

Present and Future.

. (he breaks, &c. to

1 pjeces> &c.

3d pers. masc.

&c

. ( thev break, &c. to
Rnn-fKL*.:

{ p̂ cceSi&c.

2. SIMPLE CONTINGENT.

|
.ertn-fl# &c.

Compound Preterite.

^ (he broke, &c.
I i

the^ broke’ &C*

£rt rl
rflC :

I t0 pieceSj &c> I

C m

l to pieces, &c.

Compound of Probability.

!

he may pro-

bably break

to pieces, &c.

? they may probably

^ break to pieces, &c.
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3. SUBJUNCTIVE.
SINGULAR.

3d p. m. .gfn'flC: may he

.. . . f. may she GO
<L>

PLURAL.

yfin n</. may they

2d p. m. Jt*fin*fiC :
i i ,

. \ mayest thou
.. ..f. ?rfin'n<S:)

J

O
0

• rH

3
tflnuiij,: may you

. . hond.^fnil/: M
cfl

m mav you
. . lion. 2. frfln-|l<.:

<U
fa
pO

1st.. . Tifl'l'flC: may I
>

may we

break

to

pieces.

3d pers. masc.

l"n*llC : be breaking to pieces, &c

.. m (he breaks (broke)
iVl'flCPA:] .

v

fi
'(to pieces, &c.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

[•in ii^d).: j

lll7 bre"kiT’S to

( pieces, &c.

Compound Aorist.

( they break (broke)

to pieces, &c.

i-in-nc: In<: |

he brok
\
&0

( pieces, &c.

Compound Preterite.

he broke, &c. to
\[\S: \

they broke &c ‘

1 to pieces, &c.

Masc. do thou break to

Fem. fin'll^:! pieces, &c.

pieces,

5. IMPERATIVE.

fin'll do ye break to pieces, &c.

6. INFINITIVE.

rofinnc: to break to pieces.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, |*inn<5: one who breaks to pieces.

Pel. Pret. he that broke to pieces.

Pres. Po^rinilC: he that breaks to pieces.

M. THIRTEENTH CONJUGATION.

He performed great works.

The force of this conjugation is an addition of intensity to the Third
Conjugation: this is represented by a reduplication and prolongation of
the second radical, with the Preformative t\'.\

3d pers. masc.

Ky.&r.i

SINGULAR.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.

(he performed great

l works, &c.
KR&.£h:

j

they performed great

works, &c.

N
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SINGULAR. Present and Future.
m pcrs. masc. r he performs, &c.

’ i great works, &c.

PLURAL.

PP/r*iA, l
they perform great

a-.
| works &c

yyt.Cfi: &c.

2. CONTINGENT.

Simple.

I
yyt.cj : &c.

Compound Preterite.

f
he performed &c.

\ great works, &c. JPW-CT-: lfl<.

( the;

is&c.
(. 8

they performed

2T68it works,

&c.

Compound of Probability.

yy^cri: c he may probably per-

JEUTA: 1 form great works.

np 7 pn,. (they may probably
^ ’

< perform great works,
^UTA-:

( &c.

3. SUBJUNCTIVE,

may he perform great

works, &c.

4 . CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

he performing great

works.

Compound Aorist.

{

he performs (per-

formed) great works
&c.

MW-CL {’

PP./r^ l
may they Perform

*'
( great works, &c.

f they performing

(great works, &c.

/"they perform (per-

: \ formed) great

(. works, ike.

Compound Preterite.

'he performed,

h£-<5.Cl: &c. great works
&c.4

x PV C
they Performed,
&c> great works,

( &c.

tATIVE.

x rn. • i
do ye Perform great

works.

5

.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc. (dothou perform

Fern. KR6.Cl '-

1 great works.

6.

INFINITIVE.

oi to perform (the performance of) great works.

7

.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, one who performs great works.

Rel.Perf. he who performed great works.

Pres. PaxJm?R6.C.al: he who performs great works,
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N. FOURTEENTH CONJUGATION.

He counselled with others, gave and took advice, advised

frequently.

Too Art: He went and returned, went to and fro, i. e. walked.

The force of this conjugation is double intensity, reciprocity, and re-

petition of the action expressed in the verb. This is represented by

reduplication and prolongation of the second radical. Its flexion and

conjugation is quite the same as in the Sixth Conjugation.

O. FIFTEENTH CONJUGATION,

tnv: He conversed with another, spoke frequently.

The nature of this conjugation is the same as the preceding; and as to

form, it differs only in having the first radical long, in conformity with the

sixth species, which it resembles entirely in flexion and conjugation.

P. Q. R. S. SIXTEENTH, SEVENTEENTH, EIGHTEENTH, & NINETEENTH
CONJUGATIONS.

£1HH: “To be stiff,” “obdurate.” Intransitive.

To stiffen.” Transitive.

>]«ou/\ 1*11*1: “He returned,” “was returned.” Passive, 8c Reflective.

Thtnimm: “He reviled.” Intensitive.

The chief peculiarity of these four species consists in doubling the third

radical, or gemination.—As we shall have an opportunity of treating more

fully upon the Geminant Verbs, we merely mention these forms here
;
and

pass on to the remaining forms of the Regular Triliteral Verb.

T. TWENTIETH CONJUGATION.

He talked one out of any thing, dissuaded.

This and the Twenty-first and Twenty-fourth species are rather remark-

able for their singular Preformatives, which are not in use in the cognate

dialects. The conjugation of *1^: is similar to that of

we therefore proceed.

U. TWENTY-FIRST CONJUGATION.

He folded his hands.

In what the peculiar force of this species consists, we cannot determine.

V. TWENTY-SECOND CONJUGATION.

«5.TATA : He rubbed thin between his fingers.

The reduplication of the second and of the third radical, which consti-
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tutes the peculiar character of this species, serves to express, as a sort of

diminution, a peculiar modification of the original action.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pcrs. masc. singular.

C he rubbed thinbetween
<5.TATA

:

\ his fingers, &c.

PLURAL.

^TAI’A1 : they rubbed thin, &c.

Present and Future.

he rubs thin, &c.
|
^d.^A’l’AA1 : they rub thin, &c.

2. CONTINGENT.

3d pers. masc. Simple.

JEd/t'A^A: &c.
|
£<5/rA^A* : &c.

Compound Preterite.

A : i he rubbed (&c.) thin,

i &c.

^d,1’A;l’A,

:|
they rubbed (&c.)

he may probably

Compound of Probability.

thin, &c.

£UTA rub thin, &c. &c.

JEd/t’A ,f

t*A’:) they may probably

.ElffA1 : rub thin, &c.

3d pers. masc. 3 . SUBJUNCTIVE.

tfQ.TA'TA: may he rub thin, &c.
|

A'T’A’ : may they rub thin, &c.

3d pers. masc. 4. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE.

d.TAl’A": he rubbing thin, &c.
| <5/T*A't'A(I>’: they rubbing thin &c.

Compound Aorist.

ATAtATA: (he rubs (rubbed)

(.
thin, &C.

d.'TAl’ATA:
f they rub (rubbed)

( thin, &e.

d/TA^A-: Che rubbed (was rub-

i bi

Compound Preterite.

in* bing) thin, &c.

d.TA^t’AQ)': C they rubbed (were

l rubbing) thin, &c.

5 . IMPERATIVE

Masc. Q.TA’t'A: (do thou rub

Fern. ^.tAT£: 1 thin, &c.
Q.TATA’: do you rub thin, &c.

6. INFINITIVE.

6»U(J,TATA: to rub thin, the rubbing thin between the fingers.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, d.'TAj.^: one who rubs thin, &c.

Relative Perf. Pd.TATA : he who has rubbed thin, &c.

Pres. poq, d.l’A 1^A : he who rubs thin, &c. &c.
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W. TWENTY-THIRD CONJUGATION.

*t'<5/t'ATA: It was rubbed thin between the fingers.

This is a Passive derivation from the preceding conjugation, to be
treated entirely as the Fourth Conjugation.

X. TWENTY-FOURTH CONJUGATION.
: It shone, glittered, sparkled, resplended.

This form seems to be derived from “ to fulminate,” “ to lighten”;
and the Preformative : appears to have either a diminutive or a
frequentative effect.

2. Conjugation of various Imperfect Forms of the Triliterdl Verbs.

Having thus exhibited the conjugation of the various forms of the
Regular and Perfect Triliteral Verb, we now proceed to the considera-
tion of the Imperfect Forms of Triliteral, of Perfect and Imperfect Forms
of Biliteral, and of the various forms of Pluriliteral Verbs. We shall
endeavour to point out, especially by paradigms, where it is necessary,
and the peculiarities in the flexion and conjugation of each

;
not in order

to accumulate materials for the memory, but to facilitate the comprehen-
sion of the structure of this part or the language. We notice.

I. TRILITERAL VERBS whose First Conjugation is A (ft: or Q::)
The chief peculiarity of these verbs consists in the liability under

which they are to have the first radical contracted with every Pre-
formative acceding to the Verb, according to the rule laid down in Part I.

Chap. VII. 2. A. B. For the purpose of exemplifying, we select the two
Verbs ftODJ; “he believed,” and ftA<5.: “he passed.”

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Simple Form, ft«ro}: He believed.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite. Regular, as Tnn^::

Present and Future.
SINGULAR.

PLURAL.
p. masc. he

|
believes, will ,P9n{’A': they believe, will..fern. T9nt'A¥:she

. . masc.

. . fern.

. . hon. I.

. . . . 2 .

<D

. . com.
we believe, shall J/
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2. CONTINGENT,

As the Indicative Present, without the Auxiliary :

SINGULAR. 3 . SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d p. masc. : may he

.. .. fern, ^F oo*}: may she

PLURAL.

2d . . masc.
’

^Foij-j
:

)

a5

f„,„ ft-m.=S.l
mayestthouU

. fem.

. . lion. 1. £,ro*-: )

>:

)

<v&

may they believe,

may you believe.

A'}™'! - may we believe.

2.^aov.:i
mayy°u

1st. . com. "AkOtr}: may I

3d pers. masc. 4 . CONSTRUCTIVE.

he believing, &c.
|
A9BKD’ : they believing, &c.

Regular; as, TnilC- &c.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc.

Fem. Atrol:
"

|
do thou believe

!

6. INFINITIVE.

do ye believe

!

uquo^J: to believe, the believing, faith, trust.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, : one who believes, a believer/

Relative Perfect, ^ou^: he who believed, ; she who believed, &c

Relative Present, P tnJ.^,9n‘4 : he who believes, &c.

P9D5’9nTr : she who believes, &c.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Objective Voice.

^Foo^ : He was believed, accredited, was trustworthy, faithful,

entrusted himself.

Flexion and Conjugation according to the Fourth Conjugation of the

Regular Triliteral Verb
;

with the exception, that the characteristic "F •

because it has joined to itself the vowel of the first radical, is not dropped,

but retained in all the forms.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

3d pers. masc. singular.

he was trusted, &c.

PLURAL.

'FOOJ.; they were trusted, &c.

Present and Future.

£^FaupA: he is trusted, &c.
| JP.

they are trusted, &c.
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SINGULAR.

&c.

2. CONTINGENT. plural.

|
&c.

3. NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d pers.masc. 4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

he being trusted, &c.
|

3’9ni(D': they being trusted, &c.

5. IMPERATIVE.

Masc. Jodi : )

Fem.
be thou faithful. JooF: be ye faithful.

(3. INFINITIVE.

ODjoor
}: to be believed, faithfulness, &c.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, : one who is believed.

Rel. Pret. Pjouj ; he who was believed, faithful, &c.

Present, he who is believed, &c.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

Many. He made believe, persuaded.

This form corresponds with the Eighth Conjugation of the Perfect Verb
hfilnn^:: The first radical : is absorbed by the characteristic Pre-
formative No Subjunctive form.

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

hflj00 !: He accredited, attested, entrusted.

This form, which joins the characteristics of the Objective and of the
Transitive Voice in nature and form, answers the Tenth Conjugation of
the Perfect Triliteral Verb.

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

*l*AA<5.: Passed and repassed, trespassed, varied.

In this form, which corresponds with the Fourteenth Conjugation of
the Regular Triliteral Verb, the first radical, A:, is dropped; but the fi
is retained when Prefixes are joined

;
e.g. Contingent, Infini-

tive,
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F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative and Intensive Voice.
* * • j

AflTAA<5.: He made pass in different ways.

In this form the Causative Aft: is joined to the preceding Conjugation.

II. SECOND CLASS OF IMPERFECT TRILITERALS.

, Triliteral Geminants.

(See page 56, II.)
1

These verbs seem to have been derived from Biliterals which are lost,

but whose second radical has been doubled. (See Part I. Ch. VII. 2. D.)

In conjugating these verbs, .the geminant letters are often contracted into

one
;
but that letter, although the Abyssinians have no mark for distin-

guishing the accent, shows its origin, by having the tone.

It will be observed, that there are, among the ten different Conjugations

of this class, four which have the "I:, either with the Transitive ?i:, or

the Intransitive T :
prefixed.

In looking at the numerous verbs of this class, mentioned in the note,

page 56, it will be seen that all classes of letters, except the gutturals

and the vowel letters, are subject to gemination.

The general mode of conjugating being the same in this as in all other

classes of verbs, attention is to be paid especially to those forms which

have gemination, and to those which have the contraction.

After these preliminary remarks, we proceed to give the Paradigms.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

neut. He went away; act. He dismissed.

Gemination exists in this Conjugation—in the Indicative, Preterite, Sub-

junctive, Imperative, Infinitive and Simple, and Relative Preterite Parti-

ciples : Contraction in the remaining Moods and Tenses.

I. INDICATIVE MOOD.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. Al**!*: he dismissed.

. . . . fern. : she dismissed.

2d ..masc. A^U:|
thoudismissedst

.. .. fern. A'l’^’fi :

*

. . . . hon. 1. A*!* 1^: ) ,. ,

. > you dismissed.
2 .

*

1st . . com. A <I*$»lf': I dismissed.

PLURAL.

A*l,<ll: they dismissed.

you dismissed.

A^i : we dismissed.
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SINGULAR. Present and Future. plural.

} you dismiss.

3d p. masc. JZAYA: he ) ,. .

„
“

, r dismisses.
..fem. she)

2d . . masc. +AJ*AU: 1 . ...
t thou dismissest.

. ..fem.

. . . hon. 1. :

. .. hon. 2. YAYA^SHh
1st . . com. >»A3>AU': I dismiss.

2. CONTINGENT,

3d p. masc. £A3» : fem. YA3*
2d . . . .

‘f
t*A3* : fem. YA't

. . . . hon. 1. £AY: 2. YAY
1. 'AAY:

^A3*A*: they dismiss.

you dismiss.

>a!A3>A1: we dismiss.

.PAY:

YAY:

SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d p. masc. PAY3*: may he

. . . . fem. YAY^* : may she

2d . . masc. YAY*!*:

. . . . fem.

. . . . hon. 1.PAYY:
|
mayest thou

CO

.2

)a
CO

may you
2. YAYY*-

1st . . com. 'ihAYY : may I

4

CO

'C

PAYY: may they dismiss.

YAYY : may you dismiss.

3d p. masc. AY = he

. . . . fem. A3*: she

2d . . masc. AY{J:

. . . . fem. A3>I1

. . . . hon. 1. Atdh:
2 . A3»¥lh:

1st . . com. AY: I

thou

may we dismiss.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

AY©' : they dismissing.

}y°u

be
P

- 1—

I

\ CO

/ 03

'

a
<o

• pH

T2

AJ^U1
: you dismissin.

AYT: we dismissing.

Compound Aorist.

3d p. masc. A$A = he dismisses, &c.

. . . . fem. A^A^ : she dismisses.

2d . . masc. AY1
!A:

j
thou dismissest.

. . . . fem. AYnA
hon. 1. AYYA:

ay’^a
1st . . com. AYPAU 1 : I dismiss

|
you dismiss.

AYYA: they dismiss.

A3*¥^A: you dismiss.

AYfA: we dismiss.

o
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Compound Preterite.

3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

A*l>: he dismissed, &c.
|
A*!*®": in<.: they dismissed, &c.

5. IMPERATIVE.

m. A*!*^* :
fem. A *!**£: do thou dismiss.

|
A*P*fi : do ye dismiss.

6. INFINITIVE.

011A*l**l* : To dismiss, the dismission, dismissal.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple.

Simple Act. A3**!?: one who dismisses.

Pass. AH*<fc: one who is dismissed.

Kel. Perf. PA*!**!* : he who has dismissed.

Pres. PO^A^*: he who dismisses.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active or Transitive Voice.

h^*!**!*: He thinned, rarefied, refined.
i

We need scarcely to mention, that this form corresponds with the Third

Conjugation of the Perfect Triliterals. Gemination prevails in the Pre-

terite, Subjunctive, Infinitive, Simple, and Preterite Participles
;

Contrac-

tion in the Indicative Present, the Contingent, and Rel. Part. Present;

both Gemination and Contraction in the Constructive and Imperative.

Having presented a pretty full view of the preceding conjugation, it will

suffice in the present one to give merely the leading types
;

i. e. 3d person

masc. sing, and common plural of those paradigms which have all the

Persons, besides the more simple Moods.

3d pere. masc. singular.

h^*!**!*: he refined, &c.

.P^A: he refines.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.

*!**£: they refined.

Present and Future.

| y^fA1 : they refine.

2.

CONTINGENT.

I si*-

3.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

JPC**: may he refine.
| JP£*!**£: may they refine.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

AC*?*'. and he refining.
-

'

1
they refining.
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3d pers. masc.

and)

: i

SINGULAR.

he refines.

Compound Aorist.

PLURAL.

ACYYA: and
refine.

Compound Preterite.

and

he refined.

5.

IMPERATIVE.

m<.: and A^YY®^
i fl : : they refined.

Masc. A<^Y: and ACYY: )do thou

Fern. A^Y: and ACYY :

]

refine.
and AC^Y: do ye refine.

6. INFINITIVE.

to refine, the refining; rarefaction.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, ACYY : a refiner.

Rel. Perf. ,P<^YY: fie who refined.

Pres. he who refines.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive or Objective Voice.

TAYY: He was dismissed.

This conjugation has no peculiar form for the Subjunctive. Contrac-

tion takes place only in the Constructive Mood. Besides this, it is

regularly conjugated, after the manner of the Fourth Conjugation of the

Perfect Triliteral Verbs.

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Active and Intensive Voice.

AAYY: He yawned. A I"lK£: He persecuted.

Both in nature and form, this conjugation resembles the Fifth of the

Perfect Triliteral Verb. It preserves gemination in the Indicative Pre-

terite, the Imperative, Infinitive, and Simple and Perfect Participle. In

the other Moods and Tenses, it is contracted.

1 . INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

he persecuted.
|
A’!££,: they persecuted.

Present and Future.

he persecutes.
|

they persecute.
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3d pers. masc. singular.

2

.

CONTINGENT.

I

3

.

NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

PLURAL.

4

.

SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE.

MR: he persecuting.
|
?\i*|RO>: they persecuting.

Compound Aorist.

fr'^R’VA: he persecutes.
|

they persecute.

Compound Preterite.

fr'lR: he persecuted.
|
?\i‘|R(D’: !<.: they persecuted.

Masc. fti'iR'R*: l

Fem.

5 . IMPERATIVE,

do thou perse-

cute.
do ye persecute.

6. INFINITIVE.

to persecute, the persecuting, persecution.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, MRR*: a persecutor.

Rel. Perf. Ri"|RR: he who persecuted.

Present, he who persecutes.

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Passive and Intensive Voice.

T»-|RR: He was persecuted, habitually persecuted.

This form is conjugated after the Sixth Conjugation of the Perfect Verb

;

has no peculiar Subjunctive; and geminates and contracts after the third

form of this class.

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative Voice.

He embittered.

Corresponds with the Eighth Conjugation of the Perfect Triliteral Verb,

and is conjugated like the first form of this class.

G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

M^TT: He cheated.

A peculiar form, of which, as we have not hitherto had a similar one,

we give here an outline.
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3d pers. masc. singular.

KTITT: he cheated.

he cheats.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite Regular.
. PLURAL.

I they cheated.

Present and Future.

I
: they cheat.

2. SIMPLE CONTINGENT.

I

3d pers. masc.

ftTi'i-f-: he cheating.

3. subjunctive.—None.

4. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE.

I
: they cheating.

Compound Aorist.

Mhl-TA: he cheats.
| JVi'lTTA: they cheat.

Compound Perfect.

he cheated.
| M fif'd)’: they cheated.

Masc.

Fem.

5. IMPERATIVE.

do thou cheat. Mil’ll: do ye cheat.

6. INFINITIVE.

og'jpj'f.rf : to cheat, the cheating.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, a cheater.

Rel. Perf. .PTHTT: he who cheated.

Present, he who cheats.

H. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

'nhTT: He was cheated.

This is the Passive form of the preceding derivation
;
and, in gemination,

is regulated by the Third Conjugation of this class.

/. K. NINTH AND TENTH CONJUGATIONS.

Reflective Voice.

(11(5.^,: and T "4 f11 £.£." He stretched himself.

The peculiarity of these two forms, the power of which seems to be the
same, consists in the length of both the geminating letters. On account
of their length, they cannot be contracted. They assume, therefore, no
Subjunctive form

;
and the Geminants retain their length, except in the
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Constructive, which retains the last ' radical short, and enters a : which

servile, also, is as a paragoge added in the Infinitive
;
thus

:

SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE.
SINGULAR.

*™*cH hes“s him‘

PLURAL.

they stretching

themselves, &c.

INFINITIVE.

the stretching, to stretch, oneself.

III. THIRD CLASS OF IMPERFECT TRILITERALS.

Geminants whose first radical is i\::

This class numbers only a few Verbs. They combine the imperfections

of contraction in the beginning and at the end, i.e. the imperfections of

both the preceding classes. For an exhibition, we select the Verbs

?\HH: “he commanded,” and croon : “it was painful.”

This class has but four Conjugations
;
the first of which is Intransitive

or Active
;

the second, Objective, Intransitive, or Reflective
;

the third,

Causative
;
and the fourth, Intensive.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

j\HH: He commanded.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

3d perS. masc. singular. plural.

}\HH : he commanded.
|
AHH-: they commanded.

Present and Future.

JPHA: he commands.
|
yHA : they command.

3d pers. masc.

^H"H : may he command.

3d pers. masc. 2. SIMPLE CONTINGENT.

:
|
.PH'--

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

|
£HH- may they command.

4. SIMPLE CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. masc. ftH: he commanding.

.. .. fern. hH: she commanding.

2d., masc.

. . . . fern. l1

:

. . . . hon. 1. 1 ,•

,
. V you commanding.

•• .. hon. 2.
J °

1st., com. JME: I commanding.

thou commanding.

they commanding,

you commanding.

2\HT: we commanding.
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Compound Aorist.

3d p. masc. JVHTA: he

.. .. fem. AHA^f-: she }
.commands.

2d masc. AHHA: I

fem. AH^A:!
thou commandest.

.. .. hon.l. AHVA: )

.. .. hoD.2.hH5piA:l
yOUCOmmaIld '

1st., com. A'H’AUh: I command.

hHTA: they command.

you command.

AHTA: we command.

5

.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc. 'AH'H : 1

Fem.
do thou command. "Khh* : do ye command.

6.

INFINITIVE.

“^HH: to command, the commanding, command.

7

.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, AH|H]: one who commands, a commander.

Rel. Pret. JPHH: he who commanded.

Present, Pt^H: he who commands.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Passive, Reflective, and Intransitive.

J-otjotj : He felt pain, was sick, h : He was commanded, he obeyed.

In this conjugation, the is retained throughout; and contraction of
the second and third radical takes place in the Constructive Mood only.
No Subjunctive. Second radical is treated as in all the Objective forms.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Transitive and Causative Voice.

fti"!onoi): He made sick, gave or caused pain.

The first radical Au absorbed in the Preformative i*i : , undergoes no
further change. Gemination prevails in the Preterite, Indicative, Impera-
tive, Infinitive, and Simple and Preterite Participles; Contraction in the
Indicative, Present, and Constructive; and both Gemination and Con-
ti action in the Contingent. Respecting the latter, we think, that when it

stands by itself, it is geminated
; but when it receives any addition at the

beginning or at the end, it is contracted.
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D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

?iflthcroon ; He nursed sick persons.

This conjugation corresponds with the Tenth of the Perfect Triliterals,

and with the Fourth of the First Class of Imperfect Triliterals. Contraction

takes place only in the Constructive Mood.

3. Conjugation of Biliteral Verbs.

Biliteral Verbs are, in the Amharic Language, exceedingly numerous

;

owing especially, as will be seen hereafter, to the many contractions from

Triliteral Verbs, by which they became Biliterals. In treating on these

Verbs, it will be best to divide them into four distinct classes
;
namely,

(a) Perfect; (b) Imperfect; (c) Contracted; (d) Irregular and Anomalous

Biliteral Verbs.

I. FIRST CLASS.—Perfect Biliterals.

These are Verbs which have the two radical letters in the first form,

do not begin with any vowel letter, and are conjugated regularly. They

have this resemblance to some of the Contracted forms, that the paragogic

^ : is added to most of its Infinitives, and enters into the Constructives.

They are conjugated through Eight different Species or Conjugations.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive, Active, and Transitive Voice.

H: He flourished. gT: Was great. 1*1111: He gave.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

I*im: he gave.

she gave.

3d p. masc.

. . . . fern.

2d . . masc.

. . . . fern.

. . . . hon. 1. rtm-:

2 . fi'1VfPU'

1st .

.

com. rtmU': i gave

nmfiJ
tl0U "avcs

,}
you ga1

PLURAL.

1*1 01* : they gave.

1*1 you gave.

1

*

1011 = we gave.
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Present and Future.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d p. masc. £1*1*^A: he gives.

. . . . fem. she gives.

they give.

2d ..masc.
: }

thou

.. ..fem. givest.

.. . . hon. 1. ^rtrtlA*: 1 you

2. t’rt^A^U’; 3 give.

you give

1st . . com. lM
,

|
fllAU*: I give. )»1l

,

lnlA'?: we give.

2. CONTINGENT.

3d p. masc. ^flT: fem. 't'i’lT: J'l'lflTI':

2d . . masc. ^I’lT: fem. ?
|’|

,
|E0>: I'rtm-:

. . . . lion. 1. JZl'lfl*: 2. Trtm-:
1st.. .. iSllT::

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d p. masc. gfl'f : may he give. : may they give.

.. ..fem. ^f|T: may she give.

2d . . masc. i mayestthou

. . . . fem. 3 give -

• • • • hon. 1.
| may you

2. +flfll*:3 give.

't’flflPh: may you give.

1st .

.

com. XflT* : may I give. TTiftT : may we give.

4. constructive with :

3d p. masc. rtT’f* : he giving.
j

* fiT't’CD’ : they giving.

. . . . fem. flTJ: she giving.

2d ..masc. |‘lTT«:| thou

. . . . fem. rt'P't’fi : 3 giving.

.. .-. hon. 1. rtT't'®’: ) you

you giving.

1st .. com. I giving. rt*P*n: we giving.

Compound Aorist.

3d p. masc. |’lT ;T <PA : he gives. I*I*PT <PA: they give.

. . . fem. J’A^F’ : she gives.

2d ..masc. flTTWA:
)
thou

. ..fem. l*ITT^i A: 3
givest.

. . . hon. 1. I’lTTTA: 1 you

I’l'yj^lA: you give.

2. give. &

1st . . com. 1*1T 5
sAIf': I give. lliTtFA: we give.

p
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SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. : he being great.

.... fem. : she being great.

2d . . masc. £•1*1:) thou being

.... fem. : > great.

.... lion. 1. 1 you being

2 s-rEfu-d great.

1st. . com. .K’T,: I being great.

Simple Form without 'T :
(rare).

PLURAL.

they being great.

RS'1? you being great.

we being great.

Masc. |*1T:

Fem. |*|tp*J

5. IMPERATIVE.

do thou give. do ye give.

6. INFINITIVE.

ol,nfn ;
t‘: t° give> the giving. oofli*p: to drink, the drinking.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, |*| tp> : and i*| tp. : a giver.

Rel. Fret. P |*| ffi : he who gave.

Pres. PonifiT: he who gives.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active, Transitive Voice.

He beautified, praised. He grew.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. he grew.

.... fem. she grew.

2d . . masc. hR-KJ
: l

thou

.... fem. grewest.

hon. 1. )
you

2. grew.

1st. . com. ftKTIh: I grew.

3d pers. masc. Present and Future

.

he grows, &c.
|

they grow.

2.

CONTINGENT.

|

&c.

3.

NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

hg b they grew.

you grew.

7»R"H : we grew.

yyr°i: &c.
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4. CONSTRUCTIVE, with ^ "

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

flS’ he preparing. *
| J\nS"t*Q>': they preparing.

Without *t*::

hjf»: he growing.
|

they growing.

5. IMPERATIVE

Masc. hRi-
Feni.

l:)
> do thou grow. do ye grow.

6. INFINITIVE.

to grow, the growth.

aq-tlS* : to prepare, the preparing, preparation.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, hgj,: one who grows, one who irrigates.

Rel. Pret. : he who grew.

Pres. panyg«i: he who grows.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Objective Voice.

TrtrD: He was given.

This has notning peculiar. It is treated like other objective forms, and
has the paragogic T : uniformly.

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.
Transitive or Causative Voice.

hfni: He beautified, glorified.

Has the paragogic

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

hfni: he beautified.
|
hfllt*: they beautified.

Present and Future.

.PfHFA: he beautifies.
I yfllf/V*: they beautify.

2. CONTINGENT.

|
jPfni.:

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

pfm : may he beautify.
[

may they beautify.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

ftflTHf*: he beautifying.
|

they beautify.

5.

IMPERATIVE.
Masc. ftlVn:) ,

I

Fern. )

t 0 t l0U ^eautlfy- do ye beautify.
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6. INFINITIVE.

to beautify, beautifying.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, ftfl^: beautifier.

Rel. Pret. he who beautified.

Present, p^iyrm: he who beautifies.

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Transitive or Causative Voice.

mki. He caused to grow, trained, reared, educated.

Differs only in form from the preceding conjugations. It has no para-

gogic and is conjugated like ft^|ao^: in the Third Conjugation of

the first class of Imperfect Triliteral Verbs.

F. G. H. The Sixth, Seventh, and Eighth Conjugations are treated

like Triliteral Geminants.

Imperfect Biliterals, which have Tv-for the first Radical Letter.

The first radical ft
' undergoes the usual changes, as shown in the pre-

ceding conjugations. The paragogic f: prevails through all the conjuga-

tions of this class, which contains but few verbs. The verb ftp :
“ He saw,”

containing all the different forms of Conjugations of this class, we have

selected for exhibition.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Subjective, Intransitive, and Transitive Voice.

ftP: He saw.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

ftP: he saw, &c., like |*1Q1 ::

Present and Future.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

II. SECOND CLASS.

3d p. masc. WA: he sees.

. fei&. she sees.

yytf- they see.

you see.

1st., com. ftJPAlP : I see. : we see.
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2. CONTINGENT.
SINGULAR. l’LURAL.

3d p. masc. yy: fem. EP”
2d .. masc. fem. jp.: jp:
.. .. hon.l. yg: 2. EP:
1st., com. ?i£: tty.:

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d p. masc. yy may he see. yp: may they see.

.... fem. ^t*y : may she see.

2d p. masc. ^.E: )

fem ^ PL )

mayest ^ 1011 see -

may you see.

tty: may we see.

.... hon. 1. Pg:

)

2. ^p : j

may y°U SGe-

1st. . com. to may I see.

4 . CONSTRUCTIVE.

Simple.

3d p. masc. he seeing.
I h PTlh’ : they seeing.

• . . . fem. ^EE : s^e seeing.

2d p. masc. Jypi-U:).,

....fem. hJSTnJ ”*•

.. ..hon.l.

2.hE^U*:l y°USeeing-

you seeing.

2- hE^^U*:
1st. . com. Yxy^: I seeing,

D

Masc. >iE: ) ,

Fem. ^b..}
do thou see

2\ET1: we seeing.

5 . IMPERATIVE.

to: do ye see.

6. INFINITIVE.

the seeing, sight, aspect.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None. Relative Preterite, EP" lie who saw.

Present, po^yy-. he who sees.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Passive, Reflective, or Intransitive Voice.

"FP: He was seen, appeared.
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j(J: they were seen.

1. INDICATIVE.

singular. Preterite. plural.

3d p. masc. J’P: he was seen.

.. ..fem. JPH1
: she was seen.

2d p. masc. ^PPU:

.. . . fem. ;ppin :

. . . . hon. 1. ;pR:

2. H\P¥lh:
1st., com. JPU-: I JP1:

Present and Future.

3d p. masc. £:I\PA: he is seen.

....fem. WA^:{
Sh™’
2. SIMPLE CONTINGENT.

3d p. masc. fem.
|
£;pp::

i'JJE'ft-: they are seen.

3. NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

3dp.masc. he appearing, &c.
| J’JJTQX’: they appearing.

Masc. 3*^: )

Fem. FPL:)

5. IMPERATIVE.

do thou appear. FR: do ye appear.

6. INFINITIVE.

oojp ;f: to be seen, the appearing, appearance.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None. Relative Preterite, PJ p : he who appeared.

Present, he who appears.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Transitive and Causative Voice.

MP: He made to be seen, caused to appear, showed.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. Mp: lie showed.

. . . . fem. p^jp- : she showed.

2d p. masc. MPU: f. Mpfi:
.... hon. 1. MR: 2.

. . . . com. Ti 1*! Plf*:

PLURAL.

MR: they showed.

MjPHHh:

MP*:
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SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. JP«XPA: he shows.

.. .. fem. she shows.

2d p. masc. F'l.PAU:
.. .. fem. ^iXPAh:
.... hon. 1.

2. If’i'l.PA^lh:

1st. . com. K'^yAU':
3d pers. masc. 2.

.P 1*!#: fem. ^1*1^: &c.

Present und Future.
PLURAL.

y^PA-: they show.

3.

>k{'«XPA'}:

CONTINGENT.

I .PAR: &c.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

.PflR: &c.3d p. masc. may he show.

.... fem. ;f*i*)£: &c. may she show

4. CONSTRUCTIVE

AflR: do ye show.

3d p. masc. he showing.

.. ..fem. she showing.

5. IMPERATIVE.
Masc.

. . r do thou show.
Fem. Afl£:)

6. INFINITIVE.

oqi^pJj.; To show, the showing:.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None.

Pel. Pret. p

:

he who showed.

Pres. PO"i.pil£: he who shows.

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Transitive and Causative Voice.

ftflrt*P : He made to be seen, brought into si^ht

1. INDICATIVE PRETERITE.
3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

P = brought into sight. Kfl^P : &c.

&c., like the preceding.
|

Present and Future.

Vfta-VA: he brings into sight.
| VflTVA-: they bring into si

2. CONTINGENT.

ytl-pp.: fem.
: &c.

| &c

3. surjunctive.

—

None.
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4. CONSTRUCTIVE.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d pers. masc. _ ( they bringing; into

: he bringing into sight.
j gight

Masc. do thou bring

into sight.

6. INFINITIVE,

5. IMPERATIVE.

ftfUPP: do ye bring into sight.

Fern. into sight.

: to bring into sight.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None.

Rel. Pret. JPflJ'P : he who brought into sight.

Pres. he who brings into sight.

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Reciprocative Voice.

ypy P : He was with another in reciprocal sight
;
Looked at each other.

As this is not used in our languages in the Singular, we shall omit the

translation, and give merely the requisite forms in Amharic.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

3d pers. masc. SINGULAR. PLURAL

J‘A
, P* fern. JJpP 5?:

1
TVB:

Present and Future.

fern. :
|

2. CONTINGENT.

KJ-JP.P: fem.
1

£:t\PP:

3. subjunctive.—None.

4. .CONSTRUCTIVE.

ryy.-i-- fem.
|

^.PJETOP:

5. IMPERATIVE.

Masc. fem. jyil

:

I
:pyp:

6. INFINITIVE.

cto P 'p : the being in sight of each other
;
relation to each other.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple.—None. Rel. Pret. P^P” F^es. por^y E::
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F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative and, Reciprocative.

MIFPP: He made look at each other
;
placed over against

each other.

Is not, in form, different from the preceding; save the prefixing of J\f|:

and the changes which that undergoes
;
and, that in the Imperative it has

III. THIRD CLASS.

—

Contracted Biliterals.

This very numerous class is derived from Triliterals
;
which, in the Etlii-

opic and Tigre Languages, have either a Vowel letter h: O: P: or fl):,

or a Guttural U : : "}: or *Tl : contracted with the preceding letter.

The letter to which their vowel has thus been joined has been made long

;

whilst the verb itself has become a biliteral one. In some few cases of

Quadriliterals, two contractions have been made
;
and we have therefore

Biliteral Verbs of two long radicals. Verbs contracted from Triliterals

differ, as to whether the lost letter stood formerly in the middle or at the

end
;
and this materially determines their form of conjugation.

(a a.') Verbs with an absorbed Guttural at the end.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive and Active Voice.

1H: intrs. He entered (went in). Eth.

The second radical is always long; except in the Constructive Mood, and

in the Simple Participle.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
FLURAL.

'in-: they went in.

you went in.

in*: we went in.

3d pers. masc Present and Future.

JilHA: he goes in, &c.
|
^inA*: they go in, &c.

2. CONTINGENT.

JZin: fem. ‘T’in:
|
JElfh:

Q

3d p. masc. m : he went in.

. . . . fem. m^ : she went in.

2d . . masc. inti
:

)

„ > thou wentst in.
. . .. fem. mil:)
. . . . hon. 1. 1f>: I you went

2. ) in.

1st.. . . inU*: I went in.
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SINGULAR.
3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

PLURAL.

3d p. masc. JEm : may he go in.

. . . . fem. tn : may she go in.

2d p. masc. : a mayest thou

. . ..fem. go in.

. . . . hon. 1. 1 may you go

2.'t aini :l in.

1st. . com. may I go in.

may they go in.

fin-: may you go in.

: may we go in.

3d p. m. *l
r
f|*t*: he entering.

• • • f- 'Mill’: she entering.

2d . . m. l-flttl: fem.lfltil:

. . hon. 1. 'MIT®':
1st com. Ml*:

CONSTRUCTIVE.

MIT®*: they entering.

MM’VFU':

mi:
Masc. "in :

Fem. "Ifl.

5. IMPERATIVE.

|
do thou enter. "in': do ye enter

6. INFINITIVE.

nninf : to go in, the going in, the entrance.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, ^n.: intrs. one who enters in.

"in.: that which is entered into, i.e. the interior.

Rel. Pret. P*M : he who entered.

Pres. ponin : he who enters.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

Mn: He made go in, introduced.—(Is quite regular.)

1. INDICATIVE.

3d pers. masc. singular.
,

Preterite. plural.

iVin: he introduced.
|

they introduced.

Present and Future.

he introduces.
I .Pin/*:

2. CONTINGENT.

,pm: fem. n'ln:
|
Plf>:
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3. SUBJUNCTIVE.
3d pers. masc. singular. plural.

JP°in : may he introduce.
|

may they introduce.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

Pkl'lUT*: he introducing.
|
ft

a
Hll'(D': they introducing.

5. IMPERATIVE.

Masc. ft°Jn:

Fem. hia
jd° thou introduce. Mfb: do ye introduce.

6. INFINITIVE.

the introducing, introduction.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, hjn,: one who introduces.

Rel. Peif. yiH: he who introduced.

Pres. Pcn
J> .P'l rl: he who introduces.

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive and Intransitive.

Tin : impersonal. It was proper, It belonged.

Is treated like other Passives 1—has no Subjunctive.
The Constructive has fl*!*?-: and in other respects it is likem

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Active Voice.

He married.

The H: is long throughout; and the Preformative ft: is treated as
all the Transitive forms.

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Passive of the preceding.

t*^jn : Was married.

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative Voice.

htnn: He caused to go in
; introduced.

Subjunctive, .pfnn :: Imperative, ftfm ::

Constructive, fthTfl't-
:: Infinitive, oijfnq'p

All the other horms quite regular.
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G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

(from n?*: it sufficed) was quite sufficient.

A geminating form. The long middle letter is retained throughout, and

the rest treated like TH"

If. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive and Reiterative.

He frequently went in, often cohabited, behaved properly.

This conjugation is like a transitive of the preceding one : the long

penultima is retained throughout, and the rest treated like ft'in ::

I. NINTH CONJUGATION.

JVHIT: He comforted, strengthened.

The two middle letters remain long
; Y\ : is treated as in all Transitive

forms : there is no Subjunctive
;
and as to the rest, this conjugation is like

the others of this class.

K. TENTH CONJUGATION.

Intense Passive.

TXFf : Was comforted.

Is treated like other Passives, retains the long penultima, and has the

other peculiarities of this class.

(66.) Forms ivitli an Absorbed Guttural in the Middle.

In these forms, the original guttural having been in the middle, on its

absorption, the first radical has become long. It retains, however, its length

only in the Indicative Preterite, the Imperative, and the Infinitive Moods
of the Active

;
and through the whole of the Passive forms, except the

Constructive. It has no peculiar form for the Subjunctive
;
but uses, as is

generally done in such cases, the Contingent for the pux-pose. It has,

besides, the paragogic *p : extremely seldom
;
because it appears that letter

is intended for compensation for final absorbed letters, of which there are

none in this class.

This class has seven different Conjugations.
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A. FIRST CONJUGATION,

uqA :
(Eth. trorfiA:) He swore, took an oath.

1. INDICATIVE PRETERITE.

Preterite.

PLURAL.

uqA*: they swore.

SINGULAR.

3d p. m. tnjA: he swore.

. . . . f. uqAT1

: she swore.

2d . . m. otjaU: fem. aqAll:

. . hon. 1. tnjA': 2. uqA^FU':

1st coni. aqAlP: uqAl:
Present and Future.

3d p. m. he swears.
| JE.91DAA': they swear.

2. CONTINGENT.

3d p. ni. JE9«A: fern. ^pquA:
| ^9nA'”

3. subjunctive.—None.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. m. quA": he swearing. 9nAQ>:
. . . . f. quA: she swearing.

2d..ni. 9DA(J: fern. 9DAfi: ^A^IJ-:
. . hon 1. goA®’: 2. quA^U*:
1st com. gog: goAT:

5.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc. mjA:l , ,

Fem aq£-
j

do thou swear- °^A-: do ye swear.

6.

INFINITIVE.

ouotja: to swear, the swearing.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, oq£: one who swears.

Rel. Pret. puqA : he who swore.

Pres.
.
paq.quA: he who swears.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

A^JA: He made swear.

Contingent, jpquA :

:

Constructive, A9lJAn ::

Imperative, A9°A:
Infinitive, tiqagA'.:

(See the above remarks.)
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C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

TOTJA: He was sworn.

Contingent, JCtnJA :

:

Constructive, 't'9nA°::

Imperative, 't’O'JA:

Infinitive, oramjA"

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Transitive (Causative) Voice.

Afl^A: He made swear.

Contingent,
iPfl*7

lJA"
Constructive,

Imperative, ?\f|*J^A"

Infinitive, *J*]f|tnjA

:

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Frequentative
(Intensive) Voice.

A^l^A: Distributed by casting (lots). Radix, *T)A: He cast.

Contingent, A :

:

Constructive, 7yrrl
rVOf,m

.:

Imperative, ajA:

Infinitive, tnja^*T|A::

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Reciprocative Voice.

Mutually swore, conspired.

Contingent, ^aijcrqA"

Constructive, T^f^A0 ::

Imperative, r
t
,ui]UiJA ::

Infinitive, oncrqaiJA:

G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

l’D^AA:: He adjured, earnestly entreated.

Contingent, £<n)AA” Imperative, T^JAA

:

Constructive, A"”- Infinitive, uuaiJAA::

(cc .)
Forms with an Absorbed p: in the Middle.

These forms are determined by the rule laid down, Part I. Ch. VII. 4. E.

On the absorption of the P: its corresponding vowel e has been joined to

the first radical
;
which, whenever it is shortened, changes e into a short i

;

but when lengthened (as in the Fourth Conjugation), the first radical is

put into the Fourth Order, and P: is restored. No paragogic *t': is in

this class.

We take the two Verbs, rim: He sold, and He went.
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A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Ilm : Active, He sold. Ethiopic, UJJ2H1

:

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. hLm: he sold.

. . .. fem. she sold.

2d . . masc. fem.

.. .. hon. 1. rLOh: 2.

1st. . com.

Present and Future.
3d p. masc. : he sells.

|
£FL«1a, : they sell.

2. CONTINGENT.

PLURAL.

pLnV: they sold.

3d p. masc. JEilT: fem.

2d - • • ‘t’lXT: fem. t'i'Lcp,:

. . . . hon. 1. 2.

1st . . com.

3d pers. masc.

may he sell.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. masc. Ilf": he selling.

.... fem. |\*T| ; she selling.

2d., masc. h.mU: fem. ftmil:
.... hon. 1.

2. :

lst.com. j^CCfc’:

5. IMPERATIVE.

“Tr^ dot“
|

run’ :doyeseI1'

.gFLm-:

^rLOh:

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

£h.riK may they sell.

ft«n:

6.

INFINITIVE.

to sell, the selling, sale.

i . PARTICIPLES.

Simple (a.) Act. hytft.: one who sells, a seller.

(b.) a thing sold, merchandize.
Ed. Preterite, pfiLril: he who sold.

Present, Po^fLT: he who sells.
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B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active and Transitive Voice.

He made go, drove the threshing ox.

Contingent,

Subjunctive,

Constructive,

yih-R-

hlh.R:

Imperative, hrhX :

Infinitive, '

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

film: He was sold.

Contingent, £ivr:
No Subjunctive.

Constructive,

Imperative, Til.'? '

Infinitive, *roilT

:

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

*r*lpni: He traded, dealt, carried on commerce.

Contingent,

Constructive, T^P1
:

Imperative, rF'lP'P :

Infinitive, tro t'j PT

:

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Causative (Transitive) f oice.

hflrh.K: He made to go.

Contingent, ytitUif?--

Subjunctive,

Constructive,

Imperative, 2\Fhh.,K’"

Infinitive,

{dd.) Forms with an Absorbed (D : in the Middle.

According to the rules laid down in Part I. Ch. VII. 5, and 6. the

middle letter fl): has been absorbed; its vowel o attached to thefiist

radical. This is further shortened, in the Subjunctive Constructive and

Active Imperative, into u. But in those forms which have long letters,

<D : is restored. In some of these, it forms diphthongs of the fourth

order. Those forms of this class, whose first radical is a diphthong, as

^p. «p™rr): : >£:> have the Causative form with ftf|: and

the paragogic : ;
which the forms with simple o have not.
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A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive, Active Voice.

<^0U ; He stood.

1. INDICATIVE.

SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. $ou: lie stood.

. . . . fem. «$tro^ : she stood.

2d . . masc. fem. «$g«fi:

.. .. hon. 1.

1st., com.

Preterite. plural.

they stood.

2 .

CONTINGENT.

3d p. masc.

2d . . masc. ^p^gi*:

.. . . lion. 1. 2. -p^oo*:

1st., com.

fem. ^$90 ;

fem. -p^cn^

;

^odi:
[’^)IIIh ;

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

3d p. masc. may he stand.

.. .. fem. may she stand.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE

3d p. masc. tfcqu : he standing.

.. .. fem. she standing.

masc. 'ftiroy: fem. «fcoufj:

hon.l.<|>aii(D*: 2.

com.

JEt00":: may they stand.

2d

1st

‘ftoud)^: they standing.

‘feo'PPlh:

Masc. *feg*J;

Fem. ‘{’.iRf :}
stand

!

Villi'}::

5. IMPERATIVE.

t^aO': do ye stand.

6. INFINITIVE.

ou^gn : to stand, the standing, station, state.

7. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, qxpog.: one who stands (see Dictionary). «fego : Eth. standing,

straightforward.

Rel. Pret. p«puo: he who stood.

Pres. po^^gn; he who stands.

R
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n. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

He made to stand, erected.

Contingent, Imperative,

Subjunctive, .p'feT0 : Infinitive, aiJ^T0 "

Constructive,

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

: He was erected.—No Subjunctive.

Contingent,
<
£«¥*9U : (JZjpffiT0 :) Imperative, 'f¥*9n : ('t’*l»(D7in :)

Constructive, Infinitive, au«f»7D ;: (aro<|>Q)9T>:)

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

'|*«|>Q)OU : He withstood, resisted.

Contingent, : Imperative,

Constructive, TfQ),(ID : Infinitive, ODjjjQjgu:;

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.
. Causative Voice.

He caused to wait.

Contingent, Imperative,

Subjunctive, Infinitive,

Constructive,

F. G. SIXTH AND SEVENTH CONJUGATIONS.

Intensive Forms.

’t’J^OD : and To resist to the end.

Contingent, and

Constructive, *f :

Imperative, :

Infinitive, and

OD^^D;
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IV. FOURTH CLASS.

—

Doubly Imperfect Biliterals.

These are subdivided into three species

:

(aa) Verbs doubly contracted.

(bb) Verbs beginning with ft: and terminating in an absorbed
guttural.

(cc) Beginning with P: which absorbs a guttural.

(aa) Doubly Contracted Biliterals.

These are but few in number
;
derived from Quadriliterals, and flexible

through three Conjugations.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive. (Active) Voice.

AA : He was loose, lax.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. AA : he was lax.

.... fern. AA"*? : she was lax.

. . . . masc. AAU: fem. AAfh
• • • • hon. 1. AA' : 2. AA't’U':
1st., com. AAlh:

PLURAL.

AA*: they were lax.

AA^U-:

AA}:

3d p,

2d .

.

1st.

.

. masc.

fem.

masc.

fem.

hon. 1

. . 2 .

com.

£AAA: he is lax.

^AAA'^: she is lax.

^AAAti:
^A^Ah:
.EAAA-:

^TAAA^U-

:

^AA^:

Present and Future.

^AAA*: they are lax.

‘t’AAA^U*:

ViAAAT ::

3d p. masc.

2d .

.

1st.

hon. 1

. com.

^AA: fem. ^AA:
^t*AA: .. ^TA#:
J2AA*: 2. ^AA-:
>*AA:

2. CONTINGENT.

JKAA>:

I'AA1
:

XlAA:
3. subjunctive.—None.

I
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4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. inasc. AA"?*: he being lax.

. . . . fern. AAjP'- she being lax.

2d .. masc. AATU:
. . . . fem. AAtfi:
.. .. hon. 1. AAtQb:

2. AAF^Ih:
1st., com. AA^

:

AA'T®':

AAf^U*:

AATT:

5.

IMPERATIVE.

Masc. AA‘- fem. A^: be lax.
|
AA': do ye be lax.

6.

INFINITIVE.

o**AA^t* : to be loose, lax.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None.

Rel. Pret. PAA : he who was lax.

Pres. Pa^AA : he who is lax.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active, Transitive Voice.

AAA: To loosen, relax.

Contingent, _PAA : Imperative, AAA:
Constructive, AAA*t*: Infinitive, orqAA^P

"

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Reflective Voice.

T<£.£.: Was pitied.

Contingent, : Imperative

,

Tli.i.:

Constructive, Infinitive, ;

(
bb) Biliterals beginning with A: and terminating in an Absorbed Guttural.

They are but few, and have only Three Conjugations. They have the

Paragogic *T

:
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A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive, Active Voice.

He wanted, had not.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3d p. m. he wanted.

. . . . f. she wanted.

2d . . m. frnKj: fem.

. . hon. 1. Tvflh: 2.

1st com.

PLURAL.

?k(n»: they wanted.

ftnyjpu,:

3d pers. masc. Present, and Future.

he wants, fem.
|

.P^A-: they want.

2. CONTINGENT.

fem. ^rrs;
| Jpfn- :

3. SUBJUNCTIVE.

fem.
|

£fn*::

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

he wanting, fem. hTJ':
| hTTOh: they wanting.

5.

IMPERATIVE.

fem. "Kcfr: do thou want.
|

do ye want.

6.

INFINITIVE.

To want, the wanting, want.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Simple, None.

Pel. Pret. : he who wanted.

Pres. POH_poi :: he who wants.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Passive, Intransitive Voice.

3-ni: To be wanted.

Contingent, Imperative, pay.:
Constructive, :: Infinitive, ODJfT)*p ;;
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c

Contingent, pi^rT)
;

Subjunctive, yf|rt) :

Constructive,

THIRD CONJUGATION.

Transitive, Causative Voice.

To deprive.

Imperative, :

Infinitive, in} *T)
*t*

:

(cc) Verb beginning with p : which absorbs a Guttural.
Only one Verb has been discovered to belong to this class.

PH: Eth. "MH - To seize.

The p: is shortened into p: and even reduced to the mere vowel i.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Active Voice.

PH: He seized.

1. indicative.

Preterite.
SINGULAR.

PLURAL.
3d p. m. pn : he seized. PH*: they seized.

.. ..f. PH¥: she seized.

2d..m. P*HtJ : fem p-Hh: PH^lh:
. . hon. 1. pH-: 2. pH^U-:
1st com. PHIi*: !

Present and Future.
fPHA: &) , |

f
heSelZeS

- iHA-: and PPHA*: they seize

(Ty.>IA'T-: 1
S ',e SC1Z“'

2d . . m. tHAU: & +PHAU

:

. . . . f. t'H'Ah : & Vp'H'Afi =

. . hon. 1. PHA: and pp.HA*:

9 jtHA^U*: &
i^PHA^IP:

1st com. A.HAIh: & 'ApHAU’:

tHA^IP: and ^PHA^ll-:

3d p. m.

. . . . f.

2d . . m.

. . f.

P-H:

"fH: and ^p*H:
't'H : and ^pn :

and

hon. 1. pH-: 2.^H-:&^pH-:
1st com. A/h : and ApTi ::

XVIAI: and VJPHA'J:
2. CONTINGENT.

PH*:

tH*: and ^PH*:

>»V.'H : and iMp*H ::
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3 . SUBJUNCTIVE.
SINGULAR.

3d p. m. P'H : may lie seize.

• •• f may she seize.

2d., m. t'Jp'H: fem.

. . lion. 1. 2.

1st com. iS.P'H:

plural.

JPH-: may they seize.

V5JPH::

4.

3d p. m. J2H: he seizing.

•f £H: she seizing.

2d . . m. ^HO: fern. £Hll:
• h«n- 1. JEHfl)’: 2.

1st com. Ji’ll.':

CONSTRUCTIVE.

they seizing.

£H7::

5.

Masc. JP'H : }

Fem. j

d° tl0U seize‘

IMPERATIVE.

JPH-: do ye seize.

6. INFINITIVE.

ooy-Hz to seize, the seizing, seizure.

7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, PK= a seizer. Rel. Pret. ppH : he who seized.

Present.

singular.

3d p. masc.
: and pm* . he who seizes.

.... fem. PTU-f.e'H : and pr^X’H : she who seizes.

2d . . masc. PTO'fH : and pgn^n : i

. . . . fem. P^tK: and PTO^^J th°U who seizest-

. . .. hon. 1. paiJH- : and po^^H.:
j

2. P9«T;H-: and PTO^^.} ^ou who seize -

. . . . com. P9n
i
p'H

:

i who seize.

PLURAL.

pu^H*: and po^^H': they who seize.

P^'UH-: and pyn ^p,.; you who seize.

P9°VH: and P^'l.P'H: we who seize.
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B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Transitive and Causative Voice.

A.PH : He caused to seize.

Contingent, :

Subjunctive, yyH

:

Constructive, ?i£F:

Imperative, :

Infinitive, tnjJpT-l ::

THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

f^H: He was seized.

Contingent, :

Constructive, T£H:
Imperative,

Infinitive,

tpH:
OD^*H ::

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Causative Voice.

He caused to be seized, betrayed.

Contingent, yi^'H : and yfiyH”
Subjunctive, yrtyH:
Constructive, hl\H: and

Imperative, hfl,PTI -

Infinitive, flFH :

:

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Active and Passive. Frequentative and Reciprocative.

't’JP.PH : He frequently, alternately, reciprocally, completely, seized.

or was seized.

Contingent, yyyH ”

Constructive,

Imperative,

Infinitive,

't’.P.P'H ::

oujP.P'H::

4. Various Conjugations of Quadriliteral and Plwriliteral Verbs.

I. FIRST CLASS.—Reduplicated and Transposed BUiterals.

This numerous class has Eleven Conjugations. (See pp. 56— 60.)

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive and Active Voice.

ADDAOU: It was green. tflltni: He beat.

Contingent, ^AU^AT0 : Imperative, A9°AT11 :

Subjunctive, JKA9T,A9n : Infinitive, ooA9DA gu: :

Constructive, A^AI0 :
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B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active, Transitive Voice.

A915A910
: He made green, verdant, refreshed.

Contingent, .PA00AT13
: Imperative, AA7dA,70 :

Subjunctive, yA'PAI0 : Infinitive, ullA,JuAyn -
Constructive, 2\A9DA*1D :

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

TA^AI* : He was bedaubed.

Contingent, ^Al'A^: Imperative, "t’A*l>A*l*

:

Constructive, TA^A't: Infinitive, uua^A*!*:

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensely-Active Voice.

He shook.

Contingent, Imperative,

Subjunctive, Infinitive,

Constructive,

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Intensely-Passive, Reflective, and Intransitive Voice.
%

TA^A*!*: He bedaubed, washed himself.

Contingent, ^A^*A^*: Imperative, TAfA^*

:

Constructive, TAfA*?' : Infinitive, OBAfA 1̂ ::

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative, Transitive Voice.

J\flA‘l>A'l>
: He caused bedaubing. (AfiYl^Yl^: He moved, crept.)

Contingent, yflA^A^*: Imperative, ftflA4>A4>:

Subjunctive, Infinitive, oili*IA4»A4»::

Constructive,
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G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

Active Voice.

KUIRflR: He beat, shook.

Contingent, jp Imperative, :

Subjunctive, Infinitive,

Constructive,

H. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

Passive and Intransitive Voice.

TT *1* fl) *1*m : He trembled.

Contingent,
I Imperative,

Constructive,
I Infinitive,

/. NINTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive and Active Voice.

Ml* ft«*ft: He stirred up, moved.

Contingent, .Pl^ft^ft: Imperative, ft"} 4* i*!*!*ft:

Constructive, ?v
r

i tl»ft4> ft: Infinitive, ftcj>ft ::

K. TENTH CONJUGATION.

Passive, Reflective, and Intransitive Voice.

'n«i>ft«i>rt: He was stirred, He moved.

Contingent, ^^ft^ft: Imperative, tlfft^ft

:

Constructive, *t*'}‘IJ ft4*ft: Infinitive, (JO'J'pftqjft

L. ELEVENTH COJUGATION.

Causative, Transitive Voice.

hft'iq>ft«i>rt: He stirred, moved.

Contingent, .pftl^ft^ft: Imperative, ^ft'l^ft^ft:

Subjunctive, .pfH^ft^ft: Infinitive, uO'VW’ft 'I’ft ::

Constructive, Kft^ft^ft: I
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II. SECOND CLASS .—Derivates from Triliterals, having one Radical

Reduplicated and Transposed.

This class is not numerous, and it has Six Conjugations.

A. FIRST COJIJGATION.

Intransitive Voice.

He was blunt.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

; they were blunt.
3d p. masc. £/V,£q«: he was blunt.

.... fem.

2d .. masc.

.... fem.

.... hon.

.... hon. 2.

1st., com. y/Y
r
P ,7lHh:

Present and Future.

W**"njA: he is blunt.
| ££/*£aiA- : they are blunt.

2.

CONTINGENT.

££*£90 : fem.
| Rgfrgao*:

3.

NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4. CONSTRUCTIVE.

I
£A»K,9U't’0>':

5. NO IMPERATIVE.

6.

INFINITIVE.

to be blunt, the being blunt, bluntness.

7.

PARTICIPLES.

Rel. Pret. pgfrgqa: he who was blunt.

Pres. Pin*£/*,£9U: he who is blunt.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active, Transitive, and Intransitive Voice.

: He blunted. ^>^00^00 . He murmured.
D*! inmr*mn . r _Contingent, ono^ijn

;

Subjunctive,
iP'h<'7D<»iji) :

Constructive,
:

Imperative, Y\}'-df)Xid,tIn :

Infinitive, ai|'/-^rjn £ffa :
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C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

Was blunted.

Contingent, : Imperative, T£A°£9D :

Constructive, T
t
P, ,7V -f- ' 1 Infinitive, ::

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

2\Tnro)l: He gave success.

Contingent,

Subjunctive,

Constructive,

JPYirOKl:

MiraM":

Imperative,

Infinitive, ^VlFari::

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Intransitive and Intensive Voice.

TTnrart: He had success, succeeded, prospered.

Contingent, : Imperative, TlnFffiT:

Constructive, 't'ViraJ'r: I Infinitive, ouYlf*©'!::

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Intransitive Voice.

tnon: It became knotty.

Contingent, Imperative, ^

Constructive, tTCIP: I
Infinitive, ::

III. THIRD CLASS.

Geminants, probably derived from Triliterals, but having their original

verb lost, so as not to be reckoned to the geminating Conjugation of the

Triliteral Regular Verb. This class is but small—is inflected through six

conjugations, similar to other Geminants.
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Contingent, f|A :

Subjunctive,

Constructive, YMI/V:

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive.

YMIAA: He escaped.

Imperative, YrHAA:
Infinitive, l,,,lfHIAA

:

B.

Contingent, ,££aD|*|f| ;

Constructive,
:

SECOND CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

TRODfirt: He was destroyed.

Imperative, T^ROrtfl

:

Infinitive, oo^od |*| j*| : ;

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.
Intransitive and Intensive Voice.

‘t''h*u*JAA : Walked nimbly, affectedly, proudly.
Contingent, JE’I'-mjAA

Constructive, 't'T^ a,JAn
:

Imperative, *t'T’a19AA:
Infinitive, ou'borflAA

;

D.

Contingent,

Subjunctive,

Constructive,

FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Transitive Voice.

He cautioned.

JPflrm**:
ftfimwp:

Imperative,
:

Infinitive,
:

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Active Voice.

MYlHAA: He rolled about.
Contingent, yiYlOA : Imperative, JVJYlHAA:
Constructive, MYlHA": 1

Infinitive, mnYlHAA:

F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

tlYlHAA: He was rolled about.
Cmtmgent, jnlnnAA: I Imperative, fllllAA:
Constructive, TllnnA":

| Infinitive, «o-}YinAA:
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IV. FOURTH CLASS.
Quadriliterals and Pluriliterals of different Radicals.

A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Intransitive Voice.

Was glorious.

Contingent, Jjcro ; Imperative,

Subjunctive, JEonfi*]-}; Infinitive, aooofi*]'}::

Constructive, OD|‘|«jf’:

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

Active and Transitive Voice.

fraurtH: He glorified.

Contingent, Imperative, ftarofn'f:

Subjunctive, JporoflTl: Infinitive, cnjCTDfn'j ::

Constructive, hoofnf:
|

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

Passive Voice.

Toortii; He was glorified.

Contingent, JJtrortn: Imperative, TaD l'lT^:

Constructive, T°ofnr: ! Infinitive, odod^1
]');:

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

hnrnf: He dismissed.

Contingent, Imperative,

Constructive, hl’lflU*: Infinitive,

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive and Passive Voice.

Thunr: He was dismissed.

Contingent, J^riUn^: Imperative,

Constructive, 'I* I*lffl'I' : Infinitive, rtf’
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F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

Causative Voice.

He causes to be glorious or glorified.

Contingent, .Pflonfm; Imperative

,

Aftoofm:
Subjunctive, _P|*|cJU|*| <,|'j: Infinitive, cnjf|cnj|,

|'|-|:

Constructive,

G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

Intensive Voice.

7Annm: He overthrew completely.

Contingent, JKlAHflT: Imperative, 'lAH'fl'P:
Subjunctive,

Infinitive, OD^q flT*::
Constructive, 1An rfUn :

H. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

Intensely Passive Voice.

riAnnm: He was completely overthrown.

Contingent, lAnflT
: j

Imperative, *flAHII'P

:

Constructive, T'lAn'firr*: I Infinitive, tnUJAnOT::

/. NINTH CONJUGATION.
Reciprocative and Reiterative Voice.

T 1*1fn flT: Took leave from each other.

Contingent, JKflfH fl’T" : Imperative, TflfnfiT:
Constructive, Tl’lffl'H't': I Infinitive

,

tro I'lfn :

Defective and Anomalous Verbs..

Three of them—viz. I. The Auxiliary AA: “ He is ” ; II. “ He
was

;
III. Vd>: “He is,"—have been conjugated before we entered upon

the Regular Triliteral Verb. (See pp. 64
, 65 .) We proceed to give here the

rest.

IV. Various Conjugations of the Verb AA: “He said."

The irregularities in this verb are caused by the mixing together of the
two forms ?VA: and HA: Eth. HUA : “ To say." This verb has Ten
Conjugations.
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A. FIRST CONJUGATION.

Active Voice.

1.

INDICATIVE.

Preterite.

SINGULAR.

3d p. masc. At\ : he said.

.... fem. AA^f : she said.

2d . . masc. KAO: fem. AAll:
. . . . hon. 1. KA-: 2. 2\A¥U”.
1st. . com. KAU-:

PLURAL.

AA* : they said.

AA^Ih:

AM-
Present and Future.

3d p. masc. ,£AA: he says. £AA*: they say.

. . . . fem. ^AAH5,
: she says.

2d . . masc. ^AA{J : f. *JPAfi: ‘t’AA^FU*:

. . . . hon. 1. SAA-: 2. ft*AA^U’:

1st. . com. ’AAAIh: A'lAA'i"

3d p. masc. and £I1A:
.. .. fem. ^A: and ^fflA:

2d., masc. ^A: and ^MIA:

. . . . fem. and

.. .. hon.l. £A*: and JEflA*:

2. tA>: and ^fllA*:

1st., com. 7*A:and>fcnA:

2.

CONTINGENT.

£A*: and JEflAr:

tA-: and tnA-:

>k^A: and VlflA:

3.

NO SUBJUNCTIVE.

4.

CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. masc. 'll A?*: he saying.

. . . . fem. *flA ’ she saying.

2d., masc. flAtJ: fem. 'flAll:

. . . . hon. 1 . flA®’: 2. nA^U*:
lst.com. 'flR:

IlAd)’:

nA**rlh:

'flA'i:

5.

Masc. flA'-l

Fem. (If:

)

do thou say.

IMPERATIVE.

flA*: do ye say.

0. INFINITIVE.

unjAl*: To say, the saying, meaning, intention.
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7 . PARTICIPLES.

Simple, HJE: one who says.

Rel. Pret. : he who said.

Pres. PO'J.A: he who says.

B. SECOND CONJUGATION.

AllA: To deceive by talking.

Contingent, JP'flA

'

Imperative, :

Constructive, Infinitive, orcjnA::

C. THIRD CONJUGATION.

THA: pass. To be said, called, named.

1. preterite.
SINGULAR.

3d p. m. *1**1 : he was called.

-...I THA^: she was called.

2d..m. THAU: f. THAll

:

. . hon. 1. THA: 2. TnA^lh:
1st com. •mAlh:

PLURAL.

THA*: they were called.

THA^I*:

THAI"
Present and Future.

3d p. m. JEHAA: he is called.

.. ..f. ^HAA^: she is called.

Contingent, JCHA

:

Constructive, T'flA0 :

^HAA-: they are called.

Imperative, none.

Infinitive, ourj^ :

:

D. FOURTH CONJUGATION.

IMIA: pass, from AllA: To be deceived.

Contingent, ^^pflA: Imperative, jnA:
Constructive, ^’'flAQ : Infinitive, onjfjA::

E. FIFTH CONJUGATION.

THA: To rumour in public.

Whether any more than the Preterite Indicative is extant of this form,
we do not know.

T
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F. SIXTH CONJUGATION.

AHflA: He persuaded.

Contingent, JPHTIA: Imperative, Al'flA:
Constructive, AHTIA0

: Infinitive, aqqnA::

G. SEVENTH CONJUGATION.

THflA: To be persuaded, to say to each other.

Contingent, EH flA : Imperative, TH 11A :

Constructive, THflA0
: Infinitive, ouq f|A=:

H. EIGHTH CONJUGATION.

THHA: wip. To say to each other.

Contingent, .gHHA: Imperative, THTA:
Constructive, THflA": Infinitive, ODqqA:

I. NINTH CONJUGATION.

JAA: He was talked into any thing, was persuaded, duped.

Contingent, ^JAA:
j

Imperative, JAA

:

Constructive, J'A": I Infinitive, ODJAA"

K. TENTH CONJUGATION.

A^AA : He persuaded, cheated.

Contingent, _PJ*A: Imperative, AjPAA:
Constructive, A^A": Infinitive, OTJ^AA”

V. First Conjugation of the Verb AYlA: “To be equal,” “amount to.”

The remainder of this verb, *T
,1

'nYlA: and AflT^lVlA: is regular.

The anomaly of the First Conjugation consists in its assuming more of

the form NYlA : or AllA : than of AYlA:, and in its not having all the

Moods and Tenses. We give here all that is, as far as we know, extant.

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite, none.

Present and Future.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d p. masc. JPUA: he is equal, .FHAA*:
The other Persons are wanting.
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2. CONTINGENT.

3d Person Masculine, .PUA: Feminine,

These two personal forms only are used with the signification, “ Amount-
ing to," “ equal to

;
” e.g. po^ |"| ffl dP'Y : ytIA :

“ equal to what he gives."

v - \

subjunctive, constructive, and imperative—none.

infinitive, onjtlA: i.q. onYiYlA: and croYiYlA: “the middle.”

participles—Eth. KVbA : “equal," “half.”

Rel.Pres. por^ytJA: “ what is equal to,” “amounts to, about, almost”; e.g.

iVlT: fill: “ amounting to (about) three thousand."

VI. Negative Verb A.A :
“ Is not.”

All that exists of this verb is this: AA: “it (he) is not.” fem. A,A^::
Participle, PAA: fem. PAA¥: “that which is not,” “has not,” “is
without

;

” “ without,” “ besides,” “ exclusively,” “ not including."

VII. Of the verb AT: (Eth. AUTO “To be greater," “larger,”
“excel;” in the First Conjugation, nothing is extant but the 3d pers.

masc. Conting. £AT: which is used as a sort of Comparative, “more,"
“greater," “especially”; and Participle, PoijaT: P'F'TAT: “he, she,

or it, who (which) is greater,” “ superior,” “ excels.”

The Transitive form of this verb AAT: “ he raised,” “made excellent,”

is quite regular.

VIII. Verb ourr|: “He came,” is, in its First Conjugation, destitute

of an Imperative
; whilst all the rest is regular and perfect. The Impe-

rative is supplied by the form Eth. and Tigr. :: Sing. masc. f:
fem. Y,: and “ do thou come.” PI. “do ye come.” Only in very
rare instances they use a regular form ipijjp. . ^ut it

is against the custom.

IX. TO) : “ He left,” “ omitted,” “ abandoned,” “ left off.
1

1. indicative mood,

singular. Preterite. plural.

3d p. masc. TO): fem.

2d., masc. TOJ’U: fem. TO^fi:
.. .. hon. l.T(D-: 2. TV'^lh:
1st., com. TUMI*:

TO)-:

T<P¥lh:
TOM::
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singular. Present and Future, plural.

3d p. masc. he abandons.

.. ..fem. FFTAF
2d . . masc. ttTAU
.. ..fem. FF.PAh

.VJFFA-: they abandon.

(The rest is regular.)

2. CONTINGENT.

3d p. masc. J^TOh: fem. FFdF: £T(D.:
.. .. masc. FFflF: fem. FF£:

(The rest is regular.)

3. CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. masc. FF‘.
2d . . masc. FTtl:
.. . . hon. 1.

1st . . com. FF =

fem.

fem.

2. FFFU-:

FTflh:

FfFU-:

FF'i:

4. IMPERATIVE.

masc. TO*1
: fem.

|

6. infinitive. tro*|'(D^F::

7. PARTICIPLES. PTffi" PO^Tflh"
The Transitive Conjugation of this verb, AflTfl): “he caused to

abandon,” is analogous to the preceding
;

the ® : being changed in the

2d Fem. Sing, of the Ind. Pres., Conting., and Imper. into p :, and rejected

in the Constr.

X. Verb *1 : and "K **1 : “to desire,” “ want,” “ seek.
-
’

1. INDICATIVE.

Preterite. Regular.

Present and Future.
SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d p. masc. £i*iA: he wants. £h A-: they want.

.. .. fem. FHaF: she wants.

2d . . masc. F<*1A{J: f-F^Affi: F^IaFU*:
.. .. hon.l.JjhA-: 2 . F^aFIF:
1st. . com. ^ilAlh:

| VihA'J”
2 .

3d p. masc. £*1: fem-FH:
2d . . masc. Fh: fem. FlT.:

.. .. hon.l.^il’: 2. Fh”
1st., com. U\.

CONTINGENT.

Fh-:
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SINGULAR. 3. CONSTRUCTIVE.

3d p. masc. ft-?-: lie wanting.

• . . . fem. fj J- : she wanting.

2d. . masc. hTU: fem. hTlI:
. . . . hon. 1. hi'®': 2. hl*¥lh:
1st. . com. ive:

PLURAL.

hi"®*: they wanting.

hl'^Rh:

Masc. ‘Ai'j :

Fem. :}
do thou seek

hTI"
4. IMPERATIVE.

>»h': do ye seek.

5. INFINITIVE.

hi': to want, &c. the want, desire, request.

6. PARTICIPLES.

Simple, none. Perfect, ph: he who wanted.

Present, Po^h: he who wants.

The Transitive form of this verb, 2\h: is only used impersonally, in
the 3d person singular masc. and fem., with the signification, “ to be
requisite, or, in the mind of an Abyssinian, “ to produce a feeling of want
by absence ”

; e.g. fryCfttfa : “ I do not want (it).” The forms used are
these

:

Preterite, ?ih:
Present, J?hA:

Contingent, _Ph:

Infinitive, tnjh't'::

XI. Of the verb PA9°: which is negative to the verb AA • “He is,”

nothing is extant but the 3d person singular masc. PA9° :
“ he (it) is

not,” fem. PA’^T0 : “she (it) is not,” and plural PA*?0 :
“ they are not.”

With Suffixes, it signifies “has (have) not,” e.g. PA®1?1*: “he has not.”

PAl'9T* : “ she has not.” PAI7» : “we have not,” &c.

XIL The negative h^^AT® :
“ Is not,” is the' negative answering the

substantive verb i®1
:
“ He is.” Whence it is derived, we know not. It is

used only in the Preterite of the Indicative and Participle, which we
give here.

INDICATIVE.

singular. Preterite.

3d p. masc. AjP.ffAflP : he is not.

... fem. AJC^A^TU:
2d., masc. A^ALIT10

:

...fem. AjJgAfi?0 :

.. .. hon. 1. AJ2£A'9°:
2. AJ^^A:?Pl^9l,

:

lst.com. AjE^AlPT0 :

PLURAL.

fc££A-9D: they are not.

A££A^lh9«:

A££AW®::
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Relative Participle Preterite.

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

3d p. masc. he who is not.

... fem. y :

2d . . masc. yy£AU:
.. .. fem. yyyAh:
. . . . hon. 1.

.. ..' .. 2. yyyA^u-:

yyy.A’: they who are not.

1st. . com. yyyAih: .P££Al::

AyyA*?13
: also is used for the Adverb of Negation, “ No.

v

Section V.

On the Connexion of Pronouns with Verbs.

1. In other languages, this subject would be referred to the Syntax

;

but in the Semitic family, the Pronouns governed by Verbs are so closely

joined to them, that it would be improper to do so, as the form of the

verb is modified in no slight degree by this combination. We conceive it

to be here the best place for exhibiting the mode in which it is performed,

after having explained all the other processes to which the Amharic

Verbs are subjected.

2. Before we entered on the consideration of the Verb, in the preceding

Chapter, Sect. VIII. we mentioned those Pronouns which are joined to

Verbs. We now give a brief statement of the regulations under which

they are joined.

(a) All the forms of Verbs assume the Verbal Suffixes, except the two

nominal forms, the Infinitive and the Simple Participle, which assume

Nominal Suffixes; e.g. “my keeping him.”

-rriliana^: “ his armour-bearer.”

(
b) All the forms which assume the Verbal Suffixes do receive them at

the end, except the two forms which are inflected with the Auxiliary AA :

i.e. the Present and Future Indicative, and the Aorist of the Constructive

Mood
;
which place the Pronoun between the radical letters and the Auxi-

liary, so as to render it rather an Infix than a Suffix.

(c) With regard to the different degrees of power the Suffixes possess,

of changing the letter to which they are joined, they are divided into light

(levia) and heavy (gravia) Suffixes. The light Suffixes are those which

are not preceded by a long a : those which are preceded by a long a are

heavy Suffixes.
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((/) The light Suffixes attach themselves to ultima1 radicales of the first

order, without change
;
and to ult. rad. of the sixth order, by converting the

latter into the first order, sometimes without change. The heavy suf-

fixes convert ult. rad., in either of those two orders, into the fourth order.

(e) Ultima radicalis of the second and of the seventh order, in accor-
dance with Part I. Ch. VII. 5 & 6.

a. changes HU: into

A is changed, if it is a guttural or palatine, into a diphthong of the
fourth order: if not, the vowel is detached from the consonant; the latter
being put into the sixth, and the former becoming <p : of the fourth order,
before all the heavy suffixes. Before suffix 2d pers. hon. 1., it is either
left unchanged, or changed into the sixth order, leaving the suffix as it is.

(/) Ult. rad. of the third and of the fifth order changes none of the
light suffixes

;
but agreeably to Part I. Ch. VII. 4. D., when being attached

to the heavy suffixes, it is generally changed into the sixth order; and
P: is added, to assume the long a of the suffix.

(g) Ult. rad. of the fourth order neither suffers nor produces any
change.

(h) With regard to the insertion or infixion of Pronouns, only this
needs to be observed; that ft: of the Auxiliary ft/\: being absorbed
by the Pronoun, the latter, or, if it consists of more than one letter, its last
letter, is put into the fourth order, being changed into or^::

These rules are illustrated by the following Table

:

TABLE OF A VERB WITH SUFFIXES.

OTHfi: He has fed.

1. SIMPLE FORMS.

A. Preterite.

third person singular. Feminine.
Masculine.

he has fed me.

011inti: he has fed thee (m.).

OTHnh: he has f d thee (/.).

011T fl (p : he has fed you (hon. 1).

he has fed you (hon. 2).

010 TilHU: he has fed him.
*JO

’l
r
I

;
t": he has fed her.

PL.

he has fed us.

aDln",!F,U': he has fed you.

^inTa) 1
: he has fed them.

she has fed me.

she has fed thee (m.).

troln'^h: she has fed thee (/.).

<rom :
f-'(p: she has fed you (h.l).

she has fed you (h. 2).

she has fed him.

croTn5F!

't': she has fed her.

. pl.
OI,Tn*TS: she has fed us.

uom^U>: she has fed you.

ao'iniP :F(IU: she has fed them.
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Masculine. second person singular. Feminine.

oui-nU^ : thou hast fed me.

"u i fHKD- : thou hast fed him.

" thou hast fed her.

PL.

•ra'I'fMJl: thou hast fed us.

tral-fl'J:P(D': thou hast fed them,

tramf!^ : thou (/.) hast fed me.

trol*fl FiCD*: thou (/.)hast fed him.

tJ° r

|
r
fl : thou (/.) hast fed her.

PL.

on1 rnfil: thou hast fed us.

®rDT’fl*
s

|
:P(D’: thou hast fed them.

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR, HONORIFIC, like the Third and Second Plural.

FIRST PERSON COMMON.

tro'l'flU'U:

mj'iniKJ):

trainih'T

:

tro-l-n^SF©.;

I have fed thee (to.)

I have fed thee
(f.)

I have fed you (hon. 1).

I have fed you (hon. 2).

I have fed him.

I have fed her.

PL.

I have fed you.

I have fed them.

THIRD PERSON.

od*]^ : they have fed me.

cro’lfMJ : they have fed thee (to.)

OD’jn-il : they have fed thee (/.)

uo’j'fi (p : they have fed you (h.l).

they havefed you(h.2).

they have fed him.

: they have fed her.

PL.

oo'lfhi: they have fed us.

*rai-f|<p^u-: they have fed you.

•rai-flT¥(!>: they have fed them.

SECOND PERSON.

you have fed me.

you have fed him.

you have fed her.

PL.

you have fed us.

miiq-T-Xf(D’ :
you have fed them.

FIRST PERSON.

iro’pmU: we have fed thee (to.)

ool 'fli |*j : we have fed thee
(f.)

traimg): we have fed you (h.l).

we have fed you (h.2).

we have fed him.

troinFI-: we have fed her.

PL.

we have fed you.

<ro'Wlf :
f
,
(D': we have fed them.

PLURAL.

trom^lh^:

tram^l^:

OOTO^IM:
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B. Contingent.

Masculine. third person singular. Feminine.

n^: let him feed me. let her feed me, &c &c.

: let him feed thee (m.)

^crop'll fj : let him feed thee (/.)

JK«ro«jng): let him feed you. (h.l.)

^CTDajq^||,:lethimfeedyou. (h.2.)

^cro«|na>’: let him feed him.

let him feed her.

PL.

let him feed us.

let him feed you.

_£ou a|r|ifJQ]r. ; let him feed them.

quite like JECTI,ain
:
?: &c.

SECOND TERSON MASCULINE.

like the 3d pers. fern.

SECOND PERSON FEMININE.

^00*7(1.^ : mayest thou (/.) feed me.

7*rro"in.®1
: mayest thou feed him.

^onoirji^p^. : mayest thou feed her.

mayest thou feed us.

t™'nvnH thou

l teed them.

FIRST PERSON.

X*roa
|'f|iJ: &c., assumes the Suf-

fixes, like the 3d pers. masc.

THIRD PERSON. PLURAL. SECOND PERSON.

let them feed me.

^aD°irMj: let them feed thee,

^auoin'fi: let them feed thee.

yuu<q.f1(j) : let them feed you. (h. 1.)

.etm-i nT-TlF: {

Iet ,he“ f“d

l you. (hon. 2.)

t
£oua

|O' i
t‘: let them feed him.

: let them feed her.

^J’inja|(|.: the same as with the

3d pers. plural.

FIRST PERSON.

"^^}OTJ®|'f| ; the same as with the

3d pers. sing.

PL.

jEtroa|f|.'j: let them feed us.

£«n>°Mlv¥l*: let them feed you.
j

^cro°|»f|
cp73(jj, : letthemfeed them.

C. The Imperative joins the Suffixes in the same manner as the Contingent.

u
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D. Simple Constructive.

Masculine

cnj«|p^

ao«lPh

oo°IPg): )

OBa
l nT^lh:)

rro«|p^;

troaMl<P^:

on-jp^;

nu^ifiT^lh:

‘PH’GP:

he feeding me.

he feeding thee.

he feeding you.

he feeding him.

he feeding her.

PL.

lie feeding us

he feeding you.

he feeding them.

i singular. Feminine.

she feeding me.

CTO«jn |1 ; )

she feeding thee.

<™ainq): )
she feeding you.

onindh: she feeding him.

aDTT ,?r: she feeding her.

ODITJ:
PL.

she feeding: us.

ao«in^u. : she feeding you.

she feeding them.

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR.

troalflU
:

S: thou feeding me. ao^nh^: thou feeding me.

Assume the Suffixes like the same Persons in the Preterite.

Second Pers. Sing, honor. 3d and 2d Plural, the same as Preterite 3d and
2d Plural.

first person singular.

Iroaiafi : )

wn'mtp:
(roaMIJP^F, U':

ou<map:

cm^njp^ap:

I feeding thee.

I feeding you.

I feeding him.

I feeding her.

I feeding you. {pi.)

I feeding them.

FIRST PERSON PLURAL.

•roimh:)

aoalfli(D':

nr¥u-*.
OT,ainr :pa>':

we feeding them.

we feeding you.

(sing.)

we feeding him.

we feeding her.

we feeding you. {pi.)

we feeding them.

Note.—Constructive Forms with the paragogic T= differ in nothing
concerning the affixion of the Pronoun.

F. The Relati\e Participle treats the Suffixes like the Preterite Indi-
cative and the Contingent.
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2 .

third person singular masculine.

(See Contingent.)

tfoooinfev: he feeds me.

Forms with the Auxiliary lnfixion.

indicative.

Present and Future.

^ou^nilA:)

^ou-|nq>A:
jEou«|n^A:
j^cro-int'A:

jfcou-inHMA;
JEou-inl’TA;

he feeds thee.

j-
he feeds you.

3d p. Sing. Fem

2d ..

1st.

.

fin the same manner

|

as the 3d pers. sing.

Masc. masc. with neces-

& p. sary termination of

hA ::

[you.

he feeds him.

he feeds her.

he feeds us.

he feeds you.

he feeds them.
third person plural.

they feed me.

: j

they feed thee.

)
«*>ey feed

#
they feed him.

nq>^A: they feed her.

£<nia/[br

A

: they feed us.

.pooi-flT^A ; they feed you.
cpa : they feed them

,, .
Constructive Aorist,

Masculine. third PERS0N SINGCLARaDalPi A:
aoalP lIA:

^TIP^A
ao^jp-pA : 1 he feeds (fed &c.) you
ob°l*n<p¥iA:) (s. hon.)

he feeds (fed &c.) him.

he feeds (fed &c.) her.

he feeds (fed &c.) us.

he feeds (fed &c.) you.

he feeds (fed &c.) them.
SECOND PERSON SING ULAR.

SECOND PERSON SINGULAR FEMININE.

^uo-in.T'Afi: thou feedest me.

^on«jn.TAh: thou feedest him.

thou feedest her.

•tWin.t'Ah: thou feedest us.

thou feedest

them.

SECOND PERSON PLURAL.

^oo«|n*?s

A¥P': &c., the same

with regard to Infixes as 3d p. pi.

}

he feeds (fed &c.) me.

he feeds (fed &c.) thee.

Feminine,

she feeds me.

she feeds thee.

ODalP^A:
«®aMl«P ;|-A:
oo^PfA:
ODIIITT^A:
ODUIT^VA:

Masculine.

CT1°aIflU?
5

A: thou feedest me, &c.
FIRST PERSON SINGULAR.

0l,0in.lIAlh: I feed thee, &e.
SECOND PERSON PLURAL

°oain¥U'?
5A: you feed me.

tu,ainfA-Y-:
o®«iqifA*P:

|
ofinilA^:)
troain<PA^: I

aD<,^^ ^F7^,AfF: J

S^e *ee(*s y°u -

1,10 i*l*PA*Si : she feeds him.
ODain^A¥: she feeds her.

wi^infAY: she feeds us.

OD^q^^.Af1

: she feeds you
‘ro^nY'TAY:

Feminine.

*

she feeds them.

tro-inh^A: thou feedest me.
FIRST PERSON PLURAL.

o^fllWA: we feed thee.
THIRD FERSON PLURAL

OD°ina>’iIA: tiiey feed me.

Note. The connexion of Negative as well as other Particles, Conjunc-
tions, and Prepositions, will be noticed in the next Chapter.
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CHAP. V.

ON THE ADVERBS.

1. The Amharic Adverbs are either Separable or Inseparable ; and the

Separable Adverbs are either Simple or Compound. The Simple Adverbs,

again, are either Original or Derived. We have to consider, first, the

Simple Original Adverbs.

2. The Simple Original Adverbs are to be subdivided into two classes

;

the first of which comprehends such Adverbs as express their ideas by
themselves

;
the second, such as are usually connected with the Verbs

“to say,” or “ to do,” “to make,” “ to induce.”

(a) First Class.

OD^: “ when ?”

fm-: “ how much ?” “ how many ?”

«p |*I :
“ calmly,” “ cautiously,” “ qui-

etly.”

f|;p: “ but,” “ only,” “ singly." Is

used also with Suffixes in

the Accusative : flifPl

:

“I alone. thou

alone,” &c.

“quickly,” “ speedily.”

and “yester-

day.”

AT13 !* : “last year.”

TTiJE^C : “this year.”

"IF : “ yet.” With neg. “ not yet.”

Mf-'I :
“ now.”

Shoa, and Vulgar

:

“ indeed,” “ even.”

X iU'J :
“ no !

”

Mg-: “ but,” “ except,” “ not in-

cluding.”

“I do not know.”

h(DT: “yes!”

Ylif-: “ thoroughly,” “ wholly,”

“ fully.” With negative

“never,” “nowhere,” “not

at all.”

(D^PC: “always.”

“ to-day,” “ now,” “ at pre-

sent.”

(b) Second Class.

PARTICLE

: of leaping, jumping.

9»C : of bitterness.

: of carelessness, idleness,

and eye-service,

of cracking,

of soaring,

of gliding,

of caution, silence.

INSTANCES.

obq
: y/\£\: “ he jumps.”

?»A -
. “it was bitter.”

,PAA :
“ he acts carelessly,”

“ is an eye-servant.”

l\fIl/F: “ it cracks.”

I’lrf.G.: £AA: “it soars.”

hT^p: £AA: “ he slips.”

y.AA: “ he acts cautiously.”
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tlAR?' of glimmering, glittering,

of scattering.

A" : of celerity.

of spitting from between

the lips.

4FA : of neglect.

of shouting,

of refusing.

*il: of compliance.

of blowing, fanning.

: of fulness, completion,

of highness, elevation.

H915
: of silence.

'H*: of lowness.

HAT: of tallness, &c.

Rfl: of joy.

of slipperiness.

: of celerity.

GR,: of completion.

cp.«|» : of spitting through the teeth.

XT: of silence, subsiding.

of moving forwards.

: of gliding.

•OAR?’: £AA: “it glimmers.”

'FI
JF'}: “he scatters.”

he does quickly.”

AA: “he spat.”

^A: ^ATA: “he neglects him.”

^»AA: flA: “shout!”

A^IV ?»A: “ he refused.”

lT : ^AA :
“ he yields, “ is willing.”

A£: nA: “blow,” “fan.”

^AA: “it is full,” “done”

ti€L: “he raised,” “ele-

vated,” “ made high.”

H9° : Art*!'®':: “ he silenced him.”

*H4*: AA: “he was low,” “stooped.”

HA"!: £AA: “he is tall and stout.”

Kfl: 2Vl1Ta>: “ he rejoiced,”

“ pleased him.”

£0: hA: “ it was slippery.”

AA: “he went quickly.”

GR,: AA: “it was full,” “entire.”

: AA : “ he spat thro’ the teeth.”

XT: AA: “it became quiet.”

AA: “he proceeded,” “went

further.”

£«liro«i: ARCI: “he made to

glide.”

Most of these particles seem to be originally intended for mere e
pressions of the natural sound of certain actions. Such is decidedly t

caseiniXm/V: 4 ^: tp,*: AAA: A<*: <P£: And their eonnexi,
with AA: “to say,” giving the idea that e.g. “to crack” is “to s;

sit'it"; to spit,” is “ to say tef" or “ tsh’ek “ to shout” is “to say elle

(as is really the custom in the East *)
;

“ to blow ” is “ to say eff"

;

cou
lead us to rank the whole of this class rather with the Interjections, b
that their connection with Verbs prohibits us, though several of the
Particles are Interjections as well as Adverbs.

* See, in the Amharic Dictionary, AAA::
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3. Simple Derived Adverbs are very numerous. They are derived from
Nouns (Adjective and Substantive), and Verbs, and at least one Pronoun.
Those derived from Nouns are not changed in form, but in the sense.

Perhaps they may be considered as Accusatives, or having the Preposition

fj : omitted. Such Nominal Adverbs are the following

:

ORIGINAL SUBSTANTIVE3.

“ outside,” “ abroad,”

“ within.”

y : “ to-morrow.”

**9AJ*: “ early in the morning.”

^9°: “before,” “previously.”

ORIGINAL ADJECTIVES.

o»Alriyn: “ well,” “ properly.”

*eil : “near.”

Vl£: “badly.”

“well,” “safely.”

TAT: “largely,” “greatly.”

“much,” “very.”

Besides these, perhaps every other Adjective may be used adverbially.

Simple Adverbs derived from Verbs

:

“no.
I

£*0 Particle of forgiveness
;

e. g.

.PtlA: “nearly,” “about.” JE.4*C : ^AA: “ he forgives.”

AT :
“ more”

(
magia).

The Simple Constructive Mood is

\ “ again.”

:
“ early in the morning.”

TCP :
“ near.”

flA”: “saying,” “thinking.”

“together.”

altogether used for Adverbs
;

e.g.

fl'H't*: “more.”

T.K’ tID : “before,” “previously.’

“ before,” “ in the

beginning.'

“wanting,” “but.”

I

fcJfCl: “doing.”

Adverbs of uncertain origin are

:

n^: (Shoa, nfb: and nfl^:) “readily,” “with pleasure!”

4. Compound Adverbs are formed, (a) by Prepositions and Nouns;

(b) by Prepositions and Pronouns
;

(c) by Nouns and Nouns
; (d) by

Prepositions, Nouns, and Particles.
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(o) Adverbsformed by

na)Awo» :

J“ internally,” “within,”
'

l “inside.”

nan p - i
“ externally,” “ without,”

“outside.”

f“well,” “safely,” “in

health,” “successfully”

flT^: {' b
J

Uttle
,f

“ m a low

( degree.

(“by little and
little,” “gra-

( dually.”

i

“ in a high degree,” “ in a

great measure.”

flAYl: ) “ with measure,” “ mode-
q^>qo

; ) rately.”

na rU*- i
“with fear ” “fearfully,”
« shyly;,

“ cowardiy.”

: “joyfully.”

v, . . _ { “ from the heart,”UAAU:{ „
heartily

..

“willingly.”

n>.9»c={“
r

awy
n“IIy " “ reaS°n'

fl^CY^ “ kindly.”

ng-T:
|

Prepositions and Nouns.

{“SJ*jr!
y
” “ mei-

before,” “ previously.”

in the morning.”
“ at noon.”

in the evening.”

nA.A.'f:}
a‘ mght

Yi£-C ; “ from time immemorial.”

n^A: “ after,” “ afterwards.”

nq>^9D : “ before.”

n<.4»: “afar off,” “at a distance.”

“ below.”

from below.”

TnniA: “ from behind.”

flA.£: “ above.”

YlA,£: “ from above.”

Iiai'j11 : “entirely.”

AHAA9° : “ for ever.”

Yl : 1

K
fr°m before’” “ froin a

* 1 former time.”

YlflAJi: “ from above.”

Yin^>r-: “ from below.”

(b) Adverbsformed by Prepositions and Pronouns.

I1H.U: (Shoa, n£U:
& nuti:) }

“ here,”

“ herein.’

here,’YlHH: (Shoa, Yl£U: f“
here’

& I1H.U:) j“LTce"
re’

( (Shoa,

) “ hither.”
(DKH.U

“ henceforth,” “ hence.’

7
' so,” “ thus.’

I1H..P: (Shoa, n.P:

& nH:) !

‘ there,”

‘ therein.”

there,”

from there,’

thence.”

YlH.JP: (Shoa,UH

®KHJM “thither,” “ after,

: f “

|
“ so far.

®£..P: ) “beyond.”

>UYYlH..p:

>»flTH..P

Yl H.JP: ®J£ y : “afterwards.’
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IrmSLU: {“
fo”h

h
-
enCe‘

“ so far,” “ as far as

"Afl't’H.W 1 * this,” “up to this.”

nPt
:

} “where?”
(DV/P : f

YlP^p: 1 “ whence P” “ where-

in from ?”

MR,*: “ how ?”

“ to be sure
!”

nfixy - “ after.

A9n 'i:

Aoo^^:
flA: 9B'i:

flA 9n'l.K*C :

“ why?”
“ wherefore ?”

^“on what ac-

count?”

(c) Adverbs formed by Nouns (Pronouns, Numerals) and Nouns.

OA^p: OA’Ih:
j

f “ every day,
1 '

1

daily.”

r“ mouth to mouth," i.e.

A£J.: Af*.:

j

“by word of mouth,”
viva voce.

. s ^ ( “ opposite, “ over
Ai'l’: A<5/P: \ . . , „

1 against each other.

IPA-IH, : |

“ alwayS’” “ continually,”
’ 1 “ constantly.”

A^Rm:“ once.” (See Numerals.)

(
i( then

11

PHWl:TH.: {.. atthattime ...

9°fAHp : “ perhaps.”

(d) Adverbsformed by Prepositions, Nouns, and Particles.

n£.fl*l,: “by the head-side.” “by the foot-side.”

“ by the hand-side.” fl£ j£;i: “ near the door,” &c.

5. Inseparable Adverbs are but few.

\AA— 9«: > “not.”

A— 9TJ
: J

AA — : non—, un—
, in—, &c. >*p— : Distributive Particle.

— 1 : Interrogative Particle.

The Negative Particles A— : AA— 9° : and A— 9° : are joined to

the Finite Verb. AA— 9° : is used throughout the Preterite, and with
the 1st pers. sing, of the Present Tense. In the other personal forms, the

A: is ejected, and A— 9°: remains. The mere A— : is used in the

Subjunctive, and in all cases where the Negative Verb receives any addi-

tional Prefixes: e.g.
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PRETERITE.

ftA0111^^: “he came not.”

ftA^^3^^^,?F9l:,
: “she came not.”

ftAoljrrl{J9n :
“ thou (m.)l earnest

ftivounifjgo: “thou(/)J not.”

hA°DnlU-9D: “I came not.”

hAooflbTO: “ they

ftA(Il) rll -T IPT11 : “you

ftA«njrT)l7«: “we

came

not.”

PRESENT INDICATIVE.

ft,Pa0fIl*7n : “he 1 does not^000)^0 ; "ghej come.”

ft^f-crocT|*jr»j :
a “ thou dost not

ft-Tram.fl.yn- ) come.”

ft<fVan 0^711; “I*

ft^oun^TD; “they

?\'lMiun),7n : “you

J\'joon)9D : “we

do not

come.”

ft^i/nrri;

ft-'|ajrnrr| :

ft-pi/Tirr)

:

ft'Ty'MXl.:

ft£9*»flP:

ft^T^flp:

AftrouiT);

ft£9,5 flp:

ft-i^'m-;

A'iooai:

SUBJUNCTIVE.

“ let him not come.”

“ let her not come.”

m.

)

„ r‘ do not thou come.”

1
“ do not you (hon.)

) come.”

“ I must not come.”

“ let them not come.”

:

“ do ye not come.”

“ let us not come.

With additional Prefixes, whicli absorb

the ft::

nj£*h,,K*: “if he do not go.”

pcnj^ouAf)' 1
(^hou) who doest

’

( not return.”

ft’^.S^i’KC"
1
! ’

|

^10u mayest

“without (his) eating,”

“ before I learn.'

•"IjJflA.
| Qr « jjefore jjg eats.'

ftA—: is prefixed to Infinitives; e.g. ftA*nj®^»: “ignorance,’’
i.e. the not knowing, non-intelligence. ftA 01!00"}: “unbelief.”
ftAtro^HTf: “disobedience,” “ insubordination,” &c.

3
:
(in Shoa

—

(DR:) is a Particle of Interrogation, and affixed to
any part of speech; e.g. £tJV: KTi: “Art thou well?” ftr(Vj.
£im: ftKO = “ Has he done this ?

”

CHAP. VI.

ON THE PREPOSITIONS, OR PARTICLES OF RELATION.
1. The term “ Prepositions ” for that part of speech which falls under the

consideration of this Chapter, is not entirely suitable. It is a class which
determines the relation between Nouns, Pronouns, or Verbs

;
and which,

because in our European languages they are generally placed before the

* Mark the difference in pronunciation of the 1st pers. Present from the 3d pers. Preterite.
The latter is pronounced “ Almat’am”; the former “ Alemat’am.” In the 3d pers. sing, of the
Preterite, the A • is mute

;
but in the 1st pers. sing, of the Present, it is sounded, because in

the latter the Preformative ft : which the A : absorbs, must be heard.

X
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object of relation, have been called Prepositions, but would be better called

Particles of Relation ; as this term would suit also in cases where the Particle

is placed behind its object.

2. The Amharic Particles of Relation are partly Simple, partly Compound.

The Simple ones are always Pre-positions
;
the Compound ones consist of

Pre- and Postpositions. The Simple Prepositions are either Separable

or Inseparable. The Simple Separable Prepositions are the following

:

flA: “for,” “ for the sake of,” “in behalf,” “instead of,” “in favour of,”

“ because,” “ on account of,” “ concerning,” “ on.”

<D£: “ to,” “towai’ds.”

:
“ without.”

V1R: “ as,” “ like as,” “ according to,” “ in proportion to.”

>»flYl :
“ to,” “ up to,” “ reaching to,” “ till,” “ until.”

Inseparable Prepositions are, A— : II— : Yl— : T— : 'i— : or U — :

>kP— ::

A— :
“ t°»” “ unto,” “ in favour of,” “ to the benefit of,” “ belonging to.”

II— :
“ in,” “ on,” “ upon,” “ at,” “ by,” “ through,” “ with,” “ against/

“ for (in exchange),” “ over.”

Yl — :
“ of,” “ out of,” “ from,” “ (more) than,” “ to.”

•f— :
“ with (company).”

1- :orU—

:

vulgar, instead of Yl — : and of f| — ::

>vP— :
“ in proportion to,” “ according to,” &c., and Distributive.

Illustrations of the preceding Simple Prepositions.

(a) flA: ‘A
aIHA'fldi,C : “ For God’s sake."

flA: >kqn^AU': “I die on account (because) of my sins.”

flA'IT: oiirr| : “He came on thy account."

flA: <D£&: “ He laboursfor (in behalf of) his friend.”

f|A :
9°"IRC,

: “ where/ore ?
”

flA: ^n<5.A¥: “This chapter
treats on faith.”

0b) ttR- nap: “ as a man, ’ “ according to (the manner of) men.”

“ like as,” or “ resembling Peter.”

“ He does according to his will,” (“ as he

likes”).

ViK: -is-tr: “ In proportion to his strength.”

(c) (DK: fc,R: “ He went to Abyssinia.”

(DKCl>: TxRdfl- “ He set his face towards him.”
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(
d) "AflYl: (sometimes is seldom used without a following

R*tU , but sometimes it is used by itself
;

e. g.

,£fh>J^A: “It goes as far as Gondar,” (“up to

Gondar”).

(e) A— : is used as a Universal Dative
;

e.g.

Al: 1‘lflUD’: “He gave it to me.”

Afc: Iflb: “ It belongs to me.”

A9°T: (Ay0"^ “ whatfor

?

n
(“ wherefore P ”)

AVlA^: signifies both “ send to me,” and “ send for me,” (in my
favour, or behalf, to somebody else).

if) na^: “ in the house
”

n7»aIH.?\'Ilth>C : “He believes in God”

nCD'lT.A: .PfiT9®d,A: “ He teaches (in) the Gospel.”

flTTi* :
“ in the morning.”

n^C: “ at noon.”

n90K*C: “ on earth,” “ on the ground.”

n “ on a sudden.”

flA“'}£'i: “ at (in) London.”

nKg. :
« at the door.”

*£*!»: flH^OTir^: £Jl^fA: “The just shall live by faith.”

IinihCf" : “By sea an(I by land.”

Through him that strengtheneth me

;

through Christ.”

n®C^f : fMiC: “ With gold and with silver did he pur-

chase it.”

KA't: : “My enemy came upon (against) me.”

JZ<5,^£-n;fA: “ He judges over him” (or, in contrast with —f\—

:

“ pronounces judgment against, condemns him.”)

OAi: nf : J?A(IUT: “Forgive us that which is against us;”

i.e. “forgive us our debts,” Matt. vi. 12.

flC: JEfLmVA: “He sells it for six dollars.”

J^'A: “He gained the victory over him.”

(g) YlfL'l5 : : “He went out of his house.
1

Tnci>: “i took it from him.”

Tni: ^flA^A: “ He is greater than I."

Tncfr: P'i^lA: “ He is inferior to him.”
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(M)T: and 'J : or U : are frequently used in vulgar, but not in good

language. (See the Dictionary.)

(*) = is a Preposition, Distributive and of Proportion. It is related

to Vlg: and has been mentioned already with the Numerals as

a Distributive Particle. Other instances are these : 'X PHQPP :

“ according to its kind.” “ in his respective order.”

3. The Compound Particles of Relation are formed by any of the Simple
Prepositions, connected with Nouns, or other Particles. The latter (Post-

positions) are either directly joined to the former, or follow after the
Noun or Pronoun to which they refer. We shall first give here a list
of Postpositions

;
then show how they are combined with Simple Prepo-

sitions
;
and afterwards exhibit their use, by expressions of daily occur-

rence in conversation.

List of Postpositions.

(D^T :
“ the inside.”

3.A :
“ what is behind.”

A£: “high,” “upper,” “ elevated.”

:
“ face,” “ fore-part,” “ surface.”

: “ that which is below.”

frnnn: “the side.”

oroTiYlA: “ the middle.”

HCJP: “ surrounding place.”

/V5*C : “front.”

P6.: f

particles of company.

particle of extent.

aDflll: “proportion.”

AYl :
“ measure.”

ni>C: particle of omission.

YPA : “ equal ” “ equality.”

“ reason,” “cause.”

Afl'T : “ portion,” “ stead,” “ part.”

They are thus combined with Simple Prepositions :

and f|— : “within,” “inside.”

nYV-A: “about,” “in the vicinity,” “direction.”

fll+Cy 1 an^ fl— : HC.P: “surrounding,” “round about.”

fl<5/t*: “ before,” “ previous to,” “ in sight of,” “ in front of.”

n^A: and Yl— : n^A: “behind,” “after.”

and Yl— : “ below,” “ under.”

0— : H^: “by,” “with.”

Yl— : “from,” “from with.”

IftlYYl: — : “till,” “up to,” “ to,” “as far as.”

fl— : AYl :
“ in proportion to.”

nauYn.P^: and fl

—

ollYnjP ,?

t': “for the sake of,” “ on account of,”

“ because of.”
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flA.£: and Yl— : flA.£: “on,” “upon,” “above,” “over,” “against.”

nan'll: “beside,” “by.”

f|OiJYiYlA: and f|— : ,,u ^l YlA : “among,” “between.”

Yl—
: P&: “with,” “together with.”

florafm: and fl— : ^fHT: “in proportion to.”

Yl— : ‘PC: “ without,” “excepting.”

n— : rfOF: “ instead of.”

and n— : bn>ic : “ in front of,” “ opposite.”

Instances for illustration

:

fl®M, fIl’: “ within him.”

mC : “ within the country.”

fiA-'i£'i: nYr-A: “ in the vicinity of London.”

Yl^C: n^A: “
after midday,” i.e. “in the afternoon.”

Ilf “ under us.”

YlA.K*3>: fl^f'^F': “under the table.”

with or by me.”

Yn.H'O*: onri^: “ He camefrom (from with) his master.”

"KflYl: : Rdf1: “to this day.”

XflYl: “ till to-morrow.”

flH.JP’- AYl : “in that measure,” i.e. so large &c. as that.

flcroYl
r
}iP ^MJ: “on thy account,” “for thy sake."

ooYn.p^: “ because of his son.”

flH-CP®^ “ round about him.”

mC- H-Cy :
“ in the environs of (round about) the town.”

nd.Jffl)’: (h.^: “he went before them.”

n7T,^C- A.K : “on the earth.”

Ylfl/F: HA#: “ above his house.”

flft<i.<£>: Aflll'fl: “by the side of the place.”

flTf-M*: A^: Tluf : “He rose against the king.”

nrtg)¥: otfTiYlA: “ among men.”

ni.f : nc»>: ai*TlYlA: “ between me and him.”

'l f11; : th.£: “He went with his father.”

IKD’^**!*: °°Qn: “ in proportion to his knowledge.”

IbAI'd)1
- YlCfh: 01>C: “They all write excepting him.”

fit: ^^flATA: “He receives it, instead of me.”

flfl/t*: “opposite the house.”
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CHAP. VII.

ON THE CONJUNCTIONS.

1. The Amharic Conjunctions are either Separable or Inseparable.

2. The Separable Conjunctions are as follows

:

(a) Copulative, and Reiterative : £°|qo : “ also,” “ again.”

(b) Adversative, °n :
“ however,” “ but.”

) a p4,r . r‘ notwithstanding»
1 ’

nC : ®n : v “ but.” “ nevertheless.”

“but,” unless.”

(c) Disjunctive :

:— : (D.Cfl :— :
“ either—,” “ or

—
” :

with Negation, “ neither.”

(d) Causal: “that. “ in order that,” “ in order to.”

(e) Conditional, (Shoa, >T}£:) “if”

(/) Conclusive, flAH.il : “therefore.”

>“ or.”

J

3.

The Inseparable Conjunctions are these

:

(a) Copulative, — 9»: — f: “and,” “also.”

— : *t*— : “and,” “by,” (in counting).

(
b) Copulative and Adversative -f|:— iY :: « as for,” “ but,” “ indeed,”

“but.”
(c) Conditional:

n~ :

) . „
Yl— :

>“ if- With the Negative ft: (n :)
“ if not,” “ unless.”

'fl—J
(d) Conjunction of time, f|— :

“ when,” “ while.”

Negat. i"|— : “ere,” “before,” “without.”

(e) Final and Conditional : "ft"lj£*— :
“ that,” “ if,” “ to.”

A—:
“ that,” “ in order that.”

(/) Intensive, — : “so that,” “so as to.”

ftflYl— : Jf^fl: “until,” “till.”

(g) Comparative, Yl— : “ than that.”

(Ji) Causal, —f : “for,” “because.”

Note.—The junction of these Particles to Verbs is effected according to

the rules laid down in Part I. Ch. VII.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

:

'IT-M'I*: T’lA*'*: oojn- th,£.9**: “ The king and the queen came

and went.”

But their servants remained”; or,

A°AA:I’ tF(D’: "IT:

oo-fl-; ViynA :
“ One hundred and fifty.”

>*CI>= KW*: VJ&U: :
“ He also told me so.”

: U-A*: “ Notwithstanding all this.”

JEtllT: AA^IT0 : "iVlji** 1 “ I do not want this, but that.”

9nT,

l: croX,<h£'i: (D^fl: ‘What doest thou

want, the book or the money ?
”

<D£f|: CDJZ.fi: tl'X’RC.'l- “ Either this or that must

thou do (art thou to do).”

KPU'- Tl: ATT: >*'}£' FYl'T: AA
fh, V,71’ : :

“ Indeed, that he has gone, I have seen
;

bid in order

that thou shouldst be lazy, he did not go,” (“ was not his object

ingoing”). '

XotJO H'lJJ’i (or A^CO ^(D^Al*: “I like to learn.”

*rojt<h£: IHDRR'lf-: “I should like to get a book.”

Yl ;T cclJ(D
;
t* : Ji^iAWA: “If thou learnest, that will be better

for thee than if thou playest.”

’X'i't*: fl1’A9n'l: n.l*lflKJ: 1IIC : “ If thou, wouldest ask, he

would give thee.”

|1>
'|>ao'p: A”A: Jiih^A: “ While the master remains, the

servant goes.”

>»flftouni: Rtf|: ^.PA^: “ Wait for me till I come.”

oogooi^t'fl: ^000) All-: “As for coming, I shall come.”

ATr*V. “ But thou?” (emphatic, “what wilt thou do?”)

3’9n<PAf': AJE011^?0 : “ Because he is sick, he does not come.”
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CHAP. VIII.

ON THE INTERJECTIONS.

I. We notice first those Particles which, when combined with the Verbs
ftA: A£0 = and MVF:, constitute Verbs (See Ch. V. 2.) ;

but when
used by themselves, are Interjections. They are the following

:

Particles

H911
: of silence,

of caution,

fA°: of haste,

Signification.

( “ tush !

”

t “ quiet !

”

f “ mind !

”

t “ softly !

”

“ quickly !

”

(
u done

!

”

of completion < “finished !

”

(“full!”

Particles Signification.

>.U: of compliance, {,“^
Uy

„

of refusing, “ I will not !

”

w. » . e (“hurrah!”AAA: of exultation, « _ , ,,,
l huzzah

!

2. The remaining Particles of Exclamation are as follows

:

U\£: of address, “ oh !

”

of expulsion, “ begone !

”

"AUJ.£: of joy, “eh !

” “aha !”

•Xllf: of attention,

{

contradiction , )
“ oh !

”

complaint, > “ far be it !

”

abhorrence, J “ fie !

”

An*- |
ofcourtesy’ Iri,LT

‘ \ of address, j

“Sir!”

“OLord!”

to be sure !

”

no doubt
!

”

A£:
{

of commise-
ration,

(DP': of lamentation,

}

{

“oh!”

“ alas !

”

“ woe !

”

(of lamentation
‘ 1& abhorrence,

{

“ woe !

”

“alas!”
“fie!”

Off'll: 1 of asto- V“oh wonder!”

(DJE: nishment j “ dear me !

”

of sudden
sympathy,

“I hope you have not hurt yourself!” lit. “substi-

tute,” i.e. I should have preferred the accident to

have happpened to me, instead of you !
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Part III.—SYNTAX.

ON THE ARRANGEMENT OF WORDS,

AND THEIR

CONSTRUCTION INTO SENTENCES.

CHAP. I.

ON THE NATURE OF SENTENCES, ESPECIALLY IN THE AMHARIC
LANGUAGE.

1.

A sentence is an aggregate of words expressing a judgment of the

mind. It is either simple, complex, or compound. The constituent parts

of every sentence are, a subject, an attribute, a copula, and an object; the

latter, however, being less necessary than the three former. Simple

sentences are such as have nothing but these parts; e.g.

9*\K-C : IW “ The earth is spacious.”

'i’bM*: ODcrj ; “The king has come.”

JV'Jfl'lM IRtl'- “The lion killed a horse.”

Note.—The Copula, or Joining Verb, which connects the subject with

the attribute, is frequently joined with the latter in one and the same
verb; e.g. trorr|:: Here croni: contains the attribute of

ThA11
: (“ king”), which is, “ one that came,” together with the Copulative

Verb “ is.”

2. Complex sentences are such as are amplified by qualifying words in

connection with either the subject or the attribute; e.g.

£vpa - H <£,: tron) ;
“ My son came to-day.”

Here is the subject, “ son,” qualified by the pronoun e, “ my,” and

the attribute “who came,” (contained in the verb oon^: “came,” with

the copula “is,”) by the adverb “ to-day.”

3. Compound sentences are such as have either the subject, or the

attribute, or the object, or all of them, augmented by additional or expla-

natory parts; e.g.

(D^KCf- 'IT £,9°: ponm^oo-: f^ap:
“ The soldier, the merchant, and the farmer, are useful men.”

Y
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CHAP. II.

ON THE SUBJECT AND THE ATTRIBUTE, AND THEIR RELATION TO
’ EACH OTHER.’

Section I.—On the Subject.

1. The subject is the principal or the reigning part of every sentence :

it therefore stands always in the Nominative Case: e.g.

1*1 (IP : “man dies.”

2. The ideal subject is always a Noun Substantive: the grammatical

subject may be a Substantive, Adjective, Numeral, Pronoun, an Infinitive,

or Participle : for words which express no perfect ideas by themselves,

i.e. which are not substances, cannot form subjects of thought, unless they

be at least ideally converted into substantives.
N

3. In every sentence, the subject precedes; the attribute and the copula

follow; e.g.

Ktlf : l®': “He is good.”

This is always the case, whether the Subject be simple, defined, complex,

or compound.

4. When the Subject is specified by a Substantive, an Adjective, a
Numeral, Pronoun, or Participle, the specifying words precede; e.g.

PI*!®*: A^fl : 1®*: “Man’s heart is evil.”

fl"): |"l®':
<
£Yl rfI£.A:: “ A good man is honoured.”

llTT: “ Seven days passed.”

a-T: I®’: “This house is spacious.”

PT UJ£.: a^T: Mp: “The house which has been built, is

spacious.”

VlAVp: Pt.: £|JhT:
“ May the fear of the Lord be with you.”—2 Chron. xix. 7.

5. A Compound Subject, which consists of several Nouns, Numerals, or
Pronouns, has all these parts in the Nominative Case; e.g.

“ Heaven and earth shall pass away.”

“ Those hundred 'and eighty

men have gone.”

G. Where the Subject is connected with subordinate explanatory parts,

it follows after them; e.g. Luke xii. 47.
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P’l.FCD’'}:

yAKO= nc.y ’Kg'V

Literally :
“ His Lord’s will knowing who prepared not himself, ac-

cording to his will and did not the servant, much shall be scourged

i. e. “ That servant who knew his Lord’s will, and prepared not him-

self, neither did according to his will, shall be severely scourged.”

These two rules, No. 4, and 6, are so peculiarly in the Amharic idiom, that

they cannot fail to impress themselves at once upon the mind of the Student.

Section II.

On the Attribute, and its relations to the Subject.

1. The Attribute may be a Substantive, or an Adjective, or Pronoun,

or Participle: it may be separate, or implied in the Verb.

Examples.

MHhin “God is a Spirit

"

yU: ll®': iCD': “ This man is intelligent'''

n<,: ytJ: \(SP: “The matter is this."

<5,3*y, : PT^^fll : MD*: “ His resolution is decided." Acts xix. 7.

And the men were twelve."

'hCfl': y<5.<£.A: “He fears,” i.e. “is fearing."

2. Complex Attributes (see Ch. I. 2.) have their subordinate parts before

them.

Example.

yu: l*KD’: nfl£.(I>: IDA*: TIYTaF: 10>:
Lit. “ This man, in his work all, is cunning.”—“ is cunning in all his doings.”

3. The Attribute always follows the Subject. This is evident from the

preceding instances.

4. It often agrees with the Subject in Gender, Number, and Case : often

does not. As to the Gender, the concordance may be assumed, most of

the Nominal forms being of Common Gender
;
and, in the Adjective Par-

ticiples at least, the Gender is strictly attended to. Concerning Number,
the Singular is more used in Adjectives than the Plural

;
which may be

accounted for by the supposition, that they are regarded as an abstract

mass, of which the individual subjects have their share; e.g.

1*1CD ytJf: P^CD-: “ These men are good.”

But when the Attribute is a Relative Participle, it must agree in Number,
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as well as in Gender, Case, and Person, (see Page 73.) with its sub-
ject; e.g.

A-AAI*: “His servants are faithful.”

The Number is especially uncertain, when the Subject is a Collective
Noun

;
e.g.

1*1 IPA*: “All men (or every man) dies.”

ATHfi-: TrtnrtfVT’: (Sing.) or TOnOn-: (PI.) “The people was (or
were) gathered together.”

With regard to Case, we remember but one instance where the Subject
and the Attribute do not agree

; -flj5 : with Suffixes
;

e.cj.

7x\: V5: “I am alone.”

Here is the Subject Tx^: in the Nominative, and the Attribute -flff P'5:
in the Accusative Case.

CHAP. III.

VARIOUS USES AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE NOUN.

A. Construction of Substantives with Substantives.
1. Two or more Substantives connected together, denoting the same

thing, are in a state of apposition, and must agree in Gender and
Number; e.g.

>*aIH.?Vnfh,C : “The Lord God.”

nCJ?' “a man- slave.”

"Yb**3 : CT* : “ King David,” & : “ David, the king.”

“Negroes,” “slaves”; i.e. “Negro-slaves.” -

2. Nouns of Quantity are joined to other Substantives in the Nominative
Case; e.g.

*110 “a little silver.”

1TC: IM: “ one pound (of) coffee.”

MR: *)9»P: (D^: “ one jar (of) water.”

3. Substantives of Quality, of Origin, or of Possession, are joined to
other Substantives. They stand in the Genitive Case; e.g.

PJEJ*5TUP : Il/p: “a house (made) of stone.”

Pm.fr: niaf: “ Teff-bread-cakes.”

J^C- a man of the country
;
or the Ethiopic expression,

HA1C::
“ the farmer’s plough.”

More about this when we come to speak of the Genitive Case. (See p. 167.)
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4. On the construction of Object-Substantives with Subject-Substantives

we shall speak when coming to consider the Verb. (See Ch. VIII.)

B. Construction of Adjectives with Substantives.

Adjectives may be connected with Substantives, (a )
either as epithets

to the Subject; or (b) as Attributes of the sentence; or (c) as modified by

another accompanying Substantive.

1. As Epitbeton of a Substantive, the Adjective generally precedes the

latter; e.g. “a good man.”

2. In Number and Gender, the Epithetic Adjective does not always

agree with its Substantive
;
but the following rules are observed :

(a) The Substantive may be in the Plural, and the Adjective in the

Singular Number; never the reverse
;

e.g.

“good books”; never

(
b)

In the same manner, the Adjective is most frequently used in the

Masculine form, when the Substantive is of Feminine Gender; but a

Feminine Adjective is never used for a Masculine Substantive; e.g.

Vl£: iVT: “ a bad woman,” but not ^KyIvT:* ary?: “a pure man.”

3. The preceding paragraph refers not to Participial Adjectives of the

Relative form, as in them the strictest attention is paid both to Number

and Gender. (See Page 163. §. 4.)

4. When the Adjective is attribute to the sentence, the rules laid down

in the preceding Chapter, Sect. II. §§ 3, 4. obtain.

5. When another qualifying Substantive is connected with the Adjec-

tive, a Relative Participle is required as complement
;

e. g.

nAH^OK. 'Sft.'hT: rt(p¥: “ Men who are pure in their

hearts.”

C. Number of Nouns.

There is a strong tendency in the Abyssinians to use the Singular

Number, where we would use the Plural. We shall point out several

cases where the latter never, and others where it but seldom is used,

although it would be impossible, in the present stage of our knowledge of the

* We do not quote Z , the Feminine form of : , because it is not used

in the Amharic, nor the Participle pTn4> = ; because, when Adjective-Participles are used,

the Gender and Number is always strictly attended to. (See the preceding Chap. Sect. II. § 4.)
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Amharzc language, to give rules for every case, and would exceed the
bounds which must be assigned to this head. The following classes are,
some of them, never, others, seldom used in the Plural.:

1. Nouns denoting a mass; as, gold, silver, corn, wheat, honey, fat,
dust, &c.

2. Several parts of the animal body; e.g.

A'fl :
“ the heart.”

IT£-: “ the belly.”

£7°: “blood.”

The soul, and several powers and faculties of the mind :

“flesh.”

XT-C -
“ hair.’

lG.fl: “ the soul.’

“ the will.’

A«Vfl : “ thought.’

AlPf: “ reason.”

“ love.”

“ charity.’

“joy.”

hope.’

4. Most Abstract Nouns, denoting quality, condition, action, quantity.
We especially refer to the two Tables of Nominal Forms. Table I

:

Triliteral Radices of Verbs, No. 5. and Quadriliteral ones of No. 4.
Table II: Simple Forms of 3. A. a. 4. 6.; and Augmented Forms, 1. a. c.;
some of d. ; and almost all of e.

5. The following Collective Nouns are not often used in the Plural

:

(a) Generical names of animals and of plants
; e.g.

g-fl : “ hyaena.” AnH : “ flower.”

(b) Names of assemblages of men, or other beings
;

e.g. G)*n : “ tribe,”
“ sect,” “kind,” &c. The Plural of this word, ©’!{"¥: signifies the indi-
viduals belonging to the whole assemblage, “court of justice,”

h’K :
“ town,” “ country,” and other words.

6. Certain periods of time: <n : “day.” A/p: and A,A/p: “night”
iWp: “ hour. ‘P^PO “noon.” :“ forenoon.” These are never
used in the Plural number. Seldom: “time.” |-|cro'}- “time”
“ period.” Acro^ : « year.” A gn-f^ : “ week.”

7. Several Nouns denoting confines, borders, shores, &c.
;

e.g. ££•

:

“banks,” “shores,” “coast.” “borders.” <DlV}: “confines,”
“ borders ” HCQ.: “ seam,” “ hem.”

8. As to the agreement in Number between Nouns in the same sentence,
either Subjects or Attributes, see the preceding Chapter, Sect. II. 4.

;
and

in this Chapter, A. 1. and B. 2.

' D. On the Various Cases of Declension.

1. The Nominative is, in common conversation, often improperly used
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where the Preposition : should stand; e.g. ftTlAA: rh,K:“Hewent
Angollala,” omitting (D£: “ to.”

2. It is applied in answer to the question, How long ? How often ?

How much ? e.g.

He remained three days.”

HH-: T.H,: “ He came many times.”

I'll i'll “One madega (a certain measure) barley.”

3. The Genitive Case expresses

:

() Possession

:

yn 17 : :
“ My father’s house.” PTPM* : A :

“ The king’s power.”

() Origin

:

p^yrO “ The fruit of the earth.”

Pfhn *1 : 1*1Oh :
“ A man of (from) Abyssinia,” i. e. “ An Abyssinian.”

(c) Quality

:

ft# : “ Iron furniture.” P£TI„P: fl/fr: “ A house of stone.”

Here it supplies the place of Adjectives.

(d) Measure of time, space :

Pl*n1': ftao^ : “ The work of seven years.”

PU'Al': “Two days’ journey.”

(
e
) Price and Quantity :

*I1C : n»*l: “One dollar’s (worth) of coffee.”

4. When Prepositions precede the word which stands in the Genitive
base, the P : is dropped. See Part I. Ch. VII. 3. B.

5. When an Accusative follows the Genitive, the latter adopts the mark
1 : of the former, so that the word seems to stand both in the Genitive
and in the Accusative; e.g.

yiCTP- YlTinj: ft PIP: “I have seen the capital of the country.”
Pi\ fl

lH,ftrnih,Q: P9°Ail{n: fiyo; In'?*!*: ftJ.K’CKD1
:

“Thou shalt not use the name of the Lord thy God in vain.” Ex. xx. 7.

6. When the Genitive belongs to several Substantives in apposition, its
P. is to be applied to each; when to a Substantive preceded by an
Epithetical Adjective, it is applied only to the Adjective

; e gW* PTK^f: Pin.y: “The Psalms of David,
(of) the King, and (of the) Prophet.”

P£Uf: hOP: VIC “ The words of a good man.”

7. W hen the Genitive belongs to a Substantive having several Epithetic
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Adjectives, the P: is applied to each Adjective, and may, or may not, be

applied to the Substantive also
;

e.g.

P^APf: PflUl/fl- PnAfn^TO: PrtA^qDT: at:
or P^A^f: Pfliail: PHAm^: flA^T: fLT:

“ The temple of the great, wise, and wealthy Solomon.”

8. The Ethiopic Genitive, or Status Constructus, has been mentioned,

Part II. Ch. I. Sect. I. 4. and Sect. Y. 2.

9. The Dative being formed by the prefixion of the Preposition A : (to,

for, in favour, in behalf, &c.) to the Noun, we need only to refer to wrhat

has been said, Part II. Ch. VI. 2. e.

10. The Accusative Case is formed by the annexion of at the end : it

serves to indicate the immediate or direct action of the Subject upon its

object
;
and is required by all Active, Intensive, Transitive, and Causative

Verbs; e.g.

He sent a man.”

Although this rule is very plain, it may not be superfluous to specify it

a little. The Accusative is governed

—

(a) By the Verb Finite; e.g.

^<1^: “ He writes a letter.”

T "in “Do thy business.”

£R: <h,£: “ He took his stick, and went.”

(b) By the Infinitive
;

e. g.

n'Jflp'}: fli.: A
iP0)1^9D : “He knows not to perform (can-

not perform) good works.”

(c) By Relative Participles
;

e. g.

“ He who has done this.”

P0^®^: “He that loves his child.”

(
d)

By Nominal Active Participles ;
e.g.

Il/PT: UJ£: "One that builds a house.”

11. Besides Active Verbs, there are a few phrases in which the Accusa-

tive is used
;

e. g.

>wh,£AU': “ I go my way.”

fl/FT: in :
“ He entered his house.”

“alone,” “single,” with Suffixes, assumes the Accusative form, when

it is converted into an Adverb
;

e. g.

'fl3F®',’l: lf!4: “He was by himself.”

12. When the Noun which stands in the Accusative terminates in a
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letter of the third, fourth, fifth, or seventh order, a euphonic Gp : is joined

before the accusative *i:: e.g.

: tiPU".
“ I saw the herdsman, the herd, the oxen, and the fox.”

12. Relative Participles in u, standing in the Accusative, have a eupho-

nic !* : before the accusative
;

e.g.

JPPlh^T: PlKA'^r'19n : 11^: “ The ox which I saw, and which they

killed.”

13. Accusative Nouns ending in the sixth order are euphonically

changed into the second
;
Accusative Participles, into the first order

;
the

latter receiving a euphonic Q>: ; e.g.

™Avl00,"i: “good wine.”

“ The sin which thou hast committed.”

14. When a Descriptive Adjective is connected with the Noun standing
in the Accusative, the T: is not generally affixed to both, but sometimes
to the Substantive, sometimes to its epitheton

;
when the latter is a Parti-

ciple, to the Participle: e.g. it is equally good to say |*fQ>^}; or

£{JF(D’'i : lid)’: “a good man,” but with a Participle
; e.g.

PDA ftOK*: “ The bread which thou (/.) hast eaten.”

15. When several Adjectives are connected with a Substantive in the
Accusative Case, the "4: is put to each of the Adjectives, but not to the
Substantive

;
e. g.

FAIT*: n 1:

<
tKn <!Lfln' : “ They cut down a large, thick, and good-fruit-bearing tree,” i.e.

“a large and thick tree which bore good fruit.”

16. Concerning the construction of the Genitive with the Accusative,
see §. 5.
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CHAP. IV.

ON THE DEGREES OP COMPARISON.

1. The Amharic Language has almost the same mode of comparing
tilings with each other as the Hebrew

;
namely, especially by prefixing

the Preposition Yl : “of,” “from,” to the Positive Noun or Pronoun
;

e.g.

Yl ono ;I’ Yl'Y’: JjfjjAA: “Learning is better than to be idle.”

2. In many cases, they add the Postpositive Particle JE : which gives,

however, no additional force to the idea of gradation already expressed by
Yl:; but it stands generally at the end of a sentence, and is used more
for Verbs than for Adjectives; e.g.

“ This tree is tall, more than that one.”

Here it would be equally good to say,

“ This tree is taller than that one.”

3. The Verbs nAOI: “is greater,” Ail*|: “is smaller,” “less,” and
TnA: “ is better,” are in themselves of a comparative nature : neverthe-
less, when brought together with other Adjectives or Verbs for comparison,
they require the Yl— : as well as Adjectives or other Verbs; e.g.

Til'll : Yl Yl'flT : £*1AA : “ Wisdom is better than wealth
”

HlTi- YlAjiT: JJIIA'TIA: “ An elephant is larger than a mouse.”

AT)AA: YlK'ThllC: FTlA^F: “ Angollala is smaller than Ankobar.”

4. Besides the preceding, every verb of quality, condition, or even of
action, is capable of expressing a comparison when constructed with Yl

:

for the adjective is contained in that verb; e.g.

T£.£.: YlH£: “ A mountain is higher than a tree.”

301.A*: Yiqu^p: ^YldA^: “ Sin is worse than death.”

Verbs of action, however, require e.g.

Ylft/PCfl: £A«I»: *aWV>f|: ^Yl 011 : “ Paul laboured more than Peter.”

5. The Superlative is rendered by YllPA*: (with Suffixes) and YllhA':
e.g.

FAY*: FT: ^A9°: JEflA^lA'* YtfHLMlrfkC: Yl:
YlILA-: £I1A"1A: “ The earth is great

;
the universe is greater

;
but

God is greatest (of all).”

YHf-A^OK "Acrp: “He learned more than they all.”
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CHAP. V.

ON THE NUMERALS.

1. The Numeral does not, properly speaking, form a particular part of

speech, but is either, as the Cardinals, a Substantive, or, as are the Ordinals,

an Adjective, or, as the Distributive, an Adverb. We need therefore to

say but little about their Syntax.

2. The Cardinal Numbers are always, when connected with other Nouns,

to be considered as in apposition with them
;
and they always precede; e.g.

U’A't: l*l(p^p: “two men.

3. All the Numbers, from One upwards, seem to be considered as Plurals

;

wherefore they are of common gender, except “ one,” which has

in the feminine,

4. Notwithstanding this, the noun to which the numeral is joined, is not

always used in the plural number. Although they use, in common lan-

guage, the singular and the plural indiscriminately, the rule seems to hold

good, that the round numbers, ten, twenty, &c. up to a hundred, and the

large numbers, as hundred, thousand, ten thousand
i
uvpiot), are

more frequently constructed with the noun in the singular than in the

plural, and the numbers between every ten generally in the plural
;

e. g.

“ two men. UP: nap: “ twenty man.”

5. The Numbers UP: A^AA: ACH : A9nA: flffA: iVfP*:

flO'Ti.P: Hfllf: onf :: are generally used for Ordinals as well as for

Cardinals
;
or rather, as they do not like to adopt the ordinal form for those

numbers, they place the cardinal behind the-noun as a predicate; e.g.

tn3 X*rh^.: UP: “book twenty,” instead of : trojtdiQ.: “the

twentieth book.”

6. The form of the Ordinal Numbers is regularly derived from the

Cardinals
;
except, as in our European and in other languages, the first

;

although in compound numbers that also is used in the regular form ;
e.g.

AMM.: A'igF: “the eleventh.”

When used in a simple form, signifies “unique,” “sole,” “only.”

In enumeration, they use OD^cro^jp: “the beginning,” or &TV- “the

foremost,” “first.”

7. As for the Distributives, nothing needs to be added to what has been

said Part II. Ch. II. §. 4.
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CHAP. VI.

SYNTAX OF THE SEPARABLE PRONOUNS.

1. The Separable Personal Pronoun isused,

(a) When it is the subject of a sentence. Til: “I go,”

although it is not necessary to use it.

(b) When an emphasis lies on the pronoun
;

e.g.

TxCf*: Txl: AK£0HP ;r: ’A'lS':
“ He has not done it, but I have.”

2. The third person singular and plural is used for demonstration
;
as is

the reverse in the Latin and Greek; e.g.

MK1: .PAlTl: ’ACI>: lOP: .PAIPU: “That which thou hast now
been telling me, is the same with what I told thee.”

3. The Separable Possessive Pronoun is used only when a stress is laid

upon it; e.g. : n/t*: PL: l©’: “This house is mine.”

Cf. John xvii.9, 10: JP'IT: AL7°: PITS: HTP: AClV:
AIT: iQh:: ^3TQb7D : ’LCfh: At: iOh: “For they are Thine. And

all that is mine, the same is Thine
;
and Thine, the same is mine.”

Where no such stress lies on the Possessive, Suffixes are used.

4. The Singular Masculine of both the Demonstrative Pronouns forms
Adverbs, by the junction of Prepositions with the Genitive Case of those

Pronouns. See Part II. Ch. V. 4. (6).

5. The Interrogative aq^ :
“ who P

” “ which ?
” “ what ? ” is used for

persons : it is made use of, also, for inanimate subjects in the phrase

IdP: firo- or ftao- uq-} : (aq^a).;) “ What is his (its)

name ? ” On the contrary, the Impersonal 703 : is employed as a Per-

sonal Interrogative, by way of utter contempt, in the expression, qn-J

:

A 1!

I

5 : “ What is his father
?
” Both these expressions are elliptical.

6. The Indefinite IPA*:, which may be considered, as it is in the other

Semitic languages, as a Noun, |pA: (^3> with suffixes, assumes no

other suffix in the singular than the suffixes masculine and feminine of

the third, person
;
but it takes all the suffixes of the plural : H-A* : :

U-ATOP: HAT-IP: IPA^T"
7. When IPA* : is absolute, it stands at the beginning of a sentence :

when connected with Nouns or Participles, it follows them; e.g.

UTP: All is gone.”

IPATi : :
“ He has done all.”

I*10P: IPA*: “All men,” “every man,” “people in general,” &c.
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8. U-/V:, as subject of the sentence, and without any other suffixes,

may have its verb either in the singular or in the plural : when connected

with nouns or participles, or with other suffixes, the number and person

of the verb are determined by those nouns, participles, or suffixes; e.g.

UW: “All will (sing.) perish”; or,

IWV: All will (plur.) perish.”

W- “We are all together.”

IhA-: Trtniln*: U-A:f(D’9D : TTT-: “All the kings

were assembled together, and all of them engaged in war.”

9. “some,” “something,” “anything”; with negation, “no-

thing”; e.g.

1*1 “ Give him something.”

J’iA’M’nAU’T0 :
“ I received nothing.”

10. fayfa,: signifies an indefinite number or quantity; e.g.

fayfa,: i*i<p¥: fayfa.-, n:
“ Some men believe

;
others doubt it.”

When it is predicate, it signifies a large quantity

:

Yl'fl'f*: fayfa,: “His property is considerable.”

11. In order to express Reciprocity, the Abyssinians make use of the

form IlCfl— : , with the Plural Suffixes and

a-pfip: and a Reciprocitive or other Verb; e.g.

Love one another
!”

12. An Indefinite Pronoun is A'i't’T: which signifies, “The what’s

his name.” Gr. 6 oetVa
;
French, chose; German, Dingerich; e.g.

fa'l'V'i: fay.fcK'F*: “ The what ’s his name does not go.”

CHAP. VII.

ON THE AFFIXED PRONOUNS.

1. As to their position, that is determined, the Nominal Suffixes being

joined to the final letter of the Noun (or Adverb); the verbal to the last

radical of the Verb, or to the Verbal AfFormative. Adjectives do not

assume suffixes, except when considered as Substantives.

2. The Nominal Suffixes are to be considered as possessive
;

the

verbal ones as objective; e.g.

“ My child.” : “ He struck me."
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Adverbs with Suffixes are treated by them as Substantives, the nominal
Suffixes being joined to them

;
e.g.

fl

A

P. : “over me.”

3. Concerning the Verbal Suffixes, enough has been said in the preceding
part of this work, Ch. IV. sect. V. We add here, that the suffix of the first
pronoun in the singular is sometimes used pleonastically

;
e.g.

“I am gone.”

CHAP. VIII.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE VERB.

Having discussed the nature and use of the Verb, and its various parts,
rather extensively in the preceding part of this work, Ch. IV., we need not
here go through it at full length

;
but shall offer, in the first place, such

additional remarks on the Moods, Tenses, and Persons, as are deemed
necessary

;
and, in the second place, to show the agreement of one verb

with another, and of the verb with the other parts of speech.

Section I.

On the Tenses of the Amharic Verb.

1. The following Tenses are used for the past time : the Simple Pre-
terite of the Indicative, the Compound Preterite of the Contingent, and the
Compound Preterite of the Constructive.

(a) The Simple Preterite of the Indicative is used,

a. For the Perfect Tense
; e.g.

“A stranger has arrived.”

A»Tin*: -Minfin*: “ The people have gathered themselves together.”

(3. For the Historical Tenses, the Imperfect and Pluperfect; e.g.

Tnti.i.7n: n(D^ : 1H.: TYlTA-^t*: HH-: h/hHH:
“ And when he descended from the mountain, many people followed him.”

. Matt. viii. 1.

I-AHH-T: YldLXOT: n^A: 11H..P: 2\Ad.:
* When he had finished his command, he passed over from thence.”

Matt. xi. 1.

y. Tor the Present or Immediate Future, in a very few instances. So
when visitors courteously ask leave to go, they do it by saying: ih, P*l>-“lam gone,” i.e. “If you allow me, I go now.” Or when a person is
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frequently called, and does not come, he at last answers : tnjgu-: ougy. :

“ I come ! I come
!”

5. With Conjunction Prefixes, it serves for the Potential and Optative

Moods.—See Sect. II. §. 5. and Isa. i. 9.

(6) The Compound Preterite of the Contingent is used,

a. For the Imperfect and Pluperfect of the Indicative
; e.g.

fci,: >kC l1 :FCI>: £11/*: 111

“

Before I came, they had
been eating.”

(3 . For the Imperfect and Pluperfect of the Potential Mood

:

'fl
;f*A9DY(D’: n.I*lTiJ: YflC: “If thou wouldst ask him, he would

give thee.”

JKJVI: 'IKWffJ: H1CU-: “ If thou hadst not done this,

I should have loved thee.”

(c) The Compound Preterite of the Constructive is used chiefly for the
Pluperfect, and sometimes for the Imperfect of the Indicative

; e.g.

incuh- “I had given.”

2. Tenses used for the Present, are, the Present of the Indicative
;
the

Second, or Aoristic Constructive
;
and the Contingent with Conjunctions.

() The Present Indicative and the Aoristic Constructive are both used
for the Present Indicative

;
e.g.

Xi.: H91*: >»AAIh:
“ Whereas he is talking, I keep silence.”

() The Present Indicative is used for both the Present and the Future
tenses : the Aoristic Constructive serves especially for an action, condition,

state, or suffering, which continues

;

and therefore, although it is more
frequently used for the Present, it is likewise made use of for the Perfect.
This peculiarity of both these forms is owing to the Auxiliary Verb
Substantive J\A : with which they are composed.

(c) The Simple Contingent Mood serves for the Present as well as for
the Future Tenses, when connected with Particles; e. g. the Participles
poT^ourri; “he that comes;” i\ctoo1 : “when he comes ;” A£tron^ ;

“ before he comes ;” Negative assertions
:
^ourqgn

: « he comes not,”
“will not come” Conditional expressions : n.CQ>Cf|: “if he end,” or
“if he ends;” Final and referential

: >V}£^X-Q.: “that he writes” or
“ write ;” Final

: A./D'A : “ he rose to go out,” where it is for an
Infinitive; on^u^'l: H1.K*: <h,£: “He went to assist (that
he might assist) his brother.”
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3.

The Future time is generally expressed by the same forms which
serve for the Present, except the Aoristic Constructive. Vide 2. a. In p. 66
of this work we pointed out another mode of a decidedly future form

;

besides which they make use of the Contingent with : or with ,£UTA.

:

The one is found in the negative expression, Ezek. xvii. 9
: ^croj-|T( :

PA9n'}. £^aHY: PAT0 *}: “ Shall not its root be ex-
tracted

;
and its fruit, shall it not be cut off.” But these two latter forms

are not confined to the Future : they are also used for the Present Tense.

Section II.

On the Moods of the Amharic Verb.

On this head, we shall add but little to what has been stated Chap. IV.

of the preceding part, and in the preceding Section of this Chapter.

1. The Contingent serves for the Indicative, Subjunctive, Potential, and
Participial Moods

;
as is shown in the preceding Section.

2. The Subjunctive expresses a desire, or an indirect request, order,

command, or obligation.—See p. 72 .

3. The Infinitive, as Verbal Noun, assumes Nominal Suffixes
;
but relates

to and acts upon other nouns in a verbal capacity
;

e.g.

0D*t*HHi: “ My obeying the King,” “ my being obedient

to the King.”

It is, however, likewise constructed as a Noun
;

e.g.

PYlCfl*¥*f|: uo«/i8iT)-"|- ; “The coming of Christ.”

TTYlA'^: “ In order to bear fruit was it planted.”

4. The Participles are of the same character, partaking of the nature of

Adjectives (as the Infinitive does of the nature of Nouns), and of the Verb,

as has been shown in the preceding Part, pp. 72 , 73 . The Simple forms,

however, have more of a nominal
;
the Augmented forms more of a verbal

character. The Augmented forms are verbally flexible through all the

persons
;
besides their being capable of receiving Prepositions, and the

Accusative T : marking them as Nouns. Affi: PRf

:

|*|Q>: 7.H.:

.PAOK}: Y1Q: l5lJAO) rP: “ A man of a determined cha-

racter does not like to change his word which he once has spoken.

A9>m*: Rfl: £A¥A: HO= "• “ The
gatherer of the fruit rejoices, more than those that sowed the seed.”

5. There is in the Amharic Language no peculiar form for the

Optative Mood : they express it by circumscription
;

e.g.

n.inf|: rKD^JE^'lI': “If it had been, if thou hadst

instructed me, I should have liked it.”
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Section III.

Construction of the Verb with the other parts of the Sentence.

1. The Amharic Verb having all the personal forms connected with it,

it is capable of including the subject in itself; e.ej.

™nt: “ he observed.” ou^y
: « thou hast beaten.”

And by the aid of Suffixed Pronouns and Prepositions, it is further capable
of expressing a whole sentence in itself; e.g.

tro'n'fHJ :
“ He came upon thee.” ou^u®,; “ Thou hast struck him.”

2. But when, as is more usual, the subject is separate from the Verb,
the latter should agree with it in gender, number, and person

;
e.g.

: “ This woman does not go.”

A T YlT

:

“ His servants followed him.”

3. Collective Nouns, however, which admit of a Plural, have the Verb
sometimes in the Singular, sometimes in the Plural : e.g.

Ai'Hn-: Trtnrtn^: “ The people gathered itself together”; or

: Tfinfin-: “The people gathered themselves together.”

4. When there are more than one subject in a sentence, the Verb stands
eithei in the Third Person of the Plural, or it is determined by what is

considered as the chief subject; e.g.

: “Male and female came.”

'1’CTO't?: “The king and his army were beaten.”

When the person who is addressed forms one of the subjects, the Verb
follows in the Second Person Plural

;
e.g.

i- MT911
: A-t’nrq^:

“ Kiddan, Gabru, and thou, (you) are to learn.”

When the speaker is included, the Verb is to be in the First Person Plural

:

yJF' TAPi: “They and we are separated.”

5 When the subject consists of several Infinitives, the number is not
multiplied, and the Verb is used in the singular; e.g.

iPfn^>cr9A: “Learning and working is useful.”

But when the subject consists of several Participles, which are considered
as Nouns, the Verb must be in the plural; e.g.

If*}*. “A thief and a murderer came upon him.”

0. Active and Transitive Verbs have their objects in the Accusative
A A
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Case: see Cli. III. 10. Transitive and Causative Verbs may have a double

Accusative; e.g.

croA’KYl ;P'i: “He caused him to write a letter.”

But as these Verbs may sometimes be used as Intransitive, the use of

Prepositions is frequently applied; e.g.

<5.CKn-T'-
“ He judged over (or against) him.”

He wrote in it.”

I'KD'*'}: hflRonlA;r: “He caused a man to come for (or to) him."

7. Intransitive Verbs are generally connected with their objects by

Prepositions; e.g.

na^p: “ He was in the house.”

CDK1<.- :
“ He went to his counti’y.”

'T'ptroni: “ He sat upon his chair.”

8. When the object of the sentence is another Verb, that is expressed

by the Infinitive, or by the Contingent with Conjunctions; e.g.

He likes to learn ”
;

or,

mg”- gWg^i: “He likes that he may learn.”

“He can read.”

9. The reigning Verb should be always at the end of the sentence,

whether the object be simple, or complex, or compound; e.g.

I*10p: .PA(DP.V.aP 5 : nc : ftyKCW”:
“ What man does not like, he will not perform.”

n^HH-: PYlAYlAOKi: ilQ: l*IOP: .PgOA :

“ What God in His law has prohibited, man does commit.”

n‘Ka
IH.h'fl(h.C : 3*A : :

YiHYi: PlVfl: VlCfl+fl: Pfi^dPT:
>»1*PnA: (D'i'l.A: .PflTT^PA: “The Gospel teaches us

to believe in the Word of God, to repent of our sins, and to receive in

faith the Salvation which Christ has wrought out for us.”

CHAP. IX.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE REMAINING PARTS OF SPEECH.

As the doctrine of the Particles, i.e. Adverbs, Prepositions, Conjunctions,

and Interjections, has been pretty fully exhibited in the Etymological

Part, Ch. V. to Ch. VIII., wre do not think it necessary to add any more

:

and so we finish here the Amharic Grammar, adding only a few Speci-

mens of Common Conversation, and a few Exercises.
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Part IV.

SOME SPECIMENS OF CONVERSATION,
AND

A FEW EXERCISES.

1. CONVERSATIONAL MODES OF SALUTATION.

In conversation, tlie Abyssinians are very polite towards each other,

without using quite such a bombastic style as is common among the Arabs

and other Eastern nations. When speaking of the Pronouns and under

the Verb, we have mentioned two honorific distinctions for the second

person in the singular, and that they speak of a third person of respect in

the plural. A neglect of these distinctions is overlooked in foreigners,

whilst learning their language
;
but amongst themselves it is taken as an

offence, except with intimate friends, and in a few other instances. In

saluting, the various times of the day, the state of health, frequency of

intercourse, season of the year, and some other circumstances, are to be

regarded as determining the mode of address.

As for the time of the day when persons meet, four times are distin-

guished, for which four separate Verbs are used
;

viz. (a) The morning,

until the sun lias finished half his course from the horizon to the meridian,

i.e. between nine and ten o’clock a.m. During this time, when meeting,

the verb AJV„: “ to spend the night,” “to rest,” is used in the Preterite:

when parting, the verb “to spend the forenoon,” Af1£<5.£:

“to make spend the forenoon,” or TA: “to spend (ATA: “to make

spend) the middle of the day,” in the Imperative or Subjunctive Mood.

(6) The forenoon, from about nine to eleven o’clock a.m. At meeting, they

salute each other with the verb “ to spend the forenoon,” in the

Preterite: when parting, with the Verb TA : or ATA : (c) Noon and

afternoon, to sun-set. When meeting, they use TA: in the Preterite:

when parting before five p.m., ATA: when after five, the Subjunctive of

Af|Oui*j: “to make pass the evening,” or Imperative or Subjunctive of

oui*j :
“ to pass the evening.” (el) Evening and night, from sun-set to the

first break of the day. When meeting, the Preterite of troil: when

parting, either the Subjunctive or the Imperative of AK<^ :
“ to Pass tlie

night,” “to rest,” or Subjunctive of A 1*!^: “to make pass the night,” &c.

is used.

£tjqc; : “May He (i.e. God) be gracious!” and “May He

heal,” “ restore !
” both with Suffixes, is used for addressing sick persons.

The former wish also is used when a person sneezes. TH :, in the Preterite,

is used when meeting a person who has newly arrived at the place : in the
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Subjunctive with Sulfixes, when parting with a person who goes to another
country. rtiflT: “to pass the time from one interview to another,” is

used in the Preterite, when persons meet who have not seen each other

for some time. Al*IlflT: “ to make pass &c., is used at parting, when
they do not expect to meet again for a considerable time. Then they add,

“ May He bring us together again !” Yl^00 :
“ to pass the rainy

season,” and AflYl <^otj : its transitive, is used in the same manner.

The following Specimens of Conversation will illustrate the preceding

remarks. We choose the imaginary meeting of the servant Gabru, with

his master Kiddana Maryam, after his return from an errand to a friend,

Aito Malku, who lives in a distant part of the country. The meeting is

supposed to take place in the morning.

K.M. n£Ur:'lntri:'Pn<.:

rtin'FT: T.TOK:

K. M. iV’IH.KTlrh.C:

niROT: hit:
G.

‘KCrt(P'i - KUF: M>-:

K. M. £(ro fl

Tl:: KfJf: Vl" JffTl:

: \M.:

G. cro'n^ : «|>f :: YlHAJ: Tl
fllVlT: TT:

YlH.JP9° : MR m
- TT:

TouAflU'^: nihAT: T'}9U :

TYr-A-- "MlKl:

K. M. 9«'1J^C:^AA': A£T:
woAYl’::

G. KHfA'T: RU
fA-T: rtfnT'i:

KOT: IflDT: KHf: Yl^uo^::

CD^^IT: 9»K*C:
fT: AA*:: ^C^CpT1*:

PlYEK/TT: nc= |

M

imiTa>’:

Hast thou arrived in health (safely

&c.), Gabru ?

God be praised ! Have you, mas-
ter, been well all the time since I

saw you last ?

Thank God ! Hast thou been all

the time well ?

Thanks to God ! Are you well ?

Thanks to God ! I am well. Hast
thou had a good journey ?

I had a good journey. I arrived

there in three days after I had
started from hence, and staying

there one day, I returned, and
in two days and a half arrived

here.

What does Aito Malku say P

“ Are you well ? Are you well ?

Are you well ? Have you been
quite well since our last interview ?

Are you well? Have you passed

the rainy season well ? My friend-

ship amounts to heaven and earth,”

he said.— What you sent to him
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fcft.fi*:: >»«!

£fim(J): ^"IRivn

rt^C: ^fimg):

yautla
l\q): ?\A*:

K: M. >£E,i*|::

G. h.^C'1 tPAU’: ftA*::

K. M. n*)” MK59™: 9n *‘l

ill: nATth (D£: *odoo^ :

l*lT: (D£: (DAT: 'WlCft.A:

CX\ : 'fc
a
lH.^n th.C = £<5,(DTl f\

:

H^: T*T: ?iATAAfi9n 'l

:

nAAl"
G. "fcl*:: di.J^lh^:

K. M. fcft,:: n£UV:
All::

G. n^Uf
: ^(D’A0

: (TA'O

I delivered, and he was very glad of

it, and said, “ May God give it (re-

ward) you ! May God give it you !

May God glorify you!
11

(i.e. I am
very much obliged to you.)

But how is (what did he say to)

my request ?

He agreed to do it.

Very well. Now eat thy dinner,

and go to Walleta Gabriel, a sick

woman, and (give her my respects,

and tell her that I sympathize with

her in her illness) say for me, “May
God have mercy on thee, and restore

thee ! Doest thou not feel a little

better to-day P
11

Very well. I go then.

Very well. (Mayest thou spend

the middle of the day well
!)

Good
bye!

(May you spend the middle of the

day well
!) Good bye

!

Tasfu, another servant, enters, announcing a visitor.

Tasfu. fc£*: <DA£: Jf'nA: There is Aito Walda Dengel:

TvA’.: A/UKl" Shall he come in ?

K. M. IfclT.:: £"![>:: Yes, let him come.

On entering, Kiddana Maryam attempts to rise
;
but Aito Walda Dentgel

hastens to prevent it; saying, “Remain remain!” or as

usual

:

w. D. fc'l&T: A£<.:

K. M. 7V’IH.?iTl(h.C : ^tro
l

k

l

Tl -

W. D. 7V’IH.?Vnrh1C :

Tl:: £Uf: ^£,1:

By God! by Mary! (Le. Do not

rise.)

How have you passed the night?

Thank God ! Have you passed

the night well ?

Thank God ! Have you passed

the forenoon well ?
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K. M. /V’iH.Jvnrh.O £ou
frr*:

w. D. >»°lH.Mlrh.C:

11:: VvfiTCpr: A$*>F<p: U*

A': £<Jf: fT©’:

K. M. "A"! H.ATI th>C : £HU fl

IT:: ^FlT: T^JA^::
W. D. A£"

9°iro I©*:

K. M. ITJ^-T:

W. D. Tfl£::

T. AfLT”
W.D. ’A°IH.A-nrh1C:

(J)
: "AT H.A'll rh,C : y. /..©• 1*1 (!)

:

nAAl : 'A<ron/rU'}::

T. AIKS- T<£T: £TA?A:
i'AA-::

W.D. ’ATJ.R.tJ: .P©*^:
nAK4H PT9®: filin'

1

! ::

K. M. Atl.:: ATT: Tfi£:

A.V.T: (DAy:y i‘IA n.trom-:

©TC- KRC^a*"-
W.D. ©.yip 1

!::

K.M. “Afl.:: n£Ut*: .V©TV::

w.d. nyyr-.y®^A«:

K. M. A«9T:

Thanks to God ! Have you passed

the forenoon very well ?

Thank God ! Are your wife and

all your children well?

Thank God ! My wife is poorly

to-day.

Ah ! What is her complaint?

She has pain in the bowels.

Tasfu !

Sir!

Speak to thy mistress in my be-

half
;
saying, “ May God have mercy

on you ! May God restore you !

”

She says that she feels now a

little better.

Henceforth, know me (as your

friend), and give me a Baldaraba*

(a man that introduces me to you).

Very well. Thou, Tasfu, when-

ever Aito Walda Dengel comes, do

thou introduce him.

I go then.

Very well. May He make you

spend the middle of the day well

i.e. Good bye !

May He make you spend the &c.

Amen

!

* See HAK4H : in the Dictionary.
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2. A FEW EXERCISES.

SALVATION.

(See Amharic Spelling Book, p. 20.)

MSLU: l\lTT:

fiCIP'P1
: jj^Y: 7x‘

IIH.JrvJl<h.CT:

ny-A^Af:
H.Mlrh.C : £C£-: Y1HAA9™
9° : YlMi: n^: "SVIH.

A-llth,C: AAflH: PX^dKi:
ot»T1£. : H^A^:

PTffiKKO^T: A^T:
n?5

: <0;P: n,H: A.E*Cl : Hfl

inffl’: T.H."

Now, as it is thus, all men having

by their sins offended God, and fallen

under the divine judgment and eter-

nal damnation, God has opened for

us another way, a way of Grace,

when He in His mercy gave His

Beloved Son as a ransom in our

stead.

BEST USE OF GEOGRAPHY.
(See Preface to the Amharic Geography.)

ytPPT: 0 "19® : IV'ru’JC:

nn/p: <D£: </l>:

A'7C= I*10P: ^PIP

fAU:: n <P£9B91°: flIJ9 ;PaP'}:

tt'O, JPAAo^UOPT - AfoH'fl:

mny :pap'i9l)
:

fl^OP'}^: 'M1£;P:P(IK*9D :

Y1H.H: ^-YfAlJ:: IPA :P0P91D :

f 'PGP ‘ ILAF
GP91': : flA

9-p?5'^: 7\6. fZ*V tJ°: n*PPP:

YlG‘/P9TJ : HCTD^tj: yn^PtJ:

yy9° : Ay^:: TGD^OP : T
a9Cn¥GP9« : fl^/POP^^ :

oo£cro£:: PT^^l^n^GP^T0 :

nl: nc = mn^*: YiYitf/T®:

fill:: IPA^POPTTO: GPy£'

:

IftflU'}: ^POjy: H3£-: MH.
ft'fl<h.C: :: YllPA'9D :

yA*: Tk'iR.tJ: flAU: i&fKTC:

If thou learn this (Geography)

perfectly, thou wilt, even whilst re-

maining at home, become like a

man that goes into a distant coun-

try : and of na tions, whose very name

thou didst not hear before, thou

wilt find here their residences, their

nature, employments, their state and

conditions. And all these are thy

brethren
;

all of them, great and

little, civilized and barbarians, good

and evil, are thy relations, the sons

of Adam, thy father. Know them,

learn of them; and examine into

their works. Whatever thou findest

good in them, keep, and flee from

evil. Love them all, as God wills

that thou shalt love thyself. But

above all things, ask thyself, saying,
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T P* :: iVmJvrifh.C : lift :

•Jvig-C: A.mtf :: P>>°!H./\

'flth-CT": <5.3*^: fli.:

!(!>:: ViR/p: >w5,Jt<nj

AU*: P^alH.^'nrh.O : <3>J^“
9n^C : iO>' : P>»aIH.A'flrh.C:

6.9K-- nchun: nOTIF^T10 ::

TxVv0 : Pdinh: i*I(J)¥: /V7H.

/Vflrf^C: P^h'fn: >»fKClY
A'lT:: nAK£afi<D'7n :

^infA: XTIXfl:
HIJ^:: ‘K^U'TD: 'fl

;t*mji4>:

ol, X’<hq.: 4*KjTl: n^T": ^od
AflAHA ” 7\Cl>^9» :‘ ll™} :

TYlTAd^T11 ::

“ Wherefore lias God created me ?

“ What is the will of God with me ?

“ and how do I accomplish the will

“ of God ? What is the will of God
“ concerning my people and nation ?

“ And we, the people of Abyssinia,

“ do we perform what God requires

“ us to do ? And if we have not

“ done it, what is our duty henceforth

“ to do P
11

If thou askest in this

manner, the Holy Scriptures will

satisfactorily answer thee. Hear

them, and follow them !

ND.

LONDON :

PRINTED BV RICHARD WATTS, CROWN COURT, TEMPLE BAR.
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